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China’s Tycoons

Walking around the streets of Chengdu on a balmy evening in the mid-1980s, it quickly became

apparent that the people of this city had an energy and drive that jarred with the West’s perception of

work and life in China. The streets were teeming with traders, selling and buying goods of all

description. Not only was the warm air heavy with the smells of foods and spices, it was busy with the

shouts and yells of commerce. 

Jumping forward 25 years, the sounds of commerce seem to be echoing all around China. And the

leap in productivity has been phenomenal. What in Chengdu seemed like unusual freedoms at the time

have come to embody the potential of this great country. 

The successful businessmen and women portrayed in this book are leading the charge. What is

striking is that many of them began with virtually nothing. Liu Yonghao, who started out selling quails

eggs in Chengdu and is now one of China’s richest men, is a great example of triumph over adversity. Liu

went shoeless as a child yet, armed with an entrepreneurial streak, and applying focus and hard work, he

and the other tycoons have built businesses that now stretch around the globe. 

It has been my privilege to work with a number of these entrepreneurs. I spent many years stationed

in Hong Kong with HSBC and was fortunate to be running a business that could and still does support the

growth and development of China’s emergent business class. 

As CEO of the bank, my enthusiasm for the country is unchanged. HSBC has remained closely

aligned with China since it was founded in Shanghai and Hong Kong in 1865. And as the world’s

economic centre of gravity continues to shift eastwards, I look forward to the bank’s relationship with

China growing ever stronger. 

I hope this second edition of China's Tycoons will give readers a flavour of both China's achievements

and its potential. The first edition contained 75 businesspeople and this one has 100. HSBC's research

suggests China will account for 20% of GDP among the world's top 30 economies in 2050. That implies

future editions of this book will contain even more tycoons.
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China’s Tycoons

O
ne way to evaluate the economic circumstances of a country is to examine its most successful

entrepreneurs. This is the second edition of China’s Tycoons, a book which seeks to enlighten readers about

the Chinese business elite. In this volume we profile 100 of the nation’s top tycoons – that’s up from the 75

featured in last year’s inaugural edition.

There are 26 new additions, in fact. Those with sharp maths skills will have realised that this also means one

tycoon has been removed from this edition. The tycoon in question is Xu Ming, and his tale speaks volumes about the

tricky nature of China’s business environment. Since March, the founder of Dalian Shide has been detained by the

government, in connection with his dealings with purged Chongqing Party boss, Bo Xilai. It’s alleged that Bo helped

Xu make his fortune when the politician ran the city of Dalian – by ensuring Xu got a lucrative contract. In the ensuing

years their relationship is thought to have grown closer, and mutually profitable. 

The Chinese have a term to describe this: guanxi. It denotes a series of favours used to cement a relationship and

get ahead commercially. The billionaire’s rise and (rapid) fall is illustrative of Xu’s guanxi ultimately backfiring and on

a fairly spectacular scale. Without doubt this cautionary tale will not be lost on the rest of China’s business elite.

However, Xu’s particular case – while eye-opening – should not blind us to the extraordinary achievements of the

100 other tycoons in this book. Their success can be put down to other traits. Most came from an impoverished

background; they worked phenomenally hard and took huge risks. That may sound like the classic definition of an

entrepreneur, but you’d be hard put to find comparisons to them in the US, the UK or Germany.

In some ways that’s because of the unique nature of China – a country which has gone through vast change in

the past few decades and moreover at a pace unrivalled in world history. Take the example, of Zhang Dazhong and

the means by which he got the seed capital for his retailing business. It’s not the sort of case study you’d read at

business school. Zhang’s mother made the mistake of criticising Mao Zedong in the late 1950s and was executed as

a supposed ‘rightist’. When Mao died in 1976, the new government judged that she was wrongfully killed and to

make amends paid Zhang Rmb7,000 ($1,097) in compensation. He used that to open his first shop. Zhang is now

worth an estimated Rmb4.9 billion.

All the tycoons in this book grew up in a country that was turned upside down, not once, but repeatedly. The most

decisive moment for all of them came in late 1978 when Deng Xiaoping unleashed three decades of free market

reforms – reversing years of failed state planning that had turned China into a backward economy. To modernise the

country, he turned to the private sector. “To get rich is glorious,” he famously said and he was taken at his word by

those you will read about in the forthcoming pages. In most cases they’ve emerged with billions.

But that took hard work and an appetite for risk. If you’re looking for an example of hardwork, try Gree’s Dong

Mingzhu who grew a flagging firm into an air-conditioning giant. To do so she hasn’t taken a day off in 20 years. And

taking bold risks? Would you buy a bankrupt steelworks in Germany, take it apart, ship it to China, and then figure out

how to reassemble it? That’s what Shen Wenrong of Sha Steel did.

It should be noted that this is not a ranking. Forbes and the Hurun Rich List annually compile their eagerly-

awaited rankings of China’s wealthiest. Our purpose here is a little different: to offer 100 potted biographies as a

means to better understand modern China.

One interesting conclusion we can draw from our sample – which we think pretty representative – is about where

China’s most business savvy folk tend to come from. The answer is unquestionably Zhejiang province. The map
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Our analysis
shows that by
far the biggest
percentage of
entrepreneurs
were born in
the coastal
province of
Zhejiang. In
this year’s
edition, 16% of
the tycoons are
Zhejiangers
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above shows where our tycoons were born (the red figure denotes how many were born in each province,

autonomous region and municipality). Easily the most (a total of 16) were born in Zhejiang, followed by Jiangsu (with

11). Also noteworthy: just over half come from Shanghai and the five coastal provinces (including Zhejiang and

Jiangsu) that stretch from Shandong to Guangdong (it’s actually 51, if you include Victor Koo, who was Hong Kong

born but then built his firm Youku on the mainland). As such, it’s tempting to ask: are these coastal folk blessed with a

more entrepreneurial DNA than their compatriots? Or did they just have greater opportunities, since the coasts were

the first to benefit when Deng opened China to foreign investment? 

We hope you find this book useful. And if you’d like to stay informed about news and issues impacting business in

China, we invite you to become a subscriber to Week in China, compliments of HSBC. To register, go to:

www.weekinchina.com/100tycoons

Steven Irvine, Editor

stevenirvine@weekinchina.com
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Alternative Energy

Huang Ming, Himin Solar Energy Group 6

Shi Zhengrong, Suntech Power Holdings 7

Zhang Chuanwei, Ming Yang Wind Power Group 8

Zhang Yue, Broad 9

Zhu Gongshan, GCL Group 10

Automotive

Li Shufu, Geely Automobile 11

Lu Guanqiu, Wanxiang Group 12

Yin Mingshan, Lifan Industry Group 13

Wang Chuanfu, BYD Company 14

Cao Dewang, Fuyao Glass 15

Wei Jianjun, Great Wall Motors 16

Clothing

Li Ning, Li Ning Company 17

Chen Yihong, China Dongxiang 18

Zhang Rongming, Aimer 19

Gao Dekang, Bosideng International 20

Qian Jinbo, Red Dragonfly 21

Zhou Shaoxiong, Septwolves Group 22

Zhou Chengjian, Metersbonwe 23

Qiu Guanghe, Semir Garment 24

Zheng Yonggang, Shanshan Group 25

Li Shuirong, Rongsheng Holdings 26

Ding Shuibo, Xtep 27

Zhang Shiping, Weiqiao Group 28

Zhou Jianping, Hailan Group 29

Contents

Computing and Electronics

Zhou Houjian, Hisense 30

Feng Jun, Aigo 31

Liu Chuanzhi, Lenovo 32

Li Dongsheng, TCL Group 33

Lei Jun, Xiaomi Corp 34

Wang Wenjing, UFIDA Software 35

Food

Zong Qinghou, Wahaha Group 36

Luo Hong, Holiland 37

Zhu Yicai, Yurun Food Group 38

Liu Hanyuan, Tongwei Group 39

Zhang Lan, South Beauty Group 40

Zhang Gang, Little Sheep 41

Yuan Longping, Longping High-Tech 42

Tao Huabi, Laoganma Special Flavour Foodstuffs 43

Internet

Liu Qiangdong, 360buy 44

Zhou Hongyi, Qihoo 360 Technology 45

Shi Yuzhu, Giant Interactive 46

Charles Zhang, Sohu 47

Robin Li, Baidu 48

Ma Huateng, Tencent 49

Ding Lei, NetEase 50

Cao Guowei, Sina 51

Yu Yu, Dangdang 52

Victor Koo, Youku 53

Chen Tianqiao, Shanda Interactive 54

Gary Wang, Tudou 55

Jack Ma, Alibaba Group 56

Chen Yizhou, Renren 57
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Investment

Liu Yiqian, Sunline Investment 58

Guo Guangchang, Fosun 59

Lu Xiangyang, Guangzhou Young Investment 60

Duan Yongping, BBK 61

Lu Zhiqiang, China Oceanwide 62

Natural Resources

Shen Wenrong, Sha Steel 63

Wang Yusuo, ENN 64

Yao Junliang, Meijin Group 65

Liu Han, Hanlong Group 66

Li Zhaohui, Haixin Iron and Steel 67

Zhou Furen, Xiyang Group 68

Liu Canglong, Sichuan Hongda Group 69

Huang Zelan, Zhangyuan Tungsten 70

Property

Xu Rongmao, Shimao Group 71

Wang Jianlin, Dalian Wanda Group 72

Zhang Zhirong, Glorious Property 73

Pan Shiyi, SOHO China 74

Chen Lihua, Fu Wah International 75

Lou Zhongfu, Guangsha Group 76

Xu Jiayin, Evergrande Real Estate 77

Wu Yajun, Longfor Property 78

Yan Zhi, Zall Development 79

Huang Nubo, Zhongkun 80

Dai Zhikang, Zendai Investment 81

Retail

Zhang Dazhong, Dazhong Investments 82

Shen Guojun, Yintai Group 83

Zhang Jindong, Suning Appliance 84

Huang Maoru, Maoye Group 85

White Goods

Liang Qingde, Galanz Electric 86

Dong Mingzhu, Gree 87

Zhang Ruimin, Haier 88

He Xiangjian, Midea 89

Other industries

Zhang Yin, Nine Dragons 90

Jiang Nanchun, Focus Media 91

Li Li, Shenzhen Hepalink Pharmaceutical 92

Liu Jiren, Neusoft 93

He Qiaonv, Orient Landscape 94

Gao Yanming, HOSCO 95

Li Lixin, Lisi 96

Liang Wengen, Sany Heavy Industry 97

Liu Yonghao, New Hope Group 98

Che Jianxin, Red Star Macalline Group 99

Liu Baolin, Jointown Group 100

Nan Cunhui, CHINT Group 101

Wang Zhongjun, Huayi Brothers 102

Wang Zhenghua, Spring Airlines 103

Ren Zhengfei, Huawei 104

Xu Lianjie, Hengan Group 105
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Week in China is an easy-to-read publication that’s specially designed to help the busy executive better
understand China and its 1.3 billion consumers. Each week it offers an unbiased, insightful and efficient digest
of what’s happening in China.
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China’s Tycoons

Getting started

Born in Shandong in 1958, Huang Ming is one of the

many examples in this book of a business leader who

was lucky enough to be of university age just as the

Cultural Revolution ended. He later became an oil

equipment engineer in the Ministry of Geology and

Resources.

Big Break

At 19, Huang was told by his professor that oil would

run out in 50 years. This thought never left him, and he

began to spend his evenings designing solar-powered

water heaters. He gave some as gifts to family and

friends. A factory director liked the design and made

Huang realise his hobby could be commercialised. In

1995 he quit his government job to set up Himin Solar.

Need to know

Himin is now China’s biggest maker of solar-powered

Week in China
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Huang Ming

water heaters, producing one million per year. His

hometown, Dezhou, has become a hub for the national

solar industry – three-quarters of its homes use

Huang’s product. The company’s headquarters (Sun-

Moon Mansion) is also said to be the largest building in

the world to use solar power as its main energy

source. You can even get round the HQ on solar-

powered golf carts. 

Political circles

As a deputy of the 10th National People’s Congress,

Huang has moved in powerful political circles. He

proposed the Law on Renewable Energy, which came

into effect at the beginning of 2006. Using solar power

to solve social problems is second nature to Huang.

During one plenary session, he proposed a motion to

introduce solar-powered bathing facilities in the

countryside since there are as many as 100 million

farmers that do not have access to bathing facilities. 

Growth

As the most important player in China’s “Solar Valley”,

Himin has received attention from serious investors. In

late 2008, Goldman Sachs and CDH Investment

together invested $100 million in the company to feed

growth and finance research and development. Huang

said at the time that Himin was looking to go public.

But in July, the China Securities Regulatory

Commission (CSRC) said the company has been placed

on a list of enterprises whose IPO evaluation procedure

"has been terminated”. This has led to media

speculation. Government worries about overcapacity in

the solar sector is one possible explanation. Obviously

the cancellation of the IPO is a major setback.

And to relax

Football. He is the oldest player in the Dezhou league.

The very goal-oriented Huang plays striker.

Himin Solar Energy Group
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“We want to be
like Henry Ford
was to the
automobile
industry”

Alternative
Energy

Wealth
Huang is worth
Rmb2.4 billion 
($380 million),
ranking 763 on the
2011 Hurun Rich List.

Year born

1958



China’s Tycoons

Getting started 

The environmental entrepreneur was born in 1963 at a

time when China had plunged into one of its worst

famines. His parents were destitute, and while they

kept his elder brother, he was given to another family.

Hence while he was born a Chen, his name was

changed to Shi. He was a smart child, and went to

university at 16.

Big Break

Partly thanks to his competence in English, Shi Zhengrong

got a scholarship in Australia and talked his way into the

laboratory of Professor Martin Green, an award-winning

scientist that some call the ‘father of solar energy’. Shi

began research on solar cells and in 1995 he and Green

received $50 million to form Pacific Solar Power. By this

stage Shi already held 10 solar cell patents.

In 2001 Shi decided to return to China after 10 years

abroad. He sold his assets in Australia and began trying

to persuade Chinese government agencies to back him.

Shi was ready to ‘die to eat globefish’ – a Chinese

expression that means you are willing to risk everything

to try to achieve something exceptional. With

Week in China
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Shi Zhengrong

persistence, he finally persuaded the Wuxi Municipal

government to help fund his new firm, Suntech.

Growth

Orders were slow in coming and in the most difficult

period between 2002 and 2004 he took only a quarter

of his salary. He would also spend months abroad

seeking markets for his solar panels. Changes in policy

towards solar power, particularly in Germany helped

turn around the company’s fortunes. It now sells its

products in 80 countries.

Need to know

In January 2006 Suntech Power was listed with much

hype on the NYSE. Shi was (for a short time) China’s

richest man. Suntech is now one of the world’s largest

makers of solar cells and modules. To capitalise on

President Obama’s green energy initiatives it recently

opened a production plant in Arizona.

But the global overcapacity for solar panels and their

components means Suntech is no longer enjoying such

a smooth ride. Cuts in government subsidies have

sparked a sharp downturn, with spot market prices of

solar cells and wafers down 40% in the first half of

2012. The industry is expected to register almost no

growth this year. Worse, European solar panel

manufacturers have filed a complaint in Brussels

accusing their Chinese competitors of selling their

products below cost – a practice known as “dumping”

– in order to take over more than 70% of the EU

market. They are demanding punitive tariffs. The US

has already imposed tariffs on Chinese solar panel

makers, a move which has impacted Suntech. The firm

swung to a loss in the first quarter.

The bad news got worse for Suntech in July when it

emerged that a loan guarantee it had given had

resulted in an alleged fraud that will cost the firm

hundreds of millions of dollars. In August Shi resigned

as CEO but remains chairman.

Suntech Power Holdings

Photo Source: Im
agine China

Shi is less
interested in
profits than in
“solving
problems for
mankind”

Wealth
Shi ranked 217 in the
Hurun Rich List in
2011, with assets
worth Rmb7 billion
($1.1 billion). 

Year born

1963

Alternative
Energy
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China’s Tycoons

Getting started

A native of Gushi in Henan Province, Zhang Chuanwei

served in the army for 10 years before going into

business. In 1993, he set up Zhongshan Ming Yang

Electric, a company focusing on the development and

production of power transmission and distribution

equipment.

Big Break 

Zhang’s move into the wind power sector started in 2005,

when he was invited to visit a large wind turbine

manufacturer in Xinjiang. He discovered that his host, as

was the norm in China, was using foreign designs to

create its turbines. With his experience in electrical control

systems, Zhang was confident that he could do better.

His colleagues at Ming Yang Electric were

somewhat sceptical. The company, they said, was too

small to start manufacturing wind turbines in volume.

But Zhang was not to be put off and the following

Week in China
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year he established Guangdong Ming Yang Wind

Power Technology.

Growth

Zhang’s first task was to acquire the technology for his

turbine business. He ended up making a deal with

Aerodyn, a German company. Zhang suggested that

they jointly undertake new design projects: the German

company would conduct the research and development,

while Ming Yang would create the prototype and test it

in China. Although Aerodyn was reluctant at first, Zhang

won them over by explaining that Ming Yang’s on-the-

ground involvement would provide a platform to

showcase their technical skills in China.

Need to know

In August 2007, Ming Yang produced China’s first anti-

typhoon 1.5MW wind-turbine, which soon proved its

worth by withstanding two category 10 typhoons during

its trial operation. Later that year, the company signed a

contract to supply 72 wind turbines to US customers for

Rmb720 million ($109 million).

Zhang also pioneered a turbine leasing business

with Chinese bank ICBC, where the bank buys

turbines from Ming Yang and in turn leases them to

end users. In 2009, lease orders accounted for 30% of

the annual total.

Ming Yang’s strategy is to focus on offshore

turbines, with a long-term goal of creating a more

integrated offshore product that brings together

turbines, energy storage and grid technologies.

Zhang’s ultimate goal is for Ming Yang to become

the world leader in offshore wind power. And with the

proceeds of a $350 million listing completed in the US

in 2010, he has raised some of the financial resources

that he will need to achieve it. 

Ming Yang Wind Power Group
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Zhang’s
ultimate goal is
for Ming Yang
to become the
world leader in
offshore wind
power

Alternative
Energy

Wealth
Zhang was said to be
worth Rmb2.4 billion
($365 million),
according to the 2010
Hurun Rich List. More
recent data was
unavailable.

Year born

1962



China’s Tycoons

Getting started

Zhang Yue was born in Changsha in 1960. He studied

art at college and spent a few years teaching, before

trying his hand at a variety of different businesses –

such as painting, advertising, interior design, as well as

selling motor cycles and air conditioners.

Big Break

In 1988, Zhang founded Broad (the company’s Chinese

name means ‘expensive and large’), with just

Rmb30,000 ($4,500) worth of capital. His brother, an

engineer educated in Manchuria, had just patented a

new technology that allowed to them to start selling

pressure-free boilers to factories. 

Growth

In 1992, the company started to concentrate on

producing large scale non-electric air conditioning

chillers, which were popular due to the shortages of

electricity in China. Broad’s units differed from

conventional air conditioners because they used natural

gas or other sources of heat to boil up a more

environmentally friendly liquid, lithium bromide

Week in China
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solution. When the vapours condense, the surrounding

area becomes cool. This is supposed to be twice as

efficient as electric models. Broad’s turnover grew from

Rmb2 million in 1992 to Rmb1.9 billion in 1996.

Growth has slowed since 1997, with turnover

currently standing at several billion yuan, according to

21CN Business Herald. But the company has been debt

free since 1995. Zhang also refuses to bring in any new

shareholders or take the company public. 

He’s also branched out into construction. In 2012,

Broad grabbed headlines when it announced a

spectacular plan to erect an 838-metre tower in

Changsha – the world’s tallest. More remarkable still,

the plan is to build it in just seven months. 

Need to know

Zhang became interested in the environment between

1999 and 2001, when he started reading up on

environmental issues. He realised that the future

“spelled the doom of the earth if humankind continues

with the existing rate of energy consumption and

carbon emissions”. Zhang started to practise what he

preached. In the mid-nineties for example, he became

famous for being the first man in China to own a

private jet. But when he converted to the environmental

cause, he sold three of them and started taking

commercial flights instead.

His company headquarters Broad Town, located in

Changsha, embodies his ideals. Home to more than a

thousand workers, the compound is home to what is

described as the world’s first “sustainable building”,

with a focus on earthquake resistance and energy

efficiency. Like confectioner George Cadbury – who

built a model village for his workers in 1893 at

Bourneville – Zhang says that inspiring buildings and a

pleasant environment make his employees happy, and

in turn improve their work ethic and professionalism.

Broad Town features buildings bearing resemblance to

the Pyramids, Versailles and Buckingham Palace. 

Broad

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“Why must one
blindly seek
more money to
become bigger?
People think
the bigger the
better, but I
believe in quite
the contrary”

Wealth
Ranks 186 in the
2011 Hurun Rich List
with a fortune valued
at Rmb5.8 billion
($910 million).

Year born

1960

Alternative
Energy
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China’s Tycoons

Getting started

Zhu Gongshan was born in rural Jiangsu in 1958. He

majored in electrical studies before becoming an

electrical salesman in his hometown of Funing in 1978

– the year China began its economic reforms and

began opening to the world. He eventually set up his

own firm, and as his ambitions increased he registered

the GCL Group overseas, with the aim of investing in

China’s power sector. His first deal: to build a thermal

power plant in Taicang.

Big break

The year was 1996 and significantly Zhu’s co-investor

was Hong Kong Continental Mariner Investment – the

largest shareholder of which was Poly Group, a firm

that historically had close ties to China’s army as well

as to the family of Deng Xiaoping. So when Zhu’s

company became GCL-Poly it was evident to all that it

had connections in the corridors of power.

Over the next decade he would build 20 plants –

without ever incurring the wrath of China’s five large

state-owned power producers. In 2007 he listed GCL-

Poly in Hong Kong and became known in China as ‘the

King of Private-run Power’.

Week in China
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He’d built coal-powered and biomass generators for

the most part, but in 2006 he had a business epiphany:

the future was in solar energy. He invested Rmb7 billion

($1.1 billion) in a new unit to produce polysilicon, the

raw material of the photovoltaic industry. His strategy –

unlike Suntech and Yingli which made solar panels –

was to start at the upstream end of the business and

attain dominance there first.

Smart move

Almost immediately he made a far-sighted decision. At

that time the world was facing a ramp-up in demand

for solar panels and a shortage of polysilicon to make

them. On the spot markets, prices of $500 per kilogram

were on offer, but Zhu elected instead to sign eight year

supply contracts with grateful customers at prices of up

to half the then spot. It proved a smart move. During

the financial crisis in 2008, other producers got

hammered when polysilicon prices plummeted to

below $100 per kg. His contracts helped Zhu profitably

weather the storm and weed out weaker competitors.

By 2008 he accounted for half of all China’s shipments

of polysilicon, remarkable for a new entrant.

In 2009 he decided GCL-Poly would diversify:

building solar power plants and also by making silicon

wafers (used in solar cells, these are the building

blocks of a solar panel). Once again a big state partner

would enter the fray to help Zhu achieve his vision.

Sovereign wealth fund CIC pumped $710 million into

his firm for a 20% stake. By the end of last year, GCL-

Poly’s silicon wafer production capacity reached

3.5GW, accounting for almost 30% of global supply.

He’s now constructing solar power plants overseas too

– for example, he recently signed agreements to build

more than 1GW of solar power plants across the US. 

GCL-Poly – which made Rmb3.5 billion ($555

million) of net profit in the first half of 2011 – plans

to increase its polysilicon capacity to 65,000 tonnes

this year.

GCL-Poly

10
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“Of course,
[Western
companies] are
envious. I have
done in a few
years what took
them (much
longer)”

Alternative
Energy

Wealth
According to the
Forbes China Rich
List, he ranks 30th
with $2.1 billion.

Year born

1958
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Getting started

Li Shufu was born into a farming family in Taizhou,

Zhejiang province. Upon graduating from school, he

received a Rmb100 ($15) graduation present. Instead of

splurging the money on sweets and toys, he bought a

camera and a bicycle, which became the tools for a small

business taking photos of tourists. Within six months, he

had made a tenfold return on his initial investment.

His career as an industrialist began making spare

parts for refrigerators in 1984. He then switched to

aluminium bending boards, before moving on to

produce the first Geely motorcycle in 1994.

Big Break

In 1997, Li announced he was going into the car

industry, a move opposed by many friends and family.

He wasn’t daunted, regarding a car as no more than

“four wheels plus a sofa”. 

Perhaps he was right, since he has built China’s

Li Shufu

biggest private car firm within just one decade.

Need to know

Geely was listed in Hong Kong in 2005. By 2009, the

annual profits were Rmb1.18 billion, up 35% on a year

earlier. The company – which makes compact cars that

sell for as little as $6,000 – has an annual capacity of

400,000 units. 

Growth

In 2010, Li bought ailing Swedish car company Volvo

for $1.8 billion. While some worried whether the deal

would end up as another failed automobile acquisition,

Li put in place ambitious plans for the company.

Volvo’s target is to double its worldwide sales to

800,000 a year by 2020, from 373,000 in 2010.

Whether or not the company succeeds depends on

China, where it sold just 30,000 cars in 2010. A

manufacturing facility in Chengdu is expected to

become operational in 2013, with more plants on the

way. Volvo has already announced that it should meet

its target to sell 200,000 cars in China by 2015, five

years earlier than anticipated.

And to relax

He is one of China’s most prominent philanthropists

and invested Rmb800 million in the nation’s largest

private university, Beijing Geely University. He also

writes songs: ‘Sending you luck” even won a national

award.

Geely Automobile

Photo Source: Reuters 

“Growing a car
industry is like
growing one
tree slowly to
cover a whole
forest”

Automotive

Wealth
Li is ranked at 255 on
the 2011 Hurun Rich
List, with Rmb6.3
billion ($990 million)
worth of assets.

Year born

1963
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Getting started

Lu Guanqiu is arguably modern China’s ‘debut’

entrepreneur, and in keeping with his stature as the

nation’s first capitalist, is a very rich man. He was born

dirt poor in the agricultural village of Ningwei in

Zhejiang province and left school at 15 to become a

blacksmith’s apprentice.

Big break

In 1969 the Ningwei Commune asked Lu to take over

its farm machinery repair shop. The factory was an 84

square metre shabby mess, but from such things are

great fortunes built. He sold all his belongings, built a

house next to the plant and injected Rmb4,000 ($608)

– staking his entire fate on its success. He specialised

in making universal joints and branded his product

Qianchao. He took local market share by refusing to

raise prices and ratcheting down costs – something his

less aggressive competitors found tough to match. 

Lu Guanqiu 

Lu’s firm – named the Wanxiang Group – began

participating in trade fairs (like the famous Canton Fair)

and began to develop new varieties of joint. Soon he

was selling in 18 countries. In 1994 he got permission

from the Ministry of Foreign Trade to set up a company

in the US.

Need to know

Wanxiang is now China’s biggest auto parts

manufacturer. The company, which employs more

than 30,000 people, has diversified into various fields

including mining and has 22 companies in 10

countries. In 1999 Lu set a target to make daily profits

of Rmb10 million by 2009, which he achieved. He

then set a new ‘10-fold in a decade struggle’ plan: by

2019 he wants to be making Rmb100 million of daily

profits, with his best paid employee earning Rmb100

million annually.

To get there, Lu added carmaking to his growing

portfolio. In the last ten years the businessman has

injected millions to dollars in developing alternative fuel

vehicles. Investors, however, weren’t too keen about

the plan, sending Wangxiang Qianchao's stocks down

from its peak.

Working style

Lu is up by 5.10am. Staff prepare 30,000 words of

reading materials for him from the major press and on

auto industry related subjects. According to the Today

Morning Express he has a 10 square metre office –

probably the smallest among his billionaire peer group

in China.

And to relax

Work. “Sitting in front of a desk, I feel ease in my

mind!” But when he does have spare time he works on

his ‘Four-10,000’ charity which helps large groups of

orphans, poverty-stricken students, children with

disabilities, and the elderly.

Wanxiang Group

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“My mind is
filled with
business. I do
not play golf
and have no
love for luxury.
Buy a yacht? I
can afford it,
but I won’t.
Human life is
limited, so you
have to seize
the time to
work”

Wealth
With Rmb30 billion
($4.7 billion), Lu is
China’s nineteenth
richest man according
to the 2011 Hurun
Rich List.

Year born

1945

Automotive
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Getting started

Born in 1938, Yin Mingshan entered business

somewhat late in life. Caught up in the political chaos

of the Cultural Revolution, he was banished from his

native Chongqing to work on a farm until he was

rehabilitated in 1979. He then worked as an English

teacher, before taking a job with a publishing house,

which led to his first commercial success as one of

Chongqing’s biggest private booksellers.

Big Break

At the age of 54, Yin decided to shift into a completely

different industry, when he set up Chongqing Hongda

Institute of Vehicle Accessories. The company made

motorcycles that resembled Honda bikes but at cut-

price levels. Sales were good, and a few years later, the

company started exporting to places such as Vietnam

and Laos. 

Yin set up a series of companies that were

Yin Mingshan

restructured into Lifan Hongda Industry (Group).

Another change in name was just around the corner

after a lawsuit from Honda forced Yin to abandon the

“Hongda” brand.

Growth

Lawsuits notwithstanding, Yin was on a roll. By 2003,

the Lifan Group had sales revenue of more than Rmb6

billion ($912 million), with exports worth $200 million.

The group had a large network of manufacturing

facilities, sales companies and overseas subsidiaries.

The next step was to move into making cars, and in

2006 the company released a five-seat sedan that

sold for less than Rmb50,000. Plans were drawn up

for an IPO, although they went on hold due to the

financial crisis.

Need to know

Yin aims to produce 300,000 vehicles per year by the

middle of the decade. He believes that the revenue

from the car business will become five times bigger

than its motorcycle operations. He is also willing to

partner with companies that are interested in doing

business in Chongqing, mentioning in early 2011, that

he is in talks with Subaru. The Lifan brand however, will

remain his main focus. In November 2010, Lifan finally

went public, raising Rmb2.9 billion.

Meanwhile, it appears that Yin’s hardwork has paid

off: in the first quarter of this year, the automaker sold

4,545 cars in Russia, up by 69% from the same period

last year. 

Lifan Industry Group

Photo Source: Im
agine China

Yin aims to
produce
300,000
vehicles per
year by the
middle of the
decade

Automotive

Wealth
Yin is worth Rmb8.3
billion ($1.3 billion),
according to the 2011
Hurun Rich List,
giving him the
number 165 spot.

Year born

1938
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Getting started

Born in 1966, Wang Chuanfu started his career in a lab

coat. He first graduated as a chemist from Central

South Industrial University of Technology, before

receiving a master’s degree from Beijing Non-Ferrous

Research Institute. 

Big Break

The academic life was not for Wang: in 1995, he quit a

research job to set up BYD (an abbreviation that has

variously been interpreted as ‘Build Your Dreams’ and

‘Brings You Dollars’, although Wang admits it has “no

special meaning”), using Rmb2.5 million ($380,000),

which he borrowed from a cousin, as capital.

The company’s first product was rechargeable

batteries, primarily for mobile phones. Wang soon

succeeded with his plan to make top quality batteries

at a price that undercut established manufacturers in

Japan and South Korea. With a 15% share of the global

market, BYD is now the world’s second largest

manufacturer of rechargeable batteries.

Wang Chuanfu

Need to know

Off the back of this success, BYD listed on the Hong

Kong stock exchange in 2002. But investors thinking

that they were taking a punt on a battery maker

received a shock when Wang decided to branch into an

entirely new area – electric cars. His vision was to

create a global automobile brand that would be at the

forefront of a new wave of green technology. His goal

was ambitious, to say the least: to become the world’s

largest carmaker by 2025.

Growth

It might have sounded like a pipe-dream, but people

started to take a real interest when Warren Buffett

bought 10% of BYD in September 2008. As a result, the

company’s shares rocketed in price, to the extent that

Wang topped the China's Hurun Rich list in 2009.

Setbacks

The following year however, proved to be something of

a disappointment. BYD expected to sell 800,000 cars, a

significant jump on the 448,000 it sold in 2009. The

target proved ambitious – by September, the sales

target was cut by 25%. This was in part due to the poor

sales of the F3, a compact (petrol-based) car that was

China’s bestseller in 2009. And as sales slowed, the

sales network took a hit, with nearly 1,000 dealers

pulling out. Last year was especially tough for the

electric carmaker. Its net profit fell 44%.  Worse, this

May the firm faced negative publicity after a deadly

accident involving one of its electric vehicles. It caught

fire after a high-speed collision – prompting safety

concerns (which BYD has rebutted). 

However, sales fell 12% in the first five months of

the year suggesting a turnaround strategy is needed.

Meanwhile, the Sage of Omaha has proved a loyal

shareholder. He’s said he wants to keep his stake for

“many years” – and rather morbidly – until “past [his]

lifetime”.

BYD Company

Photo Source: Im
agine China

Wang’s firm
came to
prominence
after receiving
a major
investment
from Warren
Buffett

Wealth
Wang is China's 44th
richest man, with
assets worth
Rmb18.6 billion ($2.9
billion) according to
the 2011 Hurun Rich
List. 

Year born

1966

Automotive
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Cao Dewang
Fuyao Glass

“My next goal
is to make glass
more perfect;
the aim is to
invent the
world’s first
intelligent glass
within five
years; that can
be sensitive to
sunlight and
better protect
the driver’s
eyes”

Wealth
Cao has Rmb7.7
billion ($1.2 billion) in
assets, placing him at
187 on the 2011
Hurun Rich List.

Year born

1946

Photo Source: Im
agine China

Automotive

Getting started

Cao Dewang’s business education began on the

streets, cycling a round-trip 80km to sell fruit in the city

of Fuqing. He spent some time as a chef before landing

a job in 1976 at Fuqing Gaoshan Special Glass Factory. 

Big Break

In 1983 he was asked to take over the failing factory by

the local government. He turned it around, changing its

name to Fuyao Glass. Cao listed his firm in Shanghai in

1993. Since then, it has become China’s largest

exporter of automotive glass. The company not only

controls more than half of the Chinese market, it

operates internationally too: it has supplied motoring

heavyweights such as Audi, Ford and Hyundai.

Growth

With offices all over the world – such as in the US,

Japan, Korea – Fuyao is well placed to service its

portfolio of international clients. On the domestic front,

it boasts production facilities in all of China’s major

economic centres, along with factories in more

developing areas. 

The company made Rmb738 million in net profit in

the first half of 2012, down 7.7% year-on-year. Fuyao

explained that the decline is largely due to increase in

wages and the decrease in export amid a tepid

economic performance in its overseas market.

Need to know

In 2009, Cao was thrust into the spotlight when he

became the first Chinese businessperson to become

Ernst and Young’s Entrepreneur of the Year. The judges

were swayed not only by his considerable business

prowess, but also by his commitment to charity. He

made a large personal donation to the 2008 Sichuan

earthquake relief effort, before pledging to donate

around 60% of his interest in Fuyao to his own

charitable foundation. 

In early 2010, Cao announced that the company was

entering “Mid-Cao Dewang Period”, where he would

take more of a backseat role. The plan is for Cao to

remain in charge of development strategies, while the

management of the business will be handled by his son.  

And to relax

Golf is his sole hobby. He usually tees off at 4am; with

golf course staff lighting the course with torches.
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Wei Jianjun was born in 1964 in Beijing but moved with

his family to Baoding in Hebei province. His father then

left the army to become a businessman and Wei

dropped out school to join the family pump business.

Getting started

When Wei was 26 he signed a contract with the local

government to take over a debt-ridden company –

Great Wall Industry Corporation, which was involved in

the auto industry. Wei launched a Great Wall sedan in

1993, using chassis and engines from other carmakers.

The low price attracted customers but a new policy in

1994 stopped carmakers outside the “national

catalogue” from producing sedans. Great Wall didn’t

make the list.

A business trip to Thailand saved the company.

Seeing pick-up trucks on the Thai roads, Wei was

inspired to make his own. From 1996, the new Wingle

model targeted business owner customers and farmers

Wei Jianjun 

in rural areas. By 1998 Great Wall pick-ups were a

market leader and they remain a bestseller today, with

30% market share.

Growth

Encouraged by his success in wider wheel-base pick-

ups, Wei began making SUVs. His Haval brand gained a

reputation for decent quality at a much cheaper price

than imported equivalents. By 2011, sales of Haval hit

23,130 units.

By 2008, Wei had also returned to the sedan

market, again with lower-end models. Within three

years, sales had surpassed those of SUVs, but at much

lower profit. Last October he adjusted his strategy

again, focusing on compact sedans targeted at lower-

income Chinese families.

Great Wall Motors listed in Hong Kong in 2003 and

on the A share market in Shanghai in 2010. Last year

revenues at Great Wall Motors increased 30.9% year-

on-year to Rmb30.09 billion, with a net profit Rmb3.43

billion, up 26.8%. Great Wall exported 83,000 vehicles

in 2011 and opened its first manufacturing plant this

year in Bulgaria, where it plans to produce vehicles for

the European market in each of its three segments

(pick-up, SUV and compact sedan).

And to relax

Wei Jianjun’s motto is “improve a little everyday”, and

the motto is printed all over the company, even on the

canteen’s tea cups. But Wei relaxes by collecting cars:

he says he has bought at least 30 foreign luxury cars to

study their engines but has since given them to friends,

and now drives only a Great Wall SUV. He also likes

table tennis because it’s “a low cost sport”.

Great Wall Motors

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“We Chinese
carmakers
shouldn’t
belittle
ourselves”

Wealth
With Rmb 6.3 billion
($990 million) worth
of assets, Zhang is
ranked 255 on the
2011 Hurun Rich List.

Year born

1964

Automotive
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Getting started

Li Ning was born in 1963 to a Zhuang minority family in

Guilin, southern China. He began practicing gymnastics

when he was 8 years-old, and by the age of 17, he was

picked for China’s national team. A spectacular sporting

career followed: in total, he won around 100 medals. 

His moment of glory was during the 1984 Los

Angeles Olympics – when he won three gold medals,

two silvers and a bronze – making him the most

successful athlete in the competition. As China’s first

modern sporting superstar, he became known as the

“prince of gymnastics”.

Big Break

After retiring from professional athletics in 1989, Li

came up with the idea of creating a national sporting

goods company that exploited his famous persona –

thus the Li Ning brand was born. By the mid-nineties, Li

Ning was one of China’s most popular sportswear

Li Ning

companies. In 2004, the company listed in Hong Kong,

raising capital to finance its founder’s dream of

becoming a major international sports brand.

Need to know

With more than 8,000 outlets in China, Li Ning has

overtaken Adidas to become the country’s second

largest sportswear company. Part of its success is due

to clever marketing – it has signed up NBA stars

Shaquille O’Neal and Baron Davis to promote its

basketball products. It also decided to open its first

retail store in the US in Portland, Oregan – the same

city where Nike has its headquarters. 

Li Ning’s greatest triumph in recent years was his

appearance at the 2008 Beijing Olympics, when he was

chosen to literally fly in and light the Olympic torch at

the Opening Ceremony.

Setback

His eponymous firm’s phenomenal growth between

2002 and 2009 has seemed to slow down in recent

years. Profit in 2011 was down 65% year-on-year to

$61 million, and despite ambitious expansion overseas,

international markets still made up less than 2% of

revenue. Business at home has suffered, too.

Anticipating huge increases in sales, Li Ning stuffed the

retail channels with inventory, resulting in overstocking

that ended up being marked down significantly. In July,

Zhang Zhiyong, chief executive of Li Ning, took the

blame and stepped down from the position. 

Investors are hoping that TPG could help turn things

around for the company. In January, the US private

equity firm purchased $80 million in convertible bonds

and $44.8 million in shares, giving it a stake in the

company of about 12%.

Li Ning Company

Photo Source: Im
agine China

His goal is to
become an
international
sports brand to
rival Nike and
Adidas

Wealth
Li Ning is at number
291 on the 2011
Hurun Rich List, with
a fortune worth
Rmb5.5 billion ($860
million).

Year born

1963

Clothing
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Getting started 

Chen Yihong was a talented table tennis player in his

youth, having been picked up by a local sports

academy in Tianjin. While his love of sport would

dictate his career path, he wouldn’t make it as a ping-

pong player. After a five year stint in the army, he

moved into the sportswear business in 1980.

In 1991 he joined Li Ning’s fast-growing sportswear

business. Chen quickly rose through the ranks from

manager of the Guangdong shoe department to running

the Beijing operation and by 1997 became general

manager of Li Ning Sports Good Corporation. After a

restructuring in 1998 he gained a 3.53% stake in Li

Ning. In 2001 Chen – by now 43 – witnessed a further

reshuffling within Li Ning, and viewed it as a demotion. 

Big Break 

The following year, he did a deal with Li Ning to

exchange his equity stake in the firm for a 20% stake

Chen Yihong

in Beijing Dongxiang Sports – of which Li Ning held the

other 80%. Dongxiang had the rights to market Italian

brand Kappa in China and Macau. A little-known brand

in China at the time, Chen saw the potential,

particularly as Kappa products enjoyed a 57.5% gross

margin – higher than Li Ning’s own margins. By 2004

he’d turned around sales, which hit Rmb105 million

($16 million), with a net profit of Rmb5.7 million.

Growth

In 2005 Li Ning agreed to sell Chen its controlling

stake in Dongxiang for Rmb45 million. At the time, the

Italian owner of the Kappa brand wanted to sell

permanent ownership of the right to use the marque in

China – which meant Chen needed to raise a further

Rmb300 million. He sold a 20% stake to Morgan

Stanley for $38 million. By focusing on Kappa as a

‘fashion’ sports brand – targeted at affluent 18-35

year-olds – he propelled it into the top three

‘international’ sports labels in China. In 2006 profit

surged to Rmb180 million.

But like Li Ning, Dongxiang has been losing out to

foreign rivals like Nike and Adidas in recent years. The

company reported that sales in 2011 dropped 35.7%

from a year ago to Rmb2.7 billion. It also posted a net

profit of Rmb102 million, a decrease of 93% year-on-

year. Last year Dongxiang had to offer big discounts to

drive sales amid inventory pile-up and fierce

competition. 

Need to know

In 2007, Dongxiang completed a Hong Kong IPO that

saw the company valued at Rmb29.8 billion. Expansion

has been rapid. There are now nearly four thousand

Kappa retail outlets in China. Chen has bought the

rights to Kappa in Japan, as well as purchasing Phenix,

a Japanese skiwear brand.

China Dongxiang

Photo Source: Im
agine China

Former table
tennis player
Chen now
excels at retail,
with nearly
4,000 Kappa
retail outlets in
China

Clothing

Wealth
He ranked joint 319th
in the 2011 Hurun
Rich List with assets
of Rmb5 billion ($780
million).

Year born

1958
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Getting started

Zhang Rongming was born in 1962 in Jiangsu

province. He studied metallurgy and on graduation his

first business foray involved coated blades, which were

sold to locomotive plants in northern China. He did this

in partnership with his alma mater, the Beijing

University of Science and Technology.

Big break

In 1991, a friend told him how a Japanese firm called

Wacoal was making bras using an innovative metal

alloy. Since no Chinese factory was doing the same,

Zhang decided this was a promising market. He began

working on shape metal alloys made from nickel

titanium. The advantage was that the heat of the

human body allowed these bra wires to adopt the

woman’s shape. A perfectly-fitting brassiere was the

result. He completed his first piece of lingerie at the

end of 1991. 

Zhang Rongming

Unfortunately, its design did not initially impress.

“Though I was already married, I had never paid

attention to what kind of underwear my wife wore,“

laments Zhang.

Zhang wasn’t put off, and when Beijing’s Industrial

Development Bureau asked him to take over the

dilapidated Huamei Fashion Works, he agreed. In 1993

he created a new brand, Aimer – a play on the French

verb ‘to love’. Within three years, Aimer had supplanted

Wacoal as the top selling lingerie brand in Beijing. 

Need to know

Zhang’s focus was on the mid-and-high end of the

lingerie industry, realising that increasingly affluent

women would be willing to spend several hundred yuan

on a bra. He was right. Lingerie is now big business:

China’s undergarment market was reckoned to be

worth Rmb200 billion ($30 billion) in 2010, says the

21CN Business Herald.

Next steps

Zhang broadened his focus to China’s underwear

business, with a portfolio of brands for women, as well as

a men’s line. He focused on quality – obtaining an

ISO9001 certificate – and reorganised Aimer into a joint

stock company in 2002. He invested in sophisticated

laser scanning technology to design lingerie specifically

for the Chinese figure, and had the idea to generate

publicity through a Victoria’s Secret-like annual fashion

show. He even designed the gold armoured bra that Gong

Li wore in the 2006 movie Curse of the Golden Flower.

Aimer

Photo Source: Im
agine China

Zhang is
considering a
push into Japan
and Singapore,
but wishes
Aimer to
remain a
private
company. “I am
not considering
an IPO, as I am
seeking to be
small but
beautiful, small
but excellent,
small but
special”

Key stat
Aimer has revenues
of Rmb1 billion per
year.

Year born

1962

Clothing
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Getting started 

Gao Dekang was born in 1952 in the village of Shanjing

in Jiangsu province. At the age of 24 he established a

business, with assets consisting of eight sewing

machines and a bike. He hired 11 peasants to process

garments for a factory in Shanghai. Riding frantically

between his suppliers, the factory and his customers,

Gao claims to have covered 200km a day.

Big break

In 1980 he started a factory of his own and won a

contract to produce (insulated) ‘down’ jackets. By 1990

business was going so well he spent Rmb1.5 million

($228,000) on a second factory and made the key

decision to register his own brand, Bosideng.

The winter of 1994 proved a turning point for Gao.

The tailor produced 230,000 down garments, but sold

less than half of his inventory. Meanwhile the bank was

asking for the repayment of a Rmb8 million loan. “At

Gao Dekang

that time, I really wanted to jump off a building,” he

recalls. “But considering the livelihood of hundreds of

people, I felt I must be responsible for them and the

enterprise.” 

Determined to rediscover his commercial success,

Gao instigated a huge study of the northeastern market,

and discovered that his styles and fits were not what

most local people wanted. So he set up rep offices and

hooked up with local malls, and reworked his designs. In

1995 he sold 680,000 pieces and saw net profit exceed

Rmb20 million.

Need to know

Bosideng is the largest down apparel company in China,

and by 2006 it accounted for a third of all downwear

manufactured globally. The brand name Bosideng was

chosen as it sounded foreign, and for the similarity in

Chinese to the American city of Boston. Gao has since

created six major brands including Kangbo. In 2007

Bosideng was listed in Hong Kong, and in the financial

year ending March 2010 made a profit of Rmb1.07 billion

on sales of Rmb5.73 billion.

Growth

Bosideng, which has been the number one down clothing

brand in China based on sales value, already has 11,000

shops all over China. But it has also made a big push into

the UK in recent years, selling its merchandise through

Bradford-based retailer Greenwoods. (Greenwoods was

founded in 1860 and at its peak had 200 shops in Britain).

When Greenwoods went into administration in 2009,

Bosideng bought 87 of its stores. Gao now plans to retain

the Greenwoods name and open a further 100 stores,

mainly in the south of England, over the next five years.

Bosideng also recently opened a brand new flagship

store near Bond Street, London’s posh shopping district.

The launch in London’s prestigious West End cost

approximately £35 million pounds ($54 million), the

company reports.

Bosideng International

Photo Source: Im
agine China

Gao hit tough
times in the
nineties, “I
really wanted
to jump off a
building. But
considering the
livelihood of
hundreds of
people, I felt I
must be
responsible for
them and the
enterprise”

Clothing

Wealth
Gao ranked 80 on the
2011 Hurun rich list
with assets worth
Rmb12 billion ($1.9
billion).

Year born

1952
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Getting started

Born in 1964, Qian Jinbo moved to Wuhan at the age of

18, to become a carpenter. He quickly changed

direction and moved into leather sales. Through this

line of work he acquired the capital and contacts to

start out on his own – setting up a shoe factory in

Wenzhou in 1995, which he called Red Dragonfly.

Big break

Qian always wanted to do something big. After setting

up his first factory, he worked with a local TV station to

create a show called Journey of Red Dragonfly, giving

him an opportunity to speak about his dreams of

owning a major brand. And he had early success. By

the end of 1995, his factory made Rmb30 million

($4.56 million) worth of shoes, bringing in a profit of

Rmb1.68 million.

He was first tested in 1998 when floods washed

through southern China. In the resulting downturn,

Qian Jinbo

demand fell. He set up a team of sales personnel to sell

the unwanted shoes in three new provinces. In Hubei, a

salesman quickly put together new points of sale, and

unsold inventory was snapped up within a couple of

months. And thus a new franchising model was born.

By relying on his proprietary channels his output value

surpassed Rmb100 million in 1998.

Need to know

Qian has cultivated an image as the leading thinker in

the Chinese footwear industry. He has set up a shoe

research institute and a footwear museum. He has

even published a dictionary of Chinese footwear

culture. Some say that this commitment was formed

following a rebuke from an Italian shoe designer in the

mid-1990s. The Italian liked Qian’s shoes, but

discredited their Chinese origins. Qian bristled, and

resolved to take his industry’s image upmarket.

In 2009, Red Dragonfly appeared at the Milan

International Shoe Fair, as well as major international

shows in Germany and the US. Qian sees it as a first

step on the path to becoming a global brand.

In his own words

“The birth of a luxury brand, in addition to excellent

quality and strong brand spirit, needs a long history,

and this is something Red Dragonfly does not have,” he

said. “But this doesn’t mean it cannot become strong in

the future. When Red Dragonfly is a hundred years

old... will you still find the idea naive that Red Dragonfly

has become China’s Louis Vuitton?”

Red Dragonfly

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“When Red
Dragonfly is a
hundred years
old... will you
still find the
idea naive that
Red Dragonfly
has become
China’s Louis
Vuitton?”

Wealth
Ranked 500 in 2011
Hurun Rich List with
net worth of Rmb3.6
billion ($560 million).

Year born

1964

Clothing
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Getting started

Zhou Shaoxiong was born in 1965, in Quanzhou, Fujian

province. Surprising his friends, he quit his job at a

bookstore, considered a “golden rice bowl” at the time,

to go into the fabric trade. Initially it was tough: he

lacked experience and looked too young to be taken

seriously. But after a few years he had saved enough

capital to take his business to the next step.

Big break

By the time Zhou established his clothing company in

1985, Septwolves Group, he understood the advantage

of having a strong brand. A few years later, Septwolves

jackets were proving a hit, especially in Shanghai’s

high-end department stores. In fact, Septwolves was

popular enough to be copied by counterfeiters,

something that Zhou turned into an opportunity by

launching a crackdown on copycats, which was

publicised via a series of high-profile court cases. The

Zhou Shaoxiong

media attention greatly increased brand awareness.

Need to know

In 2001, Septwolves became one of the biggest players

in China’s casual wear industry, with its jackets ranking

first in market share terms. It was around this time that

Zhou started to enlist the help of celebrities to endorse

his clothing – such as Taiwanese singer Chyi Chin.

The next step was for Septwolves to go public: in

2004, the company became the first men’s casual

wear company to list in China. The deal valued Zhou’s

family stake at Rmb318 million ($48 million). But Zhou

insisted that IPO was not for the money, and rather that

the deal was just another avenue by which he could

build the Septwolves brand.

Growth

As well as opening more conventional stores, a key part

of Zhou’s sales plan is to open 20 lifestyle stores in

business districts, bringing together men’s clothing,

family apparel and household goods under one roof. 

By the third quarter of 2010, net profit was Rmb181

million, up 37% on the same period in 2009. And in a

country where online shopping is rapidly growing,

internet orders are already an important source of

revenue. The company will launch its own e-commerce

platform this year, which should increase online

revenue to 10% of the total. 

Septwolves Group

Photo Source: Im
agine China

Zhou chose to
use ‘wolf’ in the
naming of his
brand because
he believes it
epitomises his
personality.
Wolves
persevere and
work together
to succeed in a
hostile world,
he reckons. The
men who wear
his clothes, also
“resonate with
inner belief,”
Zhou says

Clothing

Wealth
The Septwolves
fortune has brought
the Zhou family Rmb7
billion ($1.1 billion),
according to the
Hurun Rich List in
2011.

Year born

1965
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Zhou Chengjian 
Metersbonwe

“Clothing is
simple. I went
from being a
rural tailor to
becoming
China’s tailor.
In the future I
hope to become
the world’s
tailor”

Wealth
Zhou’s rags to riches
story ranks him 18 on
the 2011 Hurun rich
list with Rmb32 billion
($5 billion). 

Year born

1966

Photo Source: Im
agine China

Clothing

Getting started 

Zhou Chengjian is another classic example of a high

school dropout becoming a business billionaire. He’s

from Lishui, Zhejiang; but he later moved to Wenzhou,

arguably China’s capital city of capitalism. Born in

1966, he opened a clothing factory in 1982 but went

into bankruptcy after the failure of a big order. To pay

off the Rmb200,000 ($30,000) debt he worked as a

tailor in a local apparel market.

Big Break

Zhou made clothes in the evenings and sold them

during the day. That meant he didn’t get a lot of sleep,

and one evening this led him to cut the sleeves of a

batch of suits too short, reports the Beijing Youth Daily.

He saved the situation by turning the jackets into

casual wear. His design proved a big hit among

consumers and in 1995 he decided to ditch suits

completely for casual wear. He founded Metersbonwe.

It’s an unusual name, but Zhou wanted to create a

brand name that sounded foreign and sophisticated. He

came up with Metersbonwe which really doesn’t mean

much to a Westerner. In Chinese (‘Mei Site Bangwei’), it

means ‘beautiful’ and ‘make the state stronger’.

Growth

Zhou has built Metersbonwe into something resembling

a Chinese H&M or Zara. His business model grew from

the early days in which access to capital was limited.

He outsources production and franchises stores,

focusing on branding, design and the bulk purchase of

raw materials for his suppliers. 

Marketing is an important part of the company’s

success. Zhou hired Taiwanese pop heartthrob Jay

Chou as a brand ambassador in 2003. In another coup,

a Metersbonwe billboard appeared in the Hollywood

blockbuster Transformers 2, a product placement that

pleased Chinese audiences.

Need to know

Zhou has 3,600 stores under his franchising model (the

franchisees get to keep 25% of sales).With revenue last

year of Rmb10 billion ($1.6 billion) and net profit of

Rmb 1.2 billion – up 32% and 59% respectively year-

on-year – Metersbonwe has done what so few other

Chinese brands have been able to: outpace foreign

rivals in the hyper-competitive Chinese fashion market.

According to a Euromonitor survey, his firm ranked top

in the domestic market in branded casual wear. The

growth is reflected in the turnover and profits at his

unusually named flagship store in Shanghai, the

Metersbonwe Clothing Museum. He listed the firm in

Shenzhen in August 2008.
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Getting started

2011 Hurun’s Rich List saw Qiu Guanghe beat Zhou

Houjian to become the richest man in Wenzhou, with a

fortune of Rmb34 billion. But back in 1951 when he

was born into a poor family in Ouhai, a small town

near Wenzhou, Qiu’s prospects looked bleak. With a

blind father, he had to drop out of school at 14 to work

in the fields. Aged 16, he joined the army but returned

home after finishing his military service at 20. For the

next 10 years he worked for a company owned by the

village, rising to become boss before he resigned. He

told a reporter from Wenzhou Daily, that with his salary

of just Rmb40 a month, he couldn’t make life any

easier for his family.

Big break

Ouhai Household Appliance was the first company Qiu

created himself – it was launched in 1988. It grew quickly

to become the largest distributor of home appliances in

the Wenzhou area, and sales reached Rmb100 million in

1993. Then the business was hit by a natural disaster – a

typhoon which swept away all of his stock.

Qiu then changed course, picking the casual wear

market as his next business target. His hunch was that

garment styles from Western markets would soon

spread to China. In 1996 with capital of Rmb88 million

accumulated from his first business, Qiu started out

Qiu Guanghe 

Semir Group, aimed at fashion-conscious youngsters

aged 16 to 25.

Growth

With similar designs and prices to thousands of domestic

competitors, Semir struggled to stand out. Business was

difficult but Semir survived and in 2002 Qiu started to

consider the childrens clothing market too, which he

thought was being ignored by most players.

Semir then launched Balabala, providing “free and

unrestrained” casual clothes to kids between the ages

of 3 and 12. The range included clothes, accessories

and shoes, and by 2008 Balabala was China’s leading

children’s-wear brand in terms of revenue share.

By the end of 2011, Semir Group had revenues of

Rmb7.8 billion, of which Balabala contributed Rmb 2

billion, ranking first in the childrens – wear market.

Qiu also developed an asset-light model later

adopted by other Wenzhou companies – outsourcing

production and focusing on the design, logistics and

supply chain management. By 2010 Semir had

expanded to more than 4,300 directly-owned or

franchised shops across China, and Qiu’s plan is to

open 700 to 800 more shops a year.

Semir Group went public in March last year, in a

Rmb4.5 billion IPO. Over 80% of Semir shares are still

held within the Qiu family. But the share price has

retreated. By July 13, 2012, the price was down

58.56% to Rmb25.35 per share. The firm’s market

value shrank to Rmb17 billion. 

Need to know

Zhang Ruimin at Haier famously smashed a fridge with

a sledgehammer to warn employees to pay attention to

product quality.

Qiu did something similar shortly after establishing

Semir, torching 50,000 pairs of trousers due to a minor

quality problem. He lost Rmb300,000 but began to

build Semir’s reputation in the process.

Semir Garment

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“I’m a
workaholic. I
won’t think
about retiring
until I am 90
years-old”

Clothing

Wealth
Qiu Guanghe is worth
Rmb34 billion ($5.3
billion), putting him at
number 13 on the
2011 Hurun Rich List. 

Year born

1951
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Born in Ningbo, a city near Shanghai, in 1958, Zheng

Yonggang retired from the army in 1979 and began work

as a driver for a trading company. Over the next four

years he learned how the company operated and he then

offered himself as the boss of a loss-making cotton mill,

turning it around in a further two years. In 1989 he was

asked to repeat his success at a larger state-owned firm,

the Yonggang costume factory. He renamed it Shanshan,

the Chinese name for a cedar tree.

Big break

In the early 1990s China still lacked a luxury goods

sector and Zheng seized the initiative, spending money

on local designers to build Shanshan’s image as

China’s Western-style suit manufacturer. It paid off,

when wealthier male consumers began to favour a

Shanshan suit for their marriage ceremonies. By 1997

sales had reached Rmb1 billion, with Shanshan’s

market share in men’s suits peaking at 37.4%.

In 1991 Zheng had purchased the state’s shares

and turned Shanshan into a private company. In 1996 it

had also become the first clothing company to go

Zheng Yonggang

public on the Shanghai Stock Exchange.

Transforming

With entry into the WTO in 2001, there was an increase

in competition from fashion brands from France and

Italy, as well as aggressive new domestic rivals like

Youngor and Septwolf. In 1999 Zheng moved the

company headquarters from Ningbo to Shanghai, and

diversified into the high tech industry, investing Rmb80

million in a lithium battery project in Anshan. To beef up

his R&D capability, Zheng also acquired Kinwa, a listed

high-tech firm belonging to the Chinese Academy of

Sciences, and bought stakes in mines in Australia and

Argentina to secure supply for lithium battery

operations. Shanshan is now China’s largest lithium

battery provider.

Another lucrative sector for Zheng: financial

services investment. Shanshan is a shareholder of

Ningbo Bank, Anhui Merchants Bank and Shanghai

Pudong Development Bank. Diversification has

continued and by 2011, total revenues at Shanshan hit

Rmb19 billion.

Need to know

In February 2010 Japanese conglomerate Itochu

acquired 28% of Shanshan Group for Rmb746 million.

And last month, Shanshan Group announced it will

build the highest building in Zhejiang with Itochu, for a

total investment of Rmb9.7 billion. Combining a

shopping mall, luxury hotel and office building, the

project is planned for completion in 2017. Zheng

believes working with the multinationals like Itochu will

improve his own firm’s management.

Relax

Zheng plays golf twice a week and is thinking about

buying a golf course after he retires. Unusually he

works less than six hours a day, preferring to spend

time walking with his wife or thinking about strategy.

Shanshan Group

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“Ten years ago
if you didn’t
diversify into
property, you
would be
marginalised.
But if you’ve
done it now,
that’s called
stupid”  

Wealth
Zheng ranked 350 in
2011 Hurun Rich List
with a fortune valued
at Rmb4.8 billion
($750 million). 

Year born

1958

Clothing
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Getting started

Li Shuirong was born in 1956 in Xiaoshan, Zhejiang

province. By the late eighties he was running a timber

shop. But Li was on the look out for a more lucrative

industry. He settled on fabrics, an unusual choice

considering that the market was already extremely

competitive.

Big break

Where others saw price war, Li saw an opportunity to

win business quickly amid industry turbulence.

Xiaoshan, in a province famous for its silk heritage,

also lacked a significant fabric firm. So in 1990, he

sold everything to raise Rmb200,000 ($31,000) to

invest in a simple fabric business – the genesis of the

Rongsheng group of companies. He started out with

20 employees operating eight looms. The people of

Xiaoshan thought Li impulsive but he proved them

wrong, making every effort to build relationships with

Li Shuirong

his customers. Suppliers were also impressed, and

some were ready to grant him raw materials with

lower deposits. By 1995, he had expanded operations

to 100 looms.

Growth

Despite his initial success, the textile industry was

difficult. Li had a decision to make: whether he should

focus on weaving or move upstream into raw material

production. By concentrating on weaving, Li knew he

would be stuck in a highly competitive, labour-intensive

sector. Instead, he opted to go into the production of

polyester yarn, despite the greater technological and

investment requirements.

Again, his decision was met with a sceptical

attitude. But the market for polyester picked up. By

1998, Rongsheng was doing Rmb100 million in sales.

Now a significant player in the domestic market, the

next step was to go abroad. Li travelled widely,

extending his sales to the US, Japan and Europe. He

also reinvested heavily in foreign plant and equipment,

and tied up with local research facilities to improve

yields on the fabric fibres that he was now producing.

Need to know

He may have started in yarn, but Li’s Rongsheng

Holding Group is now an investment holding company

that has more than 10 subsidiaries, achieving more

than Rmb10 billion of sales every year in a wide range

of industries, including petrochemicals and real estate.

Rongsheng Holdings

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“People ask me
if it’s hard
doing business.
If your heart is
strong, then it’s
not hard”

Clothing

Wealth
Li ranked 11 in 2011
Hurun Rich List with
net worth of Rmb35
billion ($5.5 billion). 

Year born

1956
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Getting started

At the age of 17, Fujian-born Ding Shuibo told his

father that he wanted to drop out of school so that he

could help his family lead a better life. He had already

worked during his childhood, selling fried dough sticks

and popsicles, but this time he had larger ambitions. He

quickly learned how to make shoes, and within a few

months he had saved Rmb500 ($77), which he used to

set up Sanxing Company, with two of his brothers in the

city of Quanzhou.

Big break

Working day and night, the new business made its first

300 pairs of shoes, which they sold to a Sichuan

businessman. The shoes proved a hit in Chengdu:

shoes made in Fujian, just over the strait from Taiwan,

were supposed to be trendy. It’s no surprise that the

businessman came back for more of Ding’s shoes.

Ding quickly started to focus on foreign markets

Ding Shuibo 

too. He had his first success in Russia, before extending

his distribution channel to more than 40 different

countries. At its peak, Sanxing was exporting up to 200

containers a year, each holding more than 10,000 pairs

of shoes. Ding became a champion of China’s

shoemaking industry.

Growth

As other local shoemakers set their sights on foreign

markets, exporting shoes became less profitable. Ding

turned his focus back to the domestic market, changing

Sanxing into Xtep, a new brand that combined

sportswear with fashion. His first breakthrough was

one trainer design that set a record by selling more

than 1.2 million pairs. Having cracked the market for

footwear, apparel was the next step.

Need to know

A Hong Kong IPO raised $286 million. In 2011, the

company made revenue of Rmb5.5 billion, a 24%

increase on the year before. Net profit also improved by

19% to Rmb966 million.

In 2010, Xtep paid HK$100 million for a five year

deal to become a sponsor of Birmingham City, the

football club controlled by Hong Kong tycoon Carson

Yeung. It probably seemed like a good idea at the time

– after all, Birmingham City was in the Premiership, the

paramount league in English football. But due to poor

performance, City has been relegated. Bad enough. But

Ding will also be upset to hear Yeung has been arrested

for money laundering offences. 

Xtep

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“We Quanzhou
people are
crazy about
starting 
our own
businesses”

Clothing

Wealth
With a personal
fortune of Rmb5
billion ($780 million),
Ding ranked 319 on
the 2011 Hurun Rich
List. 

Year born

1970
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Zhang Shiping was born in 1947 in Weiqiao, a small

town in Shandong province. In 1966 Zhang was sent to

the countryside. “That was a magnificent year in my

life. The tough environment has forged my iron will,” he

recalled.

Getting started

In 1981 Zhang Shiping became boss of Zouping

Number 5 Oil and Textile Factory. But it wasn’t until

1994 that the turning point in his life arrived when he

took over Weiqiao Textile Factory. It then had 61

employees (it has 160,000 today).

How to explain Zhang’s success? A local official

describes him as “audacious in the extreme”. In the

cotton industry common practice was to shut down

factories for the part of the year when the cotton crop

was out of season. It was Zhang who broke the rule,

using the slack season to purchase soybeans and

peanuts to process food oil. This earned him extra

Zhang Shiping 

profits that allowed him to expand his cotton business,

even during an extended downturn between 1993 and

1997. In September 2003 Weiqiao Textile listed in Hong

Kong, raising HK$3 billion, and by the end of 2004

group sales had reached Rmb23 billion, with exports up

71% year-on-year. Weiqiao had become a major player

not only in the domestic market, but also globally.

Another IPO

Trade tensions grew with the US as Chinese textile

exports surged, and in 2005 Beijing agreed to restrictions

limiting volumes. Europe pushed for a similar deal. Facing

tough international markets, Zhang expanded

downstream into printing and dyeing. He also built an

aluminium plant and Weiqiao has gone on to become the

largest private aluminium products maker in China. In

2011 the group split it off from the textile business and

listed it in Hong Kong, raising HK$40 billion.

By the end of 2011, the sales of Weiqiao Group had

reached Rmb160 billion. As the biggest shareholder,

Zhang Shiping ranked 19 on the 2011 Hurun Rich List

with Rmb30 billion in assets.

Need to know

Weiqiao Group is now challenging State Grid in the

power sector in Shandong province. Zhang Shiping told

media that he has been forced to produce his own

electricity because of the high prices charged by the

state-owned giant.

Another reason? There have been so many power

cuts that Zhang says that he “can’t stand it any

longer”.

Weiqiao Group 

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“I can’t stand it
any longer”
Zhang told his
staff. Rather
than deal with
power cuts he
decided to
produce his
own electricity

Clothing

Wealth
With Rmb30 billion
($4.7 billion) worth of
assets, Zhang is
ranked 19 on the
2011 Hurun Rich List. 

Year born

1961
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Zhou Jianping was born in Xinqiao, a small town in

Jiangsu province, in 1961. His first job was at the

town’s cultural centre, before he opened his own photo

studio.

Getting started

After making a little money, Zhou took over Xinqiao

No.3 Textile Factory, a small state firm which then had

18 employees. He focused on producing coarse

‘carded’ yarn. By 1990 No.3 Textile was seeing strong

sales and Zhou moved into combed yarn (higher

quality, and with greater strength), which required a

Rmb10 million investment in new machinery (a

formidable sum given company assets were only Rmb3

million). The period between 1991 to 1993 was a tough

one, with the company surviving on selling older

products in its inventory, as it struggled to develop its

new yarn. But by 1994 suits were getting more popular

in China and demand for combed yarn was rising. No.3

Zhou Jianping

Textile was one of the few companies which could

produce materials for suitmakers. By the end of 1994,

sales had accelerated to Rmb100 million.

Zhou then transformed himself into a suit maker.

His first business wear brand was Sancanal and in

1998 he launched another, AutaSon. He even opened

an AutaSon store on the Champs-Élysées, and began

producing in France. In another creative move he

opened Hailan Home, a supermarket-style chain for

suits, in Tianjin in 2002. By 2011, there were 2,000

Hailan Home stores nationwide, with group revenues

hitting Rmb35 billion.

Suits you, sir

The headquarters of Hailan Group is still in the town of

Xiaoqiao, where visitors will be surprised to see

Roman-style arches, pillars and statues. It’s no

coincidence. After Zhou had visited Italy he decided to

knock down some of his older plant, and construct a

European park with hotels and a business centre. It

attracted 300,000 tourists in its first year, earning

annual revenues of Rmb30 million.

Zhou’s Hailan Group also owns the biggest

equestrian club in China (horseriding is one of his

hobbies). Thus far, the club has purchased 230 horses

from around the world, bringing in international trainers

to help it develop a 90-person dressage team, large

enough for an entry in the the Guinness Book of World

Records this year.

In the news

Hailan Group made headlines this month when its IPO

application was rejected by the CSRC. It’s not clear why

the listing was denied, but in the current market

conditions it may be that a delay ends up being the

best outcome for Zhou.

Hailan Group

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“My dream is
let everyone
who wants to
wear a suit
wear one”

Wealth
Zhou ranked 213 on
the 2011 Hurun Rich
List with Rmb5.7
billion ($890 million).

Year born

1961

Clothing
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Getting started

Zhou Houjian was born in Shandong province in 1957

and graduated with a degree in radio engineering. In

1982 he joined the Qingdao TV Factory where the 25

year-old soon became one of the firm’s acknowledged

technology experts and problem solvers.

Big break

In 1988 Zhou was sent on a management course. It

was a revelation for a man who had focused on

engineering to that point. Management, he learned,

was (something of) a science too, and he quickly

embraced the need to improve his managerial abilities.

In 1992 he was made director of the factory.

Growth

On getting the top job, Zhou was faced with a crisis in

the domestic TV industry. He used the opportunity to

implement changes, streamlining the management

Zhou Houjian

team (all of whom were Communist Party members)

from 147 executives to 99. This was unprecedented. In

a further sign he meant business he also sent the

remainder of the ‘cadre team’ to Shandong University

for management training. As he told one interviewer, to

change an enterprise you must first change the people.

He then renamed the firm Hisense, diversified into

airconditioners and listed it in 1997. Perhaps his

proudest moment: in 2005, Hisense made a

breakthrough in chip technology, allowing Chinese TVs to

be made without foreign chip imports for the first time.

Going international

Having led Hisense to a dominant position in China’s

flat panel TV industry, Zhou (now chairman) has two

goals: to increase Hisense’s international presence and

boost its R&D capability. The firm began selling its

products abroad in 2003 and now has five overseas

production bases, and generates 20% of sales from

foreign markets.

Zhou wants to double this, and believes emerging

markets will be the growth engine. According to the

China Daily, around 80% of the televisions bought in

Africa are made by Hisense. The research and

development budget, currently 5% of sales, will be

upped further.

Need to know

Hisense managed to grow during the global downturn,

with the company’s exports in 2009 up by 17%,

compared to a 16% drop in demand for Chinese exports.

Retail chains in the US and Europe are more interested in

entering strategic partnerships with Hisense – in the first

quarter of 2010, the growth of the US market was a

massive 523%. The company is also doing well in

Australia, with a 10% share of the market for televisions.

Hisense

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“The
competition
between
companies is a
never-ending
marathon” 

Computing and
Electronics

Key stat
In 2011, Hisense
made a net profit of
Rmb1.7 billion ($265
million), double that of
the previous year.

Year born

1957
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Born in 1969, Feng Jun graduated from China’s elite

university Tsinghua in 1992. His degree was in civil

engineering and on graduation he was assigned to the

headquarters of Construction Engineering Corporation.

He left on his first day after being told he was to be

transferred to Malaysia. Instead he headed for Beijing’s

IT district Zhongguancun, where he would set up his

own business, Huaqi Information Digital Technology.

Big Break

Feng started out making computer keyboards and cases

– the steel boxes that cover PCs. At a computer fair he

managed to persuade local wholesalers of the quality of

his product. “I am not making money,” he told them “I

only add five yuan to the cost.” His strategy of selling

high volume at razor thin margins earned him the

nickname ‘Feng 5 yuan’. His Little Sun keyboard soon

gained 70% of the market in northern China.

Week in China
August 2012

Feng Jun

Brand awareness

By 1996, knock-offs of his Little Sun goods had started

to appear. So Feng decided to invest in a new brand:

Aigo. He wanted to develop a consumer lifestyle brand

so he has moved into making MP3 players, digital

cameras and USB flash drives. He also spent big bucks

on the design of a new logo, courtesy of Ogilvy &

Mather, to help with the launch of Aigo products in

international markets. The logo later appeared on

McLaren’s Formula One racing cars. In 2009, Feng

signed a deal with Manchester United to be the English

football team’s global IT partner.

Need to know

According to the 21CN Business Herald Feng would like

Aigo to become “China’s Samsung”. The company now

sells more digital cameras in Europe than in China and

is the world’s biggest seller of USB flash drives. It ranks

first in China’s MP3 and MP4 businesses too. In 2009,

Feng hired Qu Jindong, the former marketing vice-

president of Samsung Greater China, to become CEO of

Beijing Aigo Storage Technology. He plans a listing

within five years. And his managers have an incentive

to work hard: 50% of Beijing Aigo Storage Technology

stock will be distributed as options to the top 100

employees.

And to relax

He loves chess – although he prefers the Western

version of the game to the Chinese one.

Aigo

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“Manchester
United has 300
million
registered
fans,” says
Feng. “Since
Manchester
United
recognises Aigo
products, we
will be able to
have access to
the word-of-
mouth of those
fans and
establish the
brand”

Wealth
Feng is worth Rmb1.3
billion ($197 million)
according to the 2010
Hurun Rich List.

Year born

1969

Computing and
Electronics
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Getting started

Liu Chuanzhi developed his entrepreneurial instincts at

a relatively advanced age; he was 40 when he left the

Chinese Academy of Sciences, with 10 engineers and

Rmb200,000 ($30,000) of cash, to found Legend in

1984. The company made its early money selling

Chinese language cards for computers.

Big break

Back then, PC makers needed a license from the

Ministry of Electronics, and only two firms (Inspur and

Great Wall) had them. So Liu built his own models in

Hong Kong. After successfully showing his machine at

the Hanover Electronics Technology Fair, he was able to

move back to China.

Return of the king

Legend listed in Hong Kong and changed its name to

Lenovo in 2004. The same year it also bought IBM’s PC

Liu Chuanzhi 

division and Liu retired in triumph. But the post-

acquisition integration proved tough, culminating in

Lenovo’s first full year loss in 2008 of $256 million. 

Liu – known locally as the Godfather of Entrepreneurs

– returned to the chairman role in 2009 to turn things

around. It’s the Chinese equivalent of Steve Jobs returning

to Apple. He succeeded – in the 2009/2010 fiscal year, the

company posted a net profit of $129 million. 

Need to know

Since Liu took helm, Lenovo has seen a strong

turnaround as it capitalised on the strength in China, the

world’s largest PC market by unit shipments, and started

grabbing consumer PC market share in other emerging

markets, such as India and Russia. The company is now

the world’s second-largest PC maker, surpassing Acer

and Dell and only behind Hewlett-Packard.

Another part of the Lenovo strategy is to break into new

product areas. The company will launch as many as 40

new smartphone models this year. The goal is to sell as

many as 18 million units this year, compared to just six

million in 2011. Lenovo also has strong tablet sales: these

have gained a 17.2% market share in China, rendering

Lenovo the number two tablet provider locally and number

four in the world. The company recently also released the

Eedoo CT510 GameBox in the Chinese market, a video

game console similar to Microsoft’s Kinect.

And to relax

Liu likes reading and playing golf. He also loves watching

football and in 2000 even considered ‘doing an

Abramovich’ and buying a professional football team –

although he thought better of it. But last year Liu

announced that his retirement as chairman, handing over

to his chief executive Yang Yuanqing. But don’t expect Liu

to stop working. Instead of focusing on the operations of

Lenovo he now concentrates on Legend Holdings, the PC

maker’s state-controlled parent company that plans a

Hong Kong listing after 2014.

Lenovo

Photo Source: Im
agine China

Like Steve Jobs,
Liu is viewed as
a corporate
comeback king,
and vital to his
firm’s DNA

Computing and
Electronics

Key stat
In the 2011/2012
fiscal year, Lenovo
made a $584 million
profit from sales
totalling $29.6 billion,
an increase of about
37% from a year
earlier.

Year born

1944
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Getting started

Born in Guangdong in 1957, Li Dongsheng was sent to

work on the land during the Cultural Revolution. During

this period, he worked on a fish farm and secretly read

books. Upon returning to Guangdong, the province

where he was born, he discovered his talent as an

electrical engineer, eventually graduating from South

China University of Technology.

Li Dongsheng became a technician with TTK Corp.

In 1985 TTK was renamed TCL and in 1987 Li was sent

to visit Philips headquarters in Europe. He was shocked

to see that the Dutch firm’s R&D department had more

than 10,000 people. TCL had just 12. 

Big break 

Li rose through the ranks and in 1996 he became

chairman and CEO of TCL Group. His vision was to

create a multinational consumer electronics firm. “For

China’s economy to be stronger in the future, we must

Week in China
August 2012

Li Dongsheng

develop our own world class companies,” he told

Southern People Weekly Magazine. In 1999 he began

selling TVs to the Vietnamese market. 

Things did not go well and Li came under pressure

to withdraw. Instead, he vowed to turn the business

around. It became a test case and Li was vindicated

when he was able to show a profit in the first half of

2000. He celebrated with an article in the company

magazine entitled: “Keep on fighting, we are

indomitable”.

Growth

Li has been an acquisitive leader, buying Thomson of

France – another TV-maker – and Alcatel’s mobile

phone handset business. Integration issues have

hampered the attempts to ‘go global’ and Li admits he

has sometimes wondered whether the international

spree was a “mistake”. But as with Vietnam, he refused

to give up. By 2007 there were signs of a turnaround.

Need to know

In 2011, TCL saw sales of Rmb59.4 billion ($9.2 billion),

up 18.3% on 2010, while net profit was Rmb1.7 billion.

It now accounts for 4.9% of global LCD television sales.

And to relax

Li is a fan of the Chinese classics: next to his Jack

Welch business books, Li keeps the works of Zeng

Guofan – the Qing Dynasty general and scholar who

crushed the Taiping Rebellion. Asked whether it was

contradictory to read these two authors, he replied:

“Yes, but we must learn to reconcile.”

TCL Group

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“For China’s
economy to be
stronger in the
future, we must
develop our
own world class
companies”

Key stat
TCL said it would
open 3,000 new
stores this year to sell
its flat-screen TVs.

Year born

1957

Computing and
Electronics
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Getting started

Born in Xiantao, Hubei province, Lei Jun had an unusual

talent. As a student of the computer science

department in Wuhan University from 1987 to 1991 he

was obsessed by computers, then a total novelty in

China. After finishing his academic credits, he started

teaching in the computer lab, and by the third year at

university he was making money, earning his first

Rmb1 million selling encryption software.

After Lei had graduated he was recruited by Qiu

Bojun, the founder of Kingsoft, which dominated the

domestic office software market before Windows

entered China in 1996. Lei jumped from programmer to

CEO, transforming Kingsoft from a software producer

into a comprehensive IT firm, involved in anti-virus and

translating software, and online games.

In 2007, shortly after Kingsoft launched an IPO in Hong

Kong, Lei resigned. “It feels like reaching the finish line

after a long time running,” he told China Entrepreneur.

Lei Jun

Investor rather than creator

After years of competing with Microsoft, Lei thought he

had missed the opportunity to build a company himself

in the internet boom that had seen Tencent, Baidu and

Alibaba grow from start-ups to major players.

But as an investor, Lei proved successful. The first

success came with the sale in 2004 of Joyo.com, an

online book retailer in which Kingsoft had invested in

1999, to Amazon. This was rumoured to have brought

him a personal fortune of Rmb100 million. Lei also

invested personally in Lakala, a third party payment

provider, UCweb, an online game site, and Vancl, an

online clothes retailer. All have become promising

companies. The market value of UCweb was estimated

at more than $300 million in 2010, while Vancl was said

to be worth at least $3.2 billion by the end of 2011.

Other companies keen on raising capital now

approach him. Lei says he pay less attention to the

business plans piling up on his desk and invests more on

the basis of the personalities that he meets. Hence he

phoned his friend Tao Liran, the founder of Lakala, when

he heard he was starting his own business. He also

prefers to focus on two fields: wireless and e-commence.

Jobs on

In 2010 Lei founded the mobile phone company Xiaomi

Corp. After spending 16 months working in R&D on the

software and operating system, the first Xiaomi phone

was launched in August 2011. Equipped with a 1.5-

gigahertz (GHz) dual-core processor but priced at just

Rmb1,999, rather ambitiously, Xiaomi is being touted

as a challenger to the iPhone 5. By the end of June,

more than 3 million Xiaomi phones had been sold.

Need to know

Lei says he has dreamed of becoming a Chinese Steve

Jobs since he was 18. He recently played the part too,

dressing in black shirt and jeans to present the new

Xiaomi product in familiar Jobs-style.

Xiaomi Corp

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“I will make
Xiaomi a first
class
international
brand”

Computing and
Electronics

Wealth
More than 3 million
Xiaomi phones had
been sold within one
year.

Year born

1969
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Getting started

Wang Wenjing’s talent was obvious from an early age.

At 15 years-old, he started at Jiangxi University of

Finance and Economics, where he majored in

accountancy. Upon graduating in 1983, he went to work

in the finance division of an adjunct to the State Council,

where he met his future business partner Su Qiqiang.

Big Break

In the mid-eighties, Wang and Su were tasked with the

job of introducing computer systems to process the

central government’s accounts. During the

implementation of the project, Wang realised that

computerisation of accounting was going to be a

gamechanger. He and Su both quit their government

jobs and went to Beijing’s electronics district,

Zhongguancun, to set up a company, UFIDA Software.

Success came quickly: in 1991, the company’s

financial software was accredited by the Ministry of

Wang Wenjing

Finance and in the same year UFIDA became China’s

leading provider of financial software. Although Su left

the company in 1993 to focus on software sales, UFIDA

continued to grow: by 1998, turnover was Rmb180

million ($27 million).

Growth

A trip to Dongguan in 1996 changed the focus of

UFIDA’s business. Local sales agents told Wang that

some customers in the city were no longer interested in

purchasing financial software, but rather solutions that

could help with company management across various

divisions. If this was the trend in one of the most

developed manufacturing regions, Wang knew it was

only a matter of time until companies across China

wanted the same thing.

UFIDA thus made a strategic shift towards making

enterprise resource planning (ERP) applications. By

2002 it was the ERP market leader in China; and a

year later, it started to export solutions to Southeast

Asia and Japan.

Need to know

In 2011, UFIDA’s net profit was Rmb536 million, and

as a leading software firm it began to attract

international interest.

Microsoft is rumoured to have offered $1 billion for

the firm in 2005. Wang declined. He also said no to

Steve Ballmer when the CEO of Microsoft flew to

Beijing in 2007 in search of a strategic investment. A

year later, the companies did come to some

understanding, becoming global strategic partners.

Having made the change from financial software to

ERP applications, UFIDA says it is now getting ready for

the next transition, into cloud computing. If it can do so

successfully, it hopes to maintain its place at the

forefront of China’s IT industry.

UFIDA Software 

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“I didn’t make
any big
mistakes in the
past 20 years” 

Wealth
Wang is worth Rmb 9
billion ($ 1.4 billion)
ranking 137 in 2011
Hurun’s Rich List. 

Year born

1964

Computing and
Electronics
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Zong Qinghou
Wahaha Group

“To do well in
business at the
present stage in
China, you have
to be tyrannical
but open-
minded”

Photo Source: Im
agine China

Food

Wealth
With a personal
fortune of Rmb68.6
billion ($10.7 billion),
Zong is China’s
second richest man,
according to the 2011
Hurun Rich List.

Year born

1945

Getting started

Born in 1945, Zong Qinghou from Zhejiang province

worked as salesman at a firm owned by a school until

he turned 42. Then he and two colleagues got

Rmb140,000 ($21,300) of loans to start selling

children’s health drinks. The business was named

Wahaha, which means ‘happy children’.

Big break

In September 1991 he took over the Hangzhou

Canned Food Factory, an unusual case of a ‘small fish

eating a big fish’ to use the Chinese idiom. The

company pulled in investment from Danone in 1996

and launched ‘Future Cola’ in 1998 – a direct assault

on Coke and Pepsi. Wahaha is one of China’s

strongest brands in soft drinks, bottled water, fruit

juices and yoghurt beverages.

Need to know

Wahaha has 40 manufacturing bases and sells its

products through 2 million sales outlets. In 2009, the

company made Rmb43.2 billion of sales. It also had a

long dispute with Danone, which accused it of selling

identical products under the Wahaha brand in

violation of their joint venture agreement. Since the

dispute began in 2007 Wahaha has gone it alone,

launching new products outside the Danone JV

structure. The fighting ended in 2009, when Danone

agreed to sell its 51% stake in the JV to the Chinese

partner – upon agreement to the sale, all legal

proceedings were to be dropped.

Growth

Zong’s next step is looking to move into retailing, with

plans to open 100 department stores. He said that by

having its own shops, Wahaha will have more of a say

in the distribution of its products. And in terms of

sales, Zong believes that it could boost revenues to

Rmb100 billion. 

Management style

Zong says his role model is Mao Zedong. Internally his

management ethos is known as ‘Zong at the helm, with

power only decentralised on minor issues’. He says an

enterprise needs to be run like an army with a unified

will. Then again, incentives are less Maoist.

Performance-related pay means bonuses constitute

about half of yearly staff compensation, and workers

get equity too.

And to relax

Despite being one of China’s richest people, Zong

doesn’t splash his money about: he likes to eat tofu and

vegetables; his only concession to luxury is high quality

Longjing green tea, which he drinks in large quantities.
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Getting started

The 45 year-old is from Sichuan and his first job was as

a photographer’s assistant.

Big break

On his mother’s birthday he could not find a cake he

liked. So he baked one himself and thought the result

so good that he opened his first bakery. He soon

opened more shops. In 1992 he founded the

company Holiland.

Need to know

The late Robert Rich – the American billionaire inventor

of non-dairy whipped topping – was so impressed by

Holiland that he came to meet Luo personally. A deal

was then inked to use the “Cream King’s” products.

The unlisted firm now has close to 1,000 stores and

revenues of around Rmb2 billion. Regular cakes

account for 60% of the company’s sales, while moon

Week in China
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Luo Hong

cakes and sweet dumplings account for another 20%

and 10% respectively.

Holiland’s business went through a crisis in 1999, in

part due to a folk superstition in northeastern China (a

key market) that 99 was an unlucky number. So fewer

people celebrated birthdays, leading to a collapse in

cake sales, and big losses. Luo responded by bringing

in a professional manager, Xie Li to run the business.

He then decided to readjust his work-life balance very

much in favour of the ‘life’ part.

And to relax

Forbes magazine has cited 24 world business leaders

with an ‘outstanding’ hobby. It mentioned Warren

Buffett (ukulele), David Rockefeller (entomology), Bill

Ford (tae kwon do) and Luo himself (wildlife

photography). In fact, Luo has become more famous as

a photographer than as a businessman, going as far as

Antarctica to photograph wildlife. But after his long

sojourn Luo now says he wants to get more involved in

the business again; he says the company’s “rhythm is

now too slow”.

In fact, being out in the wild has helped Luo come

back to the cake industry with new ideas. He showed

one interviewer a photo of a swan floating on the

River Cam in Cambridge – it will be the inspiration for

a series of luxurious White Swan cakes, to be priced

between Rmb400 and Rmb10,000 (the most

expensive one will be a wedding cake delivered in a

Rolls Royce). More generally, the company is

expanding its range of delights to include more

mooncakes and sweet dumplings.

Holiland

Photo Source: Im
agine China

When Southern
Weekly asked
him if there
were any
companies or
entrepreneurs
he admires, it
reports he
looked
confused and
replied “No”

Key stat
Luo’s private
company makes
about Rmb2 billion
($300 million) in
revenues – while
China’s bakery
products market is
valued at Rmb50
billion annually.

Year born

1967

Food
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Getting started 

Born in 1967 to a poor farming family, Zhu Yicai grew

up in Tongcheng in Anhui province. Two of his siblings

starved to death during the famine induced by Mao’s

Great Leap Forward, and according to Money Week, his

impoverished background is an important explanation

of his “hard working and indomitable spirit”. After

graduating from Hefei University of Technology he

worked for a state-owned firm. Unsatisfied, he quit and

set up his own business in the dried seafood trade.

Big Break

In 1991 he decided to switch to the meat business. He

first set up a meat processing factory in his native Hefei

before switching to Nanjing, where he created Yurun.

His sausage business was quickly profitable and his

biggest problem was finding land to expand. 

In 1996 he had the idea of taking over the Nanjing

Cannery, a state firm. At first this was thought

Zhu Yicai

inconceivable but he succeeded, with observers saying

it was like a ‘snake swallowing an elephant’. A further

30 (similar) transactions followed. After gaining

strategic investors such as Singapore’s Government

Investment Corp, Yurun listed in Hong Kong in 2005 –

with the retail portion 156 times oversubscribed.

Need to know

Yurun is the largest frozen meat supplier in China and

now employs 50,000. The ambitious entrepreneur’s 31

slaughterhouses across China are capable of

processing 40 million pigs a year (China as a whole

gets through 20 million hogs a month). More recently

Yurun partnered with a series of local governments to

build global procurement centres – stating its goal was

to become the world’s leading provider of agricultural

logistics by 2017. However, these giant investments –

amounting to around Rmb42 billion ($6.58 billion) – got

some analysts wondering whether they weren’t merely

closet property deals, steering Yurun away from its core

business (the procurement centre in Xi’an, for example

had allotted 280,000 square metres to office space and

90,000 square metres for hotels).

Leaner times

Yurun’s stock has been under great pressure in the

past year, targeted in particular by short-sellers – who

questioned why capacity utilisation was just 60% and

almost a quarter of last year’s profit were classified as

‘government subsidies’. It hasn’t helped that China’s

food industry continues to be mired in safety scandals

and media have reported cases allegedly involving

Yurun’s own product. Profits fell 38% last year.

Little wonder then that in the first half of the year

Yurun’s stock has fallen by 35%. In July, Zhu responded

to his critics by stepping down as chairman, meaning

he will no longer have an executive role at the company

he founded. He still retains a 25.82% stake.

Yurun Food Group

Photo Source: Im
agine China

Zhu puts his
success down to
growing up
poor, which
gave him a
“hard working,
indomitable
spirit”

Food

Wealth
Zhu ranks 37 on the
2011 Hurun Rich List
with Rmb21.1 billion
($3.3 billion).

Year born

1967
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Getting started

Liu Hanyuan was born in Sichuan province in 1964,

where he graduated from the Fisheries Vocational

School. Although he is nowadays a billionaire, his first

job at the Lianghekou Reservoir Fishery saw him earn a

monthly salary of Rmb41 ($6.20).

Big break

In the early 1980s fish were expensive and a luxury for

most inland Chinese. But Liu invented a large metal cage

which could be used to farm fish. From an initial 185kg

of carp, he bred a record 1,390kg catch in his cage. But

he realised that others would soon copy his design and

he’d not profit from it. Instead, he realised that his

experiences would spawn a wider industry of fish

farmers. What they would need was feed for their fish.

Growth

In 1986 Liu built a fish feed factory in his hometown of

Week in China
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Liu Hanyuan

Yongshou. Still only 22 and with no formal degree in

mechanical engineering or design, the self-taught

entrepreneur nevertheless oversaw the construction

and installation of a plant with an annual feed output of

5,000 tonnes. In 1992 his Tongwei Feedworks

relocated to Meishan. Investing Rmb10 million ($1.56

million) of his own funds, he built a new factory with an

annual output of 100,000 tonnes. He also opened

research and development facilities, looking to expand

into pig feed and pet food.

Need to know

Liu’s story is one of ever-increasing scale. In 2000 he

opened a plant in Guangdong capable of an annual

output of 500,000 tonnes. By 2003 he had 40

facilities and by 2009 his volumes had hit 5 million

tonnes per year – making him the world’s largest

aquatic feed producer.

His Care Pet Food had also taken a leading position

in the domestic pet food market. He listed Tongwei in

2004, and in 2009 saw sales hit Rmb10.3 billion. In May

2009 he opened one of Asia’s largest feed facilities in

Vietnam, and is eyeing expansion into Africa.

Tongwei Group

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“There is
nothing you
cannot do, but
only things you
are reluctant to
learn. If life
forces you to
learn, you can
become expert”

Wealth
With Rmb12 billion
($1.9 billion) worth of
assets, Liu is ranked
80 on the 2011 Hurun
Rich List.

Year born

1964

Food
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Getting started

Zhang Lan’s father was a Tsinghua University professor

in Beijing. As a girl, she was sent to the countryside in

Hubei for cadre education when her father got into

political trouble. He was eventually rehabilitated and

Zhang graduated from college – after which, she

worked for a few years before moving to Toronto. There

she worked a number of part-time jobs in restaurants,

cutting meat and washing dishes.

Big Break

It might have been backbreaking work, but she made

more in a day that she could earn in a month back

home. When she saved $20,000 she moved back to

China and, in 1991, she set up her own seafood

restaurant. The restaurant was a success, and allowed

her to accumulate another Rmb6 million in cash.

Zhang Lan

Growth

In 2000, Zhang invested her savings into the first South

Beauty restaurant. The concept was to serve a

modernised form of Sichuan cuisine in a trendy up-

market setting. It was a novel proposal, since the idea

of a luxury Chinese restaurant brand was untested. 

In order to provide a sufficiently luxurious

environment, she decided upon the China World Trade

Tower for her first restaurant, one of Beijing’s most

expensive buildings. She pressed ahead, despite the

high rent, and the restaurant became popular among

the capital’s wealthy residents.

Need to know

South Beauty is one of China’s earliest upscale

domestic restaurant brands, and as of mid-2010, there

were 56 South Beauty restaurants in the country.

Zhang’s plan is for there to be a South Beauty in every

city where there is a Louis Vuitton store. Private equity

financing worth $43.9 million will help achieve this

goal – which she reckons would require 200

restaurants globally. 

Zhang also owns one of Beijing’s most high-profile

clubs, Lan. Philippe Stark did the interior design for a

fee rumoured to be Rmb10 million ($1.5 million). It

might sound pricy, but Zhang thinks it was worth it: “I

was once told in Shanghai that a grand neon

advertisement on the Bund would cost Rmb100 million

a year.”

More recently the restaurant chain announced plans

to launch its initial public offering on the Hong Kong

stock exchange – though the specific timing of the

launch will depend largely on prevailing market

conditions. South Beauty revealed it plans to raise

between $100 million and $200 million in the listing. 

South Beauty Group

Photo Source: Im
agine China

On the catering
business, Zhang
is brutally
honest: “When
you work at a
restaurant,
there are
million of
things waiting
for you to do.
The hard work
and misery are
simply
indescribable”

Food

Wealth
Zhang is worth
Rmb3.1 billion ($490
million), according to
the 2011 Hurun Rich
List, ranking her at
number 589.

Year born

1960
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Getting started

Zhang Gang’s independent spirit emerged at an early

age. Aged 9, he stole some money from his parents for

a lollipop. After his mother gave him a beating, he

decided never to ask for a penny from his parents

again. So he had to start making his own money and, at

technical school, Zhang and a few friends started a

street stall selling flared trousers. After graduating in

1984, he joined Baotou Steel.

Big break

Zhang then returned to garment-making for his first

business venture. By the mid-nineties he had made

enough from apparel to switch tack. With the

Rmb100,000 ($15,000) he’d saved he established a

business selling mobile phones. 

At the time his brick-like contraptions came with a

hefty price tag – Zhang remembers that he made a

Rmb1,700 profit selling his first unit. He opened a

Zhang Gang 

successful shop, but ran into aggressive competition.

It was time to move on to something else.

Growth

In 1999, Zhang launched the restaurant that would

make his fortune. Little Sheep began as a single hotpot

restaurant in Baotou City, Inner Mongolia. But its

success led to many more, through a franchising model.

At its height, a new restaurant was opening every three

days. Little Sheep, as the name might suggest, is

famous for its mutton dishes, as well as its extracts of

herbal medicine said to promote a healthy diet.

Need to know

Further expansion was helped with a Hong Kong IPO in

2008 that raised $100 million. Since then, the hotpot

chain has grown to more than 480 outlets, with stores

not only in China but also in Hong Kong and the US.

As one of China’s best known dining brands, Little

Sheep then attracted the interest of a bigger player.

Yum Brands of the US had first bought into the chain in

2009, purchasing first 20% and then a further 6%. Last

May, it successfully raised its stake to 93%, paying

$586 million. Zhang and another founder retained an

interest of 7%, although the firm was no longer listed.

Yum was able to add the chain to its successful KFC

and Pizza Hut operations in China, and in doing so

localise its culinary portfolio. 

Little Sheep had posted 20% annual sales growth

since 2006 and made almost Rmb2 billion in sales in

2010.

Zhang decided to sell to Yum because Little Sheep’s

initial growth spurt had come to an end, reports

Southern Weekly. The founder also believed that Yum

has the resources and management skills to manage

the restaurant chain as it matures.

Little Sheep

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“My nature is to
be the boss in
anything I am
doing, and no-
one can change
this. I’d rather
quit if I am the
number two”

Food

Key stat
Yum offered $586
million to buy out
Little Sheep. Zhang
and his co-founder
retain a 7% interest.

Year born

1964
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Getting started

Born in 1930 to a poor family in Beijing, Yuan Longping

was accepted into Southwest Agriculture College in

Chongqing when he was 23. There he studied

agricultural education and research. After graduation,

he began his teaching career at an agriculture school in

Anjiang, Hunan Province, where he first developed an

interest in hybrid rice. 

Big break

By 1975, Yuan had succeeded in developing the

technique of hybrid rice seed production. Yuan admits

that the original quality of the hybrid rice was “terrible”

and it was not until 1976 that hybrid seeds were

improved enough to release to farmers. In 1979, Yuan’s

hybrid was transferred as China’s first agro-technology

patent to the US and in 2004, his hybrid blend reached

a top-performing yield of 12 tonnes per hectare. 

Yuan Longping

Need to know

“Chinese people have two ‘Pings’ to thank for having

enough to eat. One is Deng Xiaoping and the other is

Yuan Longping,” remarked Xinhua recently. That’s

thanks to Yuan’s rice. Hybrid rice – rather than

genetically-modified versions of the staple – is

produced by crossing two parental lines with distinct

genetic backgrounds. The result is a high-performance

plant that offers higher yields. Yuan last year grabbed

headlines for cultivating a new type of hybrid rice that

broke the world record for rice output. The strain,

DH2525, produced a harvest of 13.9 tonnes a hectare

from its trial planting in Longhui county in Hunan

province. According to the National Bureau of Statistics,

the country’s rice yield stands at 6.3 tonnes a hectare

on average, about half of the new breed.

Success

More than 60% of China’s rice crop is now under

hybrids, and its rice yield is now double that of India,

which has less than 3% of its own crop under hybrids.

China produces almost 200 million tonnes of rice from

29 million hectares, compared with India’s 150 million

tonnes on 44 million hectares. China wants to achieve

100% self-sufficiency in rice by 2015, compared with

the current 95%. Certainly, planners do not want to be

over-dependent on imports. “Unlike soybeans and corn,

rice is not so widely planted in other countries. China’s

rice demand is too huge to depend on imports from the

international market,” Ma Wenfeng, a senior analyst at

Beijing Orient Agribusiness, told the China Daily.

That should benefit Yuan’s company Longping

High-Tech. Yuan claims not to measure science in

terms of financial return. “That figure means nothing,”

he told the state media when it speculated his net

worth at Rmb100 billion. “I’m satisfied with my life.

Too much money means a burden. My mind is on my

research only.”

Longping High-Tech

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“I’m satisfied
with my life.
Too much
money means a
burden”

Food

Wealth
It has been
speculated in Chinese
media that Yuan could
be worth as much as
Rmb100 billion ($15.6
billion).

Year born

1930
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Tao Huabi, 65, was born in Meitan, a small town in

Guizhou province. She never attended school, was

widowed at 20 and became a rickshaw driver, before

saving enough from various jobs to open a restaurant

selling homemade rice noodles in 1989.

Getting started

Tao’s ‘restaurant’ was in reality only a stall, located next

to a vocational college. But her low prices and

homemade cooking attracted plenty of students. She

made the noodle sauce herself, mixing sesame, chili

and oil. In 1994 she expanded her business to a nearby

highway, giving truck drivers a jar of her chilli sauce for

free if they ate in her restaurant. The word got out

through the trucking network. Soon people were coming

to the restaurant just to buy bottles of Tao’s sauce.

In 1996 Tao moved into the chilli oil processing

industry and Guiyang Nanming Laoganma Special

Flavour Foodstuffs plant was set up. Initially, there was

no mechanical production line. All the sauces were

hand-made, even though employees complained that

slicing the peppers was damaging their eyes. Tao

worked alongside them. “Imagine they are just apples,”

Tao Huabi

she told them. “Then your eyes won’t sting.”

Growth

At first Laoganma chilli oil was sold only to noodle

restaurants nearby. Although production volumes were

small, there was still surplus supply. To find new clients,

Tao carried baskets of chilli sauce to supermarkets and

eateries across the city of Guiyang. Demand began to

grow. Orders came in from other cities too. In 1997 the

plant’s staff grew from 40 to 200.

Today, Laoganma is a leading chilli oil brand in the

food industry. Besides chilli oil, Tao has developed

around 10 new product lines such as tofu in chilli oil

and hotpot condiment. Machine-based production lines

have also replaced manual operations, increasing her

scale of production. Her factories turn out 430,000 jars

a day and her products sell in more than 30 countries.

Recently, as a delegate to the National People’s

Congress (China’s parliament), Tao spoke to the media

and claimed that Laoganma’s sales had “exceeded

Rmb3.1 billion ($490.8 million) over the last three

years, and that the company had paid Rmb800 million

in tax”. Through her substantial purchases of the local

pepper crop she also reckoned she had helped lift two

million farmers out of poverty.

The local government is now pushing Tao to

consider an IPO, but she has declined so far: “I don’t

know about IPOs at all. I only do the things I know how,

like making better sauces.”

Need to know

Tao says her management philosophy is to treat

company staff as family. The firm provides free food.

On their birthdays employees gets a bowl of noodles –

made by Tao herself.

Due to her lack of schooling, the self-made lady had

to be taught how to sign documents. When she was

finally able to write her own name, she invited all her

staff for dinner to celebrate.

Laoganma Special Flavour Foodstuffs

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“I don’t know
about IPOs at
all. I only do the
things I know
how, like
making better
sauces”

Food

Wealth
Tao Huabi is worth
Rmb3.1 billion ($490
million), ranking
589th on the 2011
Hurun’s Rich List. 

Year born

1947
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Wealth
If 360buy continues to
grow at such a fast
rate, Liu will easily
assume billionaire
status when the
company goes public
in 2013.

Year born

1973

Liu Qiangdong
360buy

“Every
company has a
different
corporate
culture and is
formed in a
different
environment.
No-one needs to
learn from
others”

Photo Source: Im
agine China

Internet

Getting started

As a young man, Liu Qiangdong had an interest in

politics. But after graduating in 1996 with a sociology

degree from Beijing’s prestigious Renmin University, he

decided to go into business instead by opening a

restaurant. This first venture was a failure: within a year

the restaurant shut down, leaving Liu in debt.

Big break

In 1998, Liu set up Jingdong Corporation in

Zhongguancun, an area known for its electronics

markets. Liu’s presence started off small – he got a

counter in a market and became a sales agent for

magnetic-optical products. Not everyone was

supportive, including his girlfriend at the time, who

wondered how a graduate from Renmin University

could live such a life. Her parents looked down on

entrepreneurship too.

Liu was not to be put off and by 2003, he had plans

to open a chain of stores across the country. But the

SARS crisis then made traditional retailing unattractive,

as shoppers were avoiding stores for fear of infection.

Liu took the opportunity to launch e-commerce site

Jingdong Multimedia Network in 2004, which

eventually became 360buy Jingdong Mall, his most

famous storefront.

While Taobao and TMall, the consumer e-commerce

sites of Alibaba Group, are China’s largest online retail

sites, they do not hold inventory themselves but merely

provide platforms for others to trade on – a key

difference from Liu’s business model.

Growth

Since going online, 360buy has enjoyed average annual

sales growth of more than 300%. The company is now

one of China’s largest online retailers, with a focus on

the three ‘C’s: computers, communication devices, and

consumer electronics. Last year 360buy recorded

transaction volume of Rmb30 billion ($4.7 billion), more

than three times the size of Amazon China and up

200% from 2010.

Need to know

Meanwhile, Liu’s success has attracted investors. In

December 2010, his firm completed a round of

financing worth $500 million from a group including US

retailing giant Wal-Mart. Much of the money will be

spent on improving the firm’s warehousing and

distribution network. Liu has said that there is no need

of further financing until 360buy lists, which he hopes

will happen in 2013. But Liu is not in a rush. He said in

an interview that “We have enough cash until 2015”.



Zhou Hongyi
Qihoo 360 Technology

Zhou’s first
website was
called 3721,
which sounds
phonetically
like a shortened
version of a
Chinese
proverb that
means
“regardless 
of the
consequences”

Wealth
Zhou was worth
Rmb1.6 billion ($243
million), according to
the 2010 Hurun Rich
List, coming 902nd.
With the IPO of Qihoo
completed, expect to
see Zhou shoot up the
ranks next year.

Year born

1970

Photo Source: Im
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Getting started

After graduating from Xi’an Jiaotong University, Zhou

Hongyi joined Chinese technology conglomerate

Founder Group. He eventually became deputy director

of R&D.

Big break

In 1998, Zhou started his own website, 3721 (which is

a shortened version of a Chinese proverb that sounds

phonetically like “regardless of the consequences”). It

allowed netizens to use the internet in Chinese – so for

example, if someone wanted to go to Sina.com, but

they didn’t know the URL in English, they could just

type “Sina” in Chinese on 3721.

By 2000, the company had received more than $2

million of venture capital. It survived the dotcom crash

and started making money. It soon grabbed the

attention of Yahoo, which at the time was struggling in

China. The US search giant subsequently bought 3721

for $120 million, and a year later Zhou became the

president of Yahoo China.

Setback

Under his leadership, Yahoo China became profitable

for the first time in 2004, making $10 million profit

from $40 million of revenue. But at the same time, the

Chinese search market was heating up: Baidu was

strengthened by a US IPO and Google started local

operations. Zhou found it increasingly difficult to

maintain profits, and in August 2005 he resigned,

becoming a partner in a venture capital company.

Big break 2.0

In 2006, Zhou became the chairman of Qihoo

Technology, a security software provider. Its main

product, 360, is China’s most widely used anti-virus

software. Qihoo completed a Nasdaq IPO in March

2011. After the closing bell of the first day of trading,

the stock was 134% above its listing price. At the time,

Forbes reckoned that the Zhou family’s 18% stake in

the company was worth more than $700 million.

Need to know

Qihoo in 2010 got into a highly public spat with the

provider of China’s most popular online message

service, Tencent. Qihoo claimed that Tencent’s

software, QQ, was scanning and leaking the personal

data of its users. Tencent responded by blocking access

to QQ for users of 360, while Qihoo reacted by blocking

QQ access through its own software. They eventually

resolved their differences.

Qihoo reported a profit in the first quarter of 2012 of

of $14.1 million versus a loss in the same quarter of

the prior year of $21.4 million. The firm has been

battling US-based short-seller Citron Research which

has published negative reports on Qihoo. The stock

rose in spite of this, with Qihoo’s management stating

the research contained “misleading speculations”.
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Getting started

Shi Yuzhu was born in Anhui province in 1962 and

graduated from Zhejiang University with a degree in

mathematics. He became a civil servant but then

decamped to Shenzhen in 1989 to complete a masters

degree in software.

Big Break

He made his first Rmb1 million selling software he’d

developed, and formed the Giant Group. He then

diversified into health-related goods, and his Nao

Huang Jin (Brain Gold) vitamin product became a

bestseller, and he became a billionaire. He later

upgraded to Brain Platinum, which Shi claims could

help customers sleep.

Growth

He is also known as the ‘The Comeback Kid’.

Overinvestment in property saw his wealth diminish.

Shi Yuzhu

But he bounced back with a move into online gaming in

2006. Shi was late to the party, but saw an opportunity

to focus on second and third tier cities and the

countryside, and marketed his own game – ZT Online –

heavily in internet cafes. As a result ZT Online has seen

as many as 1.5 million people play it simultaneously.

Other games in his portfolio include Empire of Sports

and King of Kings III.

Need to know

He listed his firm Giant Interactive in New York in late

2007. The $887 million IPO was the largest ever in the

US by a Chinese private sector company. Shi is

Chairman and CEO, but likes to be called the ‘Chief

Gaming Officer’ and spends hours every night playing

ZT Online, as well as collecting player feedback. The

company’s motto is “Pursue excellence, pay attention

to detail”.

In the first quarter of this year Giant posted a profit

of $46.4 million, up 11% on the same quarter in 2011.

Investors were impressed: between January and May

the company’s stock was up 31%. 

Management style

Like a host of other successful businessmen, Shi likes

to compare his company’s push into the countryside

with Mao’s similar tactics during the civil war in the

1940s. In fact, Shi is a keen student of Mao’s life,

reports the China Daily.

Giant Interactive

Photo Source: Im
agine China

Shi is the
Chairman and
CEO, but likes
to be called the
‘Chief Gaming
Officer’ and
spends hours
every night
playing ZT
Online, as well
as collecting
player feedback

Wealth
With assets worth
Rmb19.8 billion ($3.1
billion), Shi is ranked
42 on the 2011 Hurun
Rich List.

Year born

1962

Internet
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Getting started

Charles Zhang was lucky: the Cultural Revolution

ended just as he finished middle school. So he enrolled

in Tsinghua, China’s most prestigious university. In

1986 he received a full scholarship from Nobel prize

winning physicist, Lee Tsung-Dao to travel to the US

and attend MIT.

Big Break

Zhang discovered the internet early, and after

graduating from MIT, he joined Internet Securities Inc

and was sent to Beijing to set up its China operation. He

saw the potential to build a Chinese internet search

engine – in the mould of Yahoo – and in 1996 he

jumped ship to create Sohu. His portal quickly became a

household name in China and listed on Nasdaq in 2000.

Need to know

Sohu is the second most popular portal in China (after

Charles Zhang

Sina), and is used by millions of Chinese to read news,

blog, visit chatrooms and send SMS messages. Zhang’s

goal is to make it one of China’s premier media

platforms. It’s already highly profitable: in 2010, Sohu

made $139.3 net profit from $612.8 million of revenue.

But it hasn’t all been plain-sailing. After the dotcom

crash, American directors of Sohu tried to remove

Zhang. After three years of boardroom struggle he won.

China Business News reports he no longer has much

time for American management theories.

Growth

In April 2009, Zhang listed his online gaming firm,

Changyou.com. It runs China’s third most popular

game, Tian Long Ba Bu, and makes all its revenues

from selling virtual goods (such as medicines to be

used in the game). The Nasdaq IPO – which raised

$120 million – was a bold move, as it was the first

Chinese company to list in the US since the collapse of

Lehman Brothers. Investors were not scared to take a

punt, and they were rewarded by 25% profit on the first

day of trading.

And to relax

Despite his busy work schedule, Zhang is still able to

indulge in his passion of mountaineering. A serious

climber, in 2003 he went part of the way up Mount

Everest, posting pictures on Sohu as he went. His other

interests focus on reducing the stress that comes with

being at the top: “If I am ever asked to teach a course

at Tsinghua, I will choose meditation.” Zhang is into

Buddhism and yoga. He reckons that he will be able to

live to 150 if he can rid his life of stress.

Sohu

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“If I am ever
asked to teach a
course at
Tsinghua, I will
choose
meditation.”
Zhang is
enthusiastic
about
Buddhism and
yoga. He
reckons that he
will be able to
live to 150 if he
can rid his life
of stress

Internet

Wealth
Zhang fortune of
Rmb4.8 billion ($750
million) ranks him at
number 350 on the
2011 Hurun Rich List. 

Year born

1964
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Getting started

Li Yanhong (English name, Robin) is “the most

handsome CEO in history” according to the Tianfu

Morning Post. Born in 1968 in Shanxi province, Li

graduated in information management from Peking

University, before departing for a masters at State

University of New York.

Big break

After finishing his studies, Li went to work for Dow

Jones, where he developed software for the online

edition of the Wall Street Journal. At the same time, he

made a major advance in search engine technology

with his creation of “hyperlink analysis” – a system

where a web page is ranked according to the number

of websites that link to it. In 1996, he applied for a

patent, and soon became recognised as a leading

search engine expert.

Robin Li

He returned to China in 1999 and struck gold first time.

His venture, Baidu, was a locally developed search

engine designed to take on the likes of Yahoo and

Google. And unlike most other markets – where local

search engines are overwhelmed by the global giants –

Baidu grew to completely dominate China’s search

industry, with a 73% share of market revenue, as of

late 2010. A key part of Baidu’s success comes from its

superiority in searching in Mandarin. Google’s recently

diminished operations in China also made space for

Baidu to expand. 

Need to know

Baidu was listed on Nasdaq in 2005. The company

raised $109 million, with shares rocketing 354% on the

first day of trading. In 2011, Baidu’s revenue was

Rmb14.5 billion ($2.3 billion), up 83.2% on the previous

year, with net income up 88.3% to Rmb6.6 billion.The

company has also entered the hardware market,

launching a low-end smartphone in China this year. 

The site’s name derives from a Song Dynasty poem

about the persistent search for an ideal, represented by

a beautiful woman (“hundreds and thousands of times,

for her I searched in chaos, suddenly I turned by

chance, to where the lights were waning, and there she

stood…”). 

A bit like Steve Jobs, Li also relishes the showman’s

role of announcing innovative new products to an

adoring techie crowd each year at the Baidu World

event... although in Li’s case – being one of China’s

corporate sex symbols – there are a good deal more

women present in the audience.

And to relax

He’s danced the tango on primetime TV. Another reason

for the girls to swoon...

Baidu

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“I really did not
expect to
become an
idol,” he
confesses. But
Li adds that the
publicity
around him
helps Baidu, so
he is duty-
bound to play
the role

Wealth
Li is China’s third
richest person,
according to the 2011
Hurun Rich List, with
Rmb56.4 billion ($8.8
billion) worth of
assets.

Year born

1968

Internet
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Getting started

Ma Huateng was born in 1971 in Guangdong province

and went on to study computer science at Shenzhen

University. He joined China Motion Telecom as a

software engineer, becoming a director of software

development.

In 1998 Ma came across the Israeli firm ICQ, which

had developed an instant messaging service. He

realised there was no Chinese language version and

decided to design one, founding Tencent in Shenzhen

with Rmb1 million ($150,000) of capital. At the outset

the firm was cash-strapped, having to “steal”

bandwidth from rivals, says China Computer World.

Big break

Ma’s product, named QQ, was an instant hit with web

users, particularly the young. It allows chat with anyone

online, with users liking the fact you can even initiate

chats with strangers. The logo, a friendly penguin,

Ma Huateng

caught the imagination too by jumping up and down

while chats were ongoing. QQ’s growth was

exponential, from a few million users in the first months

to 636 million users today (with peak concurrent users

reaching 118 million) 

Tencent faced a cash crunch in 2000, when the

dotcom bubble burst. Ma approached portals Sina and

China.com to invest, but they declined. Venture capital

firm IDG put money in later in the year. 

Big Break 2.0

In 2001, Ma started to monetise his user base, when

China Mobile began to seek revenue sharing deals with

internet firms. In one tactic, it charged for any QQ ‘chat’

traffic that went through its phones and split the

revenue with Tencent. By year end, profits of Rmb10.2

million had been made. Ma then diversified into a portal

(to generate ad revenue), online games (with paid

subscribers), e-commerce and search. More recently

he has added voice and video functionality to QQ,

making it more like Skype. 

Tencent’s success was vindicated when its first

quarter profit for this year hit a record level of $467

million.

Need to know

Tencent is arguably the most important internet firm in

China. Like Google it has branched out into a range of

areas and now boasts the largest user base (QQ now

has 752 million users). It has also expanded outside

China – its League of Legends online game has a 21%

market share in South Korea.

Little wonder then that the governor of Hunan

province (visiting the company in July 2010) praised

Tencent as the “pride of the Chinese people” and cited

Ma – whose English name is the somewhat unusual

‘Pony’ – as a model entrepreneur.

Tencent

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“At the time QQ
launched I
didn’t know
how the
product could
make money,”
says Ma. “I just
thought it
would be
useful”

Internet

Wealth
Ma Huateng was
ranked 13th in the
2011 Hurun Rich List,
with a personal
fortune worth
Rmb33.9 billion ($5.3
billion).

Year born

1971
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Getting started 

Born in 1971 in Ningbo, Ding Lei showed so little talent

at school that his teacher blamed him for “hindering

the whole class”. He blossomed late, and got into a top

technical university in Chengdu. However, bored by his

course on microwave communication, he cut classes

and attended lectures on computing instead. On

graduation in 1993 he worked for the Ningbo

Telecommunications Bureau.

Against strong opposition from his family, he soon

quit this job and moved to Guangzhou. He made friends

with Tencent founder, Ma Huateng with whom he

discussed the prospects of the internet. He founded

NetEase in 1997 in an eight square metre office

without air-conditioning. Originally it sold email

software.

Big Break 1.0

By 2000 web portals like Yahoo were becoming active

Ding Lei

in China and Ding decided to sink his software earnings

into building one. He moved the company to Beijing and

listed on Nasdaq. However, tensions quickly rose as the

Nasdaq crashed and Ding’s co-founders left. The

advertising business model wasn’t working and he

became depressed. In 2001 NetEase was suspended

by Nasdaq after failing to submit an accurate financial

report. Ding considered selling the company, and was

offered $85 million.

Big break 2.0

Tom Hanks may find this hard to believe, but according

to Southern People Weekly, Ding reinvented himself

after watching Forrest Gump five times in a row. He

was also helped by a timely investment from Duan

Yongping, China’s very own Warren Buffett. And when

China Mobile came up with a new revenue sharing

model that allowed websites to take a slice of SMS

profits, Ding was suddenly able to monetise his user

base. In January 2002 NetEase resumed trading on

Nasdaq. Less than two years later it was trading 108

times higher than its low point.

Need to know

Southern People Weekly comments that Ding went

“from heaven to hell” in two years, and by the age of

32 was named China’s richest man. The bulk of his

firm’s profits now come from online games, including

World of Warcraft (for which Netease purchased the

China license). Its first quarter profit rose 28% to

$149.5 million.

He is a great believer in the merits of Chinese

traditional medicine, and a follower of medicine master,

Deng Tietao.

In a new diversification strategy he is moving into

pig-farming with the goal of revolutionising China’s

scandal-ridden food industry, by using sustainable

practices and organic feed.

NetEase

Photo Source: Im
agine China

In a time of
crisis, Ding
reinvented
himself after
watching
Forrest Gump
five times in a
row (a timely
investment
from a big
investor helped
too...) 

Wealth
With assets totaling
Rmb21.8 billion ($3.4
billion), Ding came
34th in the 2011
Hurun Rich List.

Year born

1971

Internet



Getting started

Cao Guowei, or Charles Chao as he’s now also known,

was born in Shanghai in 1969. He graduated in 1989,

with a degree in journalism from Fudan University,

which led to a job in Shanghai as a reporter and

masters degree in journalism in the US.

Once he’d got his degree, Chao decided to study

accounting, a choice that would completely change the

course of his career, beginning his education in

financial engineering. After graduation he went to work

first for Arthur Anderson and then PWC.

Big break

It was Chao’s financial expertise that gave him the

opportunity to return to China. In 1999, he asked his

friend, Sina’s then COO Mao Daolin, for career advice.

Mao told him to come work at Sina. The timing was

impeccable – Sina was struggling to arrange its

Nasdaq listing, and needed someone with experience in

Cao Guowei

US financial regulations. The Sina IPO was pulled off

later that year, with Chao coordinating the deal.

Growth

Chao was promoted to CFO in 2001, and it wasn’t long

before he was shaping the growth strategy of the

popular online portal. He recognised early on the

potential of China’s mobile phone market and over the

next few years made acquisitions that established Sina

in the ‘wireless’ business. Selling games, news, ring

tones and other services to mobile phone users created

a crucial new revenue stream for the young company.

That led to Chao being made co-COO in June 2004,

a position he used to revamp the site’s advertising

sales team and marketing software. But his real talents

only became apparent a year later, when industry rival

Shanda made an unsolicited raid on the company’s

shares. Chao managed to put together a ‘poison pill’

defence.

The ultimate coup

Chao then took over from Wang Yan as CEO in May

2006, but suffered a setback in 2009 when his bid to

acquire the assets of Focus Media failed.

But he soon pulled off another deal that cemented

his place as Sina boss. Together with other members of

the senior management, Chao put together a $180

million deal, which made his consortium the company’s

single largest shareholder. 

Enter Weibo

The company launched Sina Weibo, a Twitter-like

service, in August 2009. Since then it has racked up

more than 300 million users and acquired a dominant

role in setting the country’s news agenda and forming

public opinion. This has rapidly made Sina one of

China’s most influential companies, although

investments in the service led to a first quarter loss of

$13.7 million. Chao promises to monetise it soon.

Sina

Photo Source: Im
agine China

On becoming
Sina’s CEO in
2006, he said:
“No one 
knows Sina’s
business better
than I... no one
is even close to
me”

Internet

Wealth
After the
management buyout,
Chao became part of
a consortium that
became Sina’s single
largest shareholder.
Sina has a market
value of $3 billion.

Year born

1969
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Getting started

Born in Chongqing in 1965, Yu Yu moved to Beijing at

an early age. After graduating with an English degree

from the Beijing Foreign Languages Institute, she went

to the US. By 1992, she had earned an MBA from New

York University and a year later she launched her own

financial consultancy. Her time in the US came to an

end when she met Li Guoqing, her future husband and

business partner. They married, and in 1998, Li moved

back to China.

Big break

Yu started to help Li run his publishing company, and

although she had no experience of the internet

business, she decided that the company would do

better as a website, Dangdang. With around 50 online

bookstores in China in the late nineties, it was a

crowded space. But Dangdang managed to get $6

million worth of seed capital. Although some of its

Yu Yu

competitors got more cash from investors, Dangdang

– and its competitor Joyo – emerged as the dominant

players.

Need to know

Dangdang’s success did not go unnoticed. In late 2003,

Amazon.com expressed an interest in purchasing the

company. While Yu was happy to take them on as a

strategic investor, the US company’s desire for a

majority stake did not gel with her plans. In the end

Amazon.com paid $70 million for Joyo, which remains

Dangdang’s largest competitor. 

Growth

Dangdang’s quickly became a major online presence:

it has surpassed established bookshops such as

Sanlian Bookstore to become the country’s largest

book retailer. But like Amazon, it’s also moved beyond

books. That expansion requires cash and the

company’s 2010 US-listing brought in $272 million.

Investors were pleased – the stock rocketed by 87%

on the first day of trading – but not everyone was

satisfied. Yu’s husband publicly criticised the deal’s

underwriter, Morgan Stanley, claiming that the bank

had undervalued the company.

Yu says that the company will use the proceeds to

invest in logistics infrastructure, so that parcels get to

the customer quicker. Central to this plan is a platform

that will allow the company to receive cash-on-delivery

from customers in 1,200 domestic cities.

Dangdang

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“A good store
not only helps
customers find
what they want,
but also
inspires them
with things
they have not
thought of”

Wealth
After the IPO, Yu Yu
and Li Guoqing
personal assets were
worth Rmb2.1 billion
($330 million),
ranking them number
858 on the Hurun
Rich List in 2011.

Year born

1965

Internet
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Getting started 

Born in 1966, Hong Kong-native Victor Koo flew to the

US for his education, graduating first from University of

California at Berkeley, followed by an MBA from

Stanford Business School. In 1999, after working five

years at a venture capital company in Beijing, he

became the CFO of Chinese search engine company

Sohu. He stayed until 2005, eventually assuming the

role of president.

Big break

In 2006, Koo launched his own venture, Youku, an

online video site. Unlike YouTube, which focuses on

user-generated content, Youku tilts more towards

licensed media, mostly from China, Hong Kong and

Taiwan. By showing television shows a day after they

are first broadcast, Koo created something akin to an

online TV channel. Youku users can still post their own

videos, and receive a cash reward if they prove popular.

Victor Koo

The site shows high profile content. In 2010, it

worked with CCTV to screen an online version of its

annual Lunar New Year Gala, and it later bought the

rights from the state broadcaster to show matches

from football’s World Cup. It also shows big Hollywood

films, like Inception, on a pay-per-view basis (the Rmb5

fee is about the same price as a pirated DVD).

Need to know

Koo joined China’s billionaires club in December 2010

when Youku went public in New York. Rocketing 161%

on the first day of trading, shares in the company had

more than tripled in value by the next day’s close. This

was the second-largest rise on debut trading for a US

IPO in the last decade.

Growth

Koo thinks that the key to profitability is an increase in

advertising revenues, and he has scope to boost sales.

Youku currently shows just one minute of advertising

per hour, compared to the 12 minutes shown by

standard Chinese television stations. So Koo remains

confident that his company is on the road to profitability. 

Earlier this year Youku agreed to merge with its

biggest rival, Tudou in a deal valued at $1.1 billion. The

combined group commands 36% of online advertising

revenue in China. It is now the country’s largest on-

demand TV station with around 490 million users (by

comparison Youtube has around 800 million unique

visitors per month).

Youku’s shareholders will own 71.5% of the

combined company, and Tudou shareholders 28.5%. 

Youku

Photo Source: Im
agine China

When Youku
went public in
2010, its shares
rocketed by
161% on the
first day, which
was the second
best debut in
the US in the
last decade

Internet

Wealth
Just days after
Youku’s IPO, Koo’s
34.8% stake in the
company was worth
$1.1 billion, according
to Forbes.

Year born

1966
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Getting started

Chen Tianqiao graduated from Shanghai’s Fudan

University in 1995. It wasn’t long until he decided to

strike out on his own. In 1999, when he was just 26

years-old, he co-founded Shanda Interactive

Entertainment with his younger brother, using

Rmb500,000 of savings that mostly came from stock

investments. It had four divisions: animation, comics,

games and peripherals. A couple of years later, only the

online gaming section survived.

Big Break

Shanda’s first major success came when it acquired

the distribution rights for The Legend of Mir 2, an

online game originally developed by Korean firm Actoz.

The game was extremely popular – attracting a record

600,000 simultaneous users in its first year. As a result,

Shanda made a return on its investment within just a

few months after the game’s launch.

Chen Tianqiao

In 2003, Shanda launched its own game, The World

of Legend. Once again the game was a success, but it

drew unwanted attention when Actoz initiated a

copyright infringement lawsuit against Shanda. The

case was eventually settled by Shanda acquiring a 29%

stake in Actoz.

Need to know

Shanda Interactive completed a Nasdaq IPO in 2004.

The company offers one of China’s most popular range

of online games – from time-consuming massively

multiplayer online roleplaying games, to more casual

games. In 2010, revenues increased 7% to $846

million, while net income was $124 million.

Growth

As the games market became more competitive, Chen

started to diversify his company out of its core

business. In 2008, he formed Shanda Literature,

integrating the online literature assets that it had

acquired in the years before. Next he purchased a

majority stake in Hurray! Holdings, a Chinese provider

of music and music-related products like ringtones and

mobile devices. He then set up a joint venture with

Hunan TV to produce online movies and TV series. With

these deals under his belt, Shanda has become firmly

established as a diversified interactive media company.

Setback

But all its acquisitions have put a huge financial burden

on the firm. And although Shanda’s game unit has

performed well, its growth has lagged that of Chinese

competitors like Tencent. So when Chen proposed to

take the company private in February, shareholders

voted overwhelmingly to accept his buyout. Chen and

his family then went on to pay about $740 million to

buy the remaining stake in a company valued at about

$2.3 billion.

. 

Shanda Interactive Entertainment

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“Money itself
doesn’t mean
much to me,”
claims Chen. “I
just think that
by making
more money,
I’ll be able to
prove that I’m
more capable
than others”

Wealth
With assets worth
Rmb9 billion ($1.4
billion), Chen ranked
number 137 on the
2011 Hurun Rich List.

Year born

1973

Internet
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Getting started

Fuzhou-born Gary Wang is another internet

entrepreneur that was educated outside China, learning

computer science at John Hopkins University in the US

and acquiring an MBA from Insead in France. He

returned home to become the director for BOL China, a

subsidiary of the German media group, Bertelsmann.

Big Break

Inspired by the popularity of podcasting, Wang wanted

to create a platform that would allow individuals to

showcase their own content. So in April 2005, he

launched Tudou.com, one of the earliest online video

websites. 

Although it is often described as the Chinese version

of Youtube, Tudou was actually set up just before its

more famous US-counterpart started operations. In

fact, Wang describes the site as a mix between

between Youtube and Hulu in that Tudou not only allows

Gary Wang

users to upload their own videos, but it also shows

television shows from across Asia.

Growth

Tudou has attracted a string of major investors. Since

its launch, the company has raised $135 million. In

August 2010 Temasek, Singapore’s sovereign wealth

fund, handed over $35 million – the first investment

that the fund has made in the Chinese internet sector.

An Nasdaq IPO, later raised $174 million.

Need to know

With around 13% of the local domestic online video

market, Tudou is one China’s most popular websites. In

late 2010, it had more than 40 million online videos,

which were being viewed by more than 200 million

visitors a month. It is said to stream approximately one

petabyte (1,000 terabytes) everyday – which for those

not fluent in geekspeak, is an awful lot of content.

Earlier this year Tudou agreed to merge with its

biggest rival, Youku in a deal valued at $1.1 billion. The

combined group commands 36% of online advertising

revenue in China. It is now the country’s largest on-

demand TV station with around 490 million users (by

comparison Youtube has around 800 million unique

visitors per month).

And to relax

Wang is famously laid back as a CEO – he not only

offers flexible working time to his employees, he makes

sure that he is able to enjoy his life outside of work. He

is, for example, quite willing to handle business emails

while out hiking. He’s fit too: Wang has climbed Mount

Everest.

Tudou

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“For me, doing
things is like
playing games.
You pass a 
level and you
will become
stronger. But
you also have to
face stronger
enemies”

Internet

Key stat
According to
iResearch, 5.2 billion
videos were watched
on Tudou in
December, double the
figure for the same
month in 2011.

Year born

1973
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Getting started

As a teenager growing up in Hangzhou during the

seventies, Jack Ma would regularly cycle to a hotel so

that he could show foreign tourists around his

hometown. This not only allowed him to practice his

English, it also gave him a picture of the world outside

of China. After twice failing the university entrance

exam, Ma entered Hangzhou Teachers University, where

he trained to become a high school English teacher.

After graduating in 1988, he went on to teach at

Hangzhou Dianzi University.

Big Break

It was on a trip to the US in 1995, as an interpreter for

a trade delegation, that Ma first came in contact with

the internet. Seeing that there was little online

information about China, he borrowed $2,000 to launch

China Pages, generally believed to be the country’s first

internet company. He eventually entered into a joint

venture with his competitor, China Telecom, only to

Jack Ma

leave the company to run a government group in

Beijing promoting e-commerce.

Growth

It wasn’t long before Ma gave in to his entrepreneurial

nature. In 1999, he raised $60,000 to set up

Alibaba.com, an online business-to-business trading

platform that brings together importers and exporters.

Initially working out of his apartment, he was able to

expand after a round of cash injections from a series of

big name investors – including Japan’s Softbank. In

2005, Ma sold a 40% stake to Yahoo, the US internet

firm, for $1 billion. 

Need to know

Ma admits that he expanded too quickly during the

dotcom boom. A product designed to introduce Chinese

exporters to US importers helped make the company

profitable by the end of 2002. Since then, the website’s

rise has been stratospheric, with more than 56 million

registered users in more than 240 countries and

territories. Ma’s success is not limited to introducing

businesses to each other. Another jewel in the Alibaba

Group is Taobao, an online retailer that since its launch

in 2003, has become one of the world’s most visited

websites (it attracts 50 million unique visitors every

day). With more than 800 million product listings, some

believe that the site could be one of the internet’s most

valuable unlisted assets.

Breaking up with Yahoo

In May, Alibaba finally reached a deal with Yahoo to buy

back its 40% stake. Relationship between Ma and

Yahoo have been strained since Jerry Yang, former

Yahoo chief executive, stepped down. Alibaba

announced that it would pay a minimum of $7.1 billion

in cash and stock for up to half of Yahoo's stake. The

remainder will be purchased when Alibaba Group

becomes publicly-traded. 

Alibaba Group

Photo Source: Reuters

“I’m just a
purist. What is
important in
my life is 
that I can do
something that
can influence
many people
and influence
China’s
developments”

Wealth
Jack Ma has a fortune
worth Rmb10 billion
($1.6 billion), which
puts him 109th on the
2011 Hurun Rich List.

Year born

1964

Internet
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Getting started

Born in 1969, in Wuchang, Hubei province, Chen

Yizhou’s talents took him first to university in Wuhan to

study physics, then to the University of Delaware,

before he ended up studying engineering at MIT.

His first job was at Altec Industries, a US service

provider to the power and construction industries,

heading their North Asia operations. But Chen clearly

has a thing for higher education: he quit to study for an

MBA at Stanford.

Big break

It was at Stanford that Chen met his future business

partners, two Chinese engineering students with an

interest in the internet. In 1999, all three returned to

China to set up ChinaRen, a virtual community offering

games, emailing and blogging services. It targeted

university students and by the following year had more

than a million registered users.

Chen Yizhou

Despite the initial success, ChinaRen was not

immune to the dotcom crash. Luckily, the site was

considered worth buying, by Sohu for approximately

$30 million. Chen joined the acquirer as a senior vice

president, but left in 2001.

Growth

Chen’s next project was China InterActive, another

online venture offering a portfolio of popular websites

such as World of Warcraft China and DoNews. It then

started to gravitate towards social networking sites,

buying established players such as xiaonei.com, which

by late 2007 boasted a network containing more than

18 million university students from 2,200 universities.

The next step was financing, which came in 2008 in

the form of a $430 million injection from Oak Pacific

Interactive ($384 million coming from Japan’s

SoftBank).

Chen then set about creating a new site, kaixin.com

to compete with kaixin001.com, a network that had

become popular with office workers at their desks. A

legal dispute is still ongoing between the two, after

kaixin001 won a case claiming infringement but was

unhappy with the compensation awarded by the courts.

Need to know

In August 2009, Chen engaged in a little rebranding

with the kaixin.com and xiaonei.com sites being retitled

renren.com. When it listed on Nasdaq at the beginning

of May, it was marketed as the Chinese version of

Facebook. With 131 million registered users, it raised

$740 million. After rising 28% on the first day of trading

it has since traded below its IPO price. According to its

first quarter results, Renren’s revenues were up 56.1%

to $32.1 million year-on-year, but the net profit is still in

red, losing $ 13.6 million in the period. 

Renren

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“If the enemy
[Facebook]
shows up in
China, maybe
I’ll prepare
more horses.
But for now
there is a more
important
battle – the
mobile
internet”

Wealth
With Rmb4.7 billion
($740 million) worth
of assets, Chen
Yizhou ranked 360
on the 2011 Hurun
Rich List.

Year born

1969

Internet
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Getting started

Liu dropped out of school when he was 14, to work

with his family making leather handbags. He

moonlighted as a taxi driver once he was old enough to

drive. Then he began investing in the stock market. In

1990 he bought 100 shares in Yuyuan Garden Shopping

Mall for Rmb100 ($15). He sold them two years later at

a profit of almost Rmb1 million. He soon became a

major investor.

Big Break 

His investment vehicle – his Berkshire Hathaway if you

like – is called Sunline Investment Company. It is a top

10 shareholder in over 10 companies, spanning

medicine, chemicals, finance and real estate, with total

assets of over Rmb2 billion. In 2010, Liu showed an

interest in technology companies, by buying into chip

producers Hangzhou Silan Microelectronics and

Tsinghua Tongfang.

Liu Yiqian

Need to know

Liu is known as the King of ‘Legal Person’ Shares.

‘Legal Person’ shares were created during China’s

privatisation process in the 1990s, when state firms

were converted to joint stock companies. They were not

listed and were thus relatively cheap. But they still

provided a substantive ownership interest.

Still, many investors shunned this share class. But

Liu took more of a ‘private equity’ approach and

realised that he could improve the performance of the

companies. He also bet that over the long term this

class of shares would merge with the listed class, and

he would make capital gains.

And to relax

He likes to buy art according to the idea that “one

should buy shares that are cheap and art pieces that

are expensive”. He started at the age of 30 and caused

a stir by paying Rmb55.1 million for Rare Birds

Sketched from Nature, painted by the eighth emperor

of China’s Northern Song Dynasty, Song Huizong Zhao

Ji. An art industry insider told Southern Weekly that

Liu’s collection could make up a separate exhibition in

the Shanghai Museum, which should be no surprise,

considering he is reckoned to have spent Rmb1.3

billion on art in 2009 alone. Liu says his returns from

art have been even higher than stocks.

Sunline Investment Company

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“Investment
opportunities
are fair for all.
The key is
whether you
have the
patience or not”

Investment

Wealth
Liu has a fortune
worth Rmb10.9 billion
($1.7 billion), ranked
99 on the 2011 Hurun
Rich List.

Year born

1963
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Getting started

Guo Guangchang’s parents wanted him to become a

village school teacher. He had different ideas, leaving

home to study at a provincial high school. His ambition

paid off, as he won a place at Fudan University in

Shanghai to study philosophy. While studying in 1987

he rode his bike along the Grand Canal to visit Beijing.

The following year he organised an event in which

students cycled 3,000 miles to Hainan Island.

Initially keen to study abroad, Guo changed his mind

and in 1989, flushed with entrepreneurial spirit, Guo

and three other Fudan graduates scratched together

$4,000 to set up a consulting company in genetic

engineering called Guangxin Technology.

Big break

In 1993 the company was renamed Fosun and made its

first Rmb100 million ($15 million) developing a

diagnostic drug for Hepatitis B. Then Guo diversified

Guo Guangchang

(“We have diversification in our genes,” he once told

TIME magazine), growing Fosun by trading in land and

property. A favourite tactic was to buy stakes in run-

down state-owned firms, as well as branch out through

an extensive use of share swaps.

Need to know

Fosun is now compared with Hutchison Whampoa. Like

Li Ka-shing’s famous Hong Kong conglomerate, Fosun

has a reputation for its deal-making skills. Guo also likes

to draw comparisons with GE, in terms of Fosun’s ability

to build successful companies across a range of

business sectors. Fosun now has interests in

pharmaceuticals (through Fosun Pharma and

Sinopharm), property (Forte), steel (NSU and Jianlong), as

well as various other businesses in mining, the media,

retailing and the financial services sector. It claims to be

the largest private sector company in China.

Fosun International - the parent company – is actually

incorporated in Hong Kong, in spite of its Shanghai

origins. On listing in 2007 it counted Li Ka-shing, Lee

Shau Kee (Henderson Land) and the Kwoks of Sun Hung

Kai – Hong Kong’s three richest families – among a

significant group of cornerstone investors. Guo’s Fudan

colleagues are still around too, “sharing the foes and

woes, and fruits”, according to company literature.

Growth

In late 2010, Guo said that he is looking to use mergers

and acquisitions as a means to expand in Europe.

Fosun’s focus is on companies with established brand

names, good market share in Europe, and a willingness

to enter the Chinese market. The company has already

made a start, by buying 7.1% stake in French tourism

company, Club Med, in the summer of 2010. 

Fosun

Photo Source: Im
agine China

Fosun claims to
be the largest
private sector
company in
China and is
often compared
to GE and
Hutchison
Whampoa

Wealth
Guo is reckoned to be
worth Rmb16.6 billion
($2.6 billion), coming
out 55 on the 2011
Hurun Rich List. 

Year born

1967

Investment
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Getting started

Born in 1962 in Anhui province, Lu’s career got off to

an unentrepreneurial start. He joined the local branch of

the People’s Bank of China, and spent 15 years with

the central bank. The Economic Observer points out

that while this allowed him to accumulate “deep

personal connections and rich experience” by 1991 Lu

was “deeply bored”.

Big Break

Lu left the bank and struck south to Guangdong, the

most entrepreneurial and business-minded of

China’s provinces at the time (and arguably still so).

For the next few years he worked for brokers and

became involved in speculating in land and

government bonds. But he finally struck out on his

own, founding Guangzhou Youngy Investment and

Management Group.

Lu Xiangyang

Growth

In 1995 Lu invested Rmb5 million ($761,000) in BYD,

becoming a seed investor in the newly formed batteries

company. He knew little about the underlying business

but chose to invest because of his trust in BYD boss,

Wang Chuanfu. His gut feeling was definitely

vindicated. His stake, at one point, had a market value

of Rmb18.5 billion. Warren Buffett later joined him in

investing in BYD.

Need to know

He is BYD’s second largest shareholder with

approximately 11% of the company. Apart from

industrial investments, he is also involved in

commercial real estate, which comprises about 20% of

the group’s business. He is currently looking at building

an asset management franchise that specialises in

non-performing loans.

Lu also owns 70% of the world’s second largest

lithium mine, located in Sichuan. He is negotiating to

buy a cobalt mine in the Democratic Republic of

Congo. As the owner of lithium and cobalt processing

facilities in Guangzhou and Nansha, he hopes to create

an ‘industrial chain’ around the battery industry,

anchored to his BYD investment and the metals

required by that business.

And to relax

Lu says he has no hobbies, apart from work.

Guangzhou Youngy Investment and Management Group

Photo Source: Im
agine China

Lu hopes to
create an
‘industrial
chain’ around
the battery
industry,
anchored to his
BYD investment

Investment

Wealth
Lu has a fortune
worth Rmb17.9
billion ($2.8 billion),
placing him at 47 on
the 2011 Hurun Rich
List.

Year born

1962
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Getting started 

Born in Jiangxi province in 1961, Duan Yongping

graduated from the Department of Radio Engineering at

Zhejiang University. After graduation, he joined the

Beijing Electron Tube Factory, but left to get a master’s

degree at Renmin University in econometrics.

In 1988 Duan went south to booming Guangdong

and was appointed the manager of a factory owned by

the debt-laden state firm Zhongshan Yihua Group. He

set up the Subor Electronic Industrial Corporation as

one of its subsidiaries, and began making video game

machines in 1991. Three years later his firm’s revenues

skyrocketed to Rmb1 billion ($150 million), but he

remained a salaried employee. He lobbied to get Yihua

to make Subor a joint stock company and incentivise

him with a major shareholding. In a very public spat, it

refused and he resigned.

Duan Yongping

Big break

In 1995 Duan was recruited to head a joint stock

company called BBK, which was 19% owned by

Taiwanese interests. The company was low profile, but

he got what he wanted: a major shareholding. He

quickly worked his magic at BBK turning it into a

leading local brand making VCD players, cordless

phones and other consumer goods items. By 2001 he

took a backseat, switching from CEO to board member.

Big break 2

Duan began to use his personal wealth to play the

markets. Early on he became a big shareholder in local

internet firm, NetEase and saw the Nasdaq-listed stock

rise more than 50 times. Over the years he has become

known as a value investor, who buys when others

tremble. For example, he took a $100 million stake in

GE during the recent financial crisis. He bought the

stock at $6 and more than doubled his money.

Need to know

He is (one of the many) to be christened “China’s

Warren Buffett”. In his case, he really aspires to the

title. In 2006 he famously bid $620,100 to have lunch

with the Sage of Omaha. He told the auctioneer to add

$100 to whatever the top bid was, with a limit of

$650,000. “I am concerned with what Buffett can teach

me,” he told reporters. Like his hero, he is also a

charitable type, donating $30 million to Zhejiang

University and a further $3 million to victims of the

Sichuan Earthquake. As he puts it: “Charity is my

business, investment is my hobby.”

Hobby

What else, but golf.

BBK

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“Charity is my
business,
investment is
my hobby” 

Wealth
Duan’s fortune was
worth Rmb6.3 billion
($1 billion), according
to the 2011 Hurun
Rich List, ranking him
243rd.

Year born

1961

Investment
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Getting started 

Born in Shandong province in 1951, Lu graduated from

Fudan University. His first job was as a technician with

the Shandong Weifang Diesel Engine Factory. 

Big Break

Lu left the state sector to become an entrepreneur and

set up China Oceanwide. Initially it focused on

education and training, but when the government

initiated housing reform in 1988, Lu moved into real

estate. This was to be his core business over the next

decade, with Oceanwide becoming a dominant

developer in China’s key cities – for example, in Beijing

it owns very visible real estate such as Glory China

Centre, on an avenue leading into Tiananmen Square.

Lu Zhiqiang

Lu then moved into financial services as one of the

major shareholders in Minsheng Bank. He likewise took

stakes in insurers and brokers. Known as the ‘capital

hunter’ his dealmaking skills saw Oceanwide’s assets

grow to Rmb16 billion ($2.43 billion).

Growth

A friend of Liu Chuanzhi – known as the ‘godfather of

entrepreneurs’ – Lu made his move in 2009 to buy the

Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) 29% stake

in Legend – the parent of computer maker Lenovo. Liu

discovered that Oceanwide had increased its cash pile

when it reduced its shareholdings in Minsheng Bank

and Haitong Securities. In turn, when Lu became aware

that CASS intended to reduce its shareholding in

Legend, the Oceanwide boss made what he terms “a

lightning decision” to invest. He paid CASS Rmb2.75

billion for a 29% stake in Legend.

Need to know

Legend’s plan is to invest $1.5 billion over the next five

years in local growth businesses (in areas like clean

energy and consumer goods) and then list itself

(possibly in Hong Kong). 

After five years and a listing, what will the

investment be worth? Lu told Caijing that he calculates

the stake will be worth Rmb20 billion.

China Oceanwide

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“I’m not a 
very good
businessman. I
only look at the
big picture. If
you’re very
calculating and
you come to
me, you’ll
certainly win
and I’ll lose”

Investment

Wealth
Lu’s wealth of
Rmb30.1 billion ($4.7
billion), puts him at 19
on the Hurun Rich List
in 2011.

Year born

1951



Shen Wenrong
Sha Steel

Photo Source: Im
agine China

Shen is viewed
as the Carnegie
of China’s steel
industry

Natural
Resources

Wealth
He ranked 13 on the
Hurun Rich List with
wealth of Rmb34
billion ($5.3 billion).

Year born

1946

Getting started

Shen Wenrong was born to a rural family in Lian

Yungang in 1946. He left the farm to work in a textile

firm – quickly moving up from manual labour to

management.

Big Break

The factory wanted to expand, but it didn’t have

enough steel. Shen thought that the local town, Jinfeng,

was relatively small so he decided to build his own

blast furnace on the premise that nobody would notice

if they made their own steel. With the new furnace up

and running, Shen started to make steel window

frames in anticipation of a building boom. He was right,

and he became a major player in this niche section of

the market.

Growth

Shen started buying up nearby steel mills, but the local

supply wasn’t enough and so he looked overseas. He

first bought a small mill in England. And then, in 2001,

he launched the deal that made him famous in

Germany – the purchase of the ThyssenKrupp steel mill

in Dortmund. 

German media referred to the deal as the “ultimate

Chinese takeaway”, and for good reason. Shen went

about dismantling the plant and shipping all 250,000

tonnes of it to Zhangjiagang in Jiangsu province, near

Shanghai. He paid just $24 million for the mill, and

another $12 million for the transportation, but a

whopping $1.2 billion for its reconstruction. In the end,

the new plant doubled his steel output for just 60% of

the cost of building a new plant.

Need to know

Compared to many of his competitors who had

borrowed money to buy expensive equipment from

abroad, Shen’s second-hand plant put him in a good

position to face the financial crisis. As demand for steel

dried up, Chinese mills bled money – except for Shen’s,

which bucked the trend.

Shen continued to expand via more acquisitions. But

a new concern has emerged, the national trend of

guojinmintui (which can be translated as “the state

advances as the private recedes”). It is a trend that is

particularly prevalent in the steel industry - one

company, Rizhao Steel, has been in a long-running

tussle with the local government in Shandong as it tries

to acquire it from its reluctant owner. Shen however is

adamant that he will survive: “If only two steel

companies survive in China, I must be one of them.”

More recently Shen’s company, Sha Steel, went

public via a backdoor IPO, by taking over a listed state-

owned company and injecting its own capital into the

target.
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Getting started

Born in 1964 in Hebei province, Wang Yusuo failed

China’s university entrance exam three times. He

switched tack, starting a small business selling seeds

and beer. In 1986 he changed direction again, selling

bottled gas. He soon discovered he could make good

money due to a government policy shift that created a

price arbitrage.

Big break

Wang’s background selling gas gave him a network of

industry contacts that proved invaluable in the 1990s,

at a time when the government was slowly

deregulating the downstream gas industry. He bought a

few gasfields in the Huabei Oilfield and won a contract

to supply gas to the Langfang Development Zone. He

set up ENN and in 1994 built pipelines to provide gas to

the households of Langfang City, a first for the

province.

Wang Yusuo

Growth

By 1998 Wang sensed a giant gas market would soon

develop, thanks to the West-East pipeline, an energy

artery running through eight provinces to Shanghai. In

1999 he moved into gas distribution in Shandong and

Liaoning and by 2010, Wang’s pipeline footprint

covered 80 cities in 14 provinces – supplying 4.5

million residential households and over 13,500

companies. Additionally, he has been building LPG

filling stations for taxis and other vehicles. He currently

has 200 in 44 cities with local government permission

to up this further. There are currently 23,401 taxis and

1,091 buses running on natural gas in the areas ENN

serves.

Need to know

Wang listed ENN in 2001. Describing itself as a

‘privately-owned clean energy distributor’, it earned

profits of Rmb801 million ($121 million) on revenues of

Rmb8.4 billion in 2009. More recently it has focused on

moving upstream to control source of supply. In a

project with Washington-based IFC, ENN has financed a

greenfield facility that can convert Inner Mongolian coal

into methane, in order to supply the clean fuel dimethyl

ether (DME). The project will produce 400,000 tonnes

per year of DME, which ENN plans to distribute across

China. Wang has also built an R&D facility in Hebei to

work on environmental solutions to improve coal

gasification techniques – incorporating, for example,

solar power.

Last December it made a hostile $3.3 billion bid – in

partnership with oil major Sinopec – for China Gas.

However, the transaction remains ongoing and by no

means sure of success, with other parties, including

Beijing Enterprises, making counter-bids. Should it go

ahead, ENN will control piped gas networks in 77 cities

(representing 25% of China’s domestic gas pipelines).

ENN

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“If one day
ENN’s clean
energy
solutions can
be accepted by
people around
the world, then
our future will
be in Europe,
America and
Africa”

Wealth
Wang has assets
worth Rmb17.3 billion
($2.7 billion), placing
him 48th on the 2011
Hurun Rich List.

Year born

1964

Natural
Resources
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Getting started

Another of China’s current business tycoons born into

an impoverished background – this time in Shanxi

province in 1952 – Yao Junliang worked as a young

man as one of Mao’s “barefoot doctors”. He spent 13

years providing basic medical care at rural health

clinics, and advising on hygiene and family planning in

the countryside.

Big Break

Shortly before he turned 30 Yao changed tack,

borrowing money to purchase two second-hand trucks.

His plan was to offer the only motor transport for hire in

his rural neighbourhood. For the first year, Yao and his

two brothers drove day and night, transporting coking

coal (which is used as a fuel in smelting iron ore in

blast furnaces).

Yao Junliang

Growth

The Yao brothers became better known, and in 1983

they were offered a transport contract by a local coking

plant. Yao used the deal to expand, clubbing together

with other villagers to buy more trucks. With a fleet of

twenty or so vehicles at his disposal, he then heard that

state-owned smelters in southern China were running

short of coking coal. 

But transport costs by road from Shanxi did not

allow the business to turn out profitable. So he leased

railway wagons to deliver the coal instead. The venture

was a success. Yao signed more supply contracts with

steel mills and chemical plants. By 1988 he was

transporting coking coal by train and truck to a series

of clients from his operational base in Taiyuan. In 1993,

Yao diversified again, investing in a coal gasification

project with the local government to provide gas to the

citizens of Taiyuan. 

Need to know

Meijin Group today is a diversified enterprise with a

presence at various points on the coal supply chain. It

continues to specialise in the production and

distribution of coking coal and is the biggest

commercial manufacturer of coking coal in China, with

reported resources of over two billion tonnes. It also

owns three mines in Shanxi itself, with its coal

production anticipated to reach up to 20 million tonnes

annually over the next five years. Meijin also produces

coal tar, benzene, metallurgical coke and asphalt

products, as well as coal gas for the city of Taiyuan.

Meijin Group

Photo Source: Im
agine China

Meijin Group is
the biggest
commercial
producer of
coking coal in
China, with
reported
resources of
more than two
billion tonnes

Natural
Resources

Wealth
Yao was 167th in the
2011 Hurun Rich List,
with a fortune
estimated at Rmb8
billion ($1.3 billion).

Year born

1952
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Getting started

Sichuan-native Liu Han was not even 30 when he

made his first fortune. After working as a manager in

an oil supply station in his hometown of Guanghan, he

turned his attention to the futures market. In 1994, the

steel industry was depressed. But prices in the futures

market were much higher than at spot. Liu made a

huge bet on the market, which he was then able to sell

at a profit of Rmb500 per tonne.

Big break

Liu used his Rmb100 million ($15.2 million) in steel

returns to set up Hanlong Group in 1997. The company

started investing in a wide range of industries –

hydropower, transportation and real estate – and by

2002, its total assets were worth Rmb7.28 billion.

Liu has a knack for seeing future trends. When he

entered the hydropower market in 2001, the country

was experiencing a power surplus, and there were no

Liu Han

private companies making medium or large sized

hydropower plants. But Liu thought that rapid economic

growth would start to stretch the power grid, prompting

him to invest Rmb5.2 billion over five years developing

Sichuan’s hydropower sector.

Need to know

It’s in the natural resource space where Hanlong has

had the biggest impact. Liu has interests in a number

of promising mines, making him a major player in

southwestern China’s resource sector. He has a

majority stake in Asia’s largest lead and zinc mine, and

also invested in a gold mine in 2006, allowing him to

benefit from the precious metal’s recent rise. 

Liu’s ventures abroad have also made the

headlines. In 2009, he bought a controlling stake in

Moly Metals. The $200 million deal was the biggest

private investment made by a private Chinese company

in Australia, and it put him in charge of the country’s

largest molybdenum mine. When Liu bought a 25%

stake in a related company, General Moly, for $80

million, he became the owner of one of China’s largest

privately-held resources portfolios.

It’s all about giving

But he’s also stayed in touch with his roots, and is now

recognised as a philanthropist, with a focus on

Sichuan. In particular, Chinese netizens were impressed

when one of the projects that he had helped to fund –

the Liuhan Primary School – survived the 2008 Sichuan

earthquake relatively unscathed. Even though the

school was close to the quake’s epicentre, it was left

unharmed, in contrast to a series of more cheaply built

schools nearby which collapsed, killing schoolchildren.

Hanlong Group

Photo Source: Im
agine China

When Liu
bought a
controlling
stake of Moly
Metals in 2009
for $200
million, it was
the largest ever
private
investment by a
Chinese
company into
Australia

Wealth
Liu ranked 319 in the
2011 Hurun Rich List
with Rmb5 billion
($780 million).

Year born

1965

Natural
Resources
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Getting started

Li Zhaohui was born in Shanxi province’s Wenxi in

1981. He grew up in a privileged environment, and was

sent abroad to study business management at

Australia’s Monash University. At the age of 22 he

suddenly found himself at the helm of the family

empire after his father Li Haicang was assassinated.

Second generation wealth

Li is unique in this volume in that he represents

second-generation wealth. He inherited a multi-billion

yuan business empire from his buccaneering father,

who started out in coal before founding Haixin Iron and

Steel in 1987 and was known as ‘Shanxi’s Steel King’.

On dropping out of university to run the business, Li

Zhaohui soon got his own nickname as ‘China’s

youngest super-rich man’.

Li Zhaohui

Rising to the challenge

Southern Weekly reports that when he took over the

business, Li was understandably uncertain as to

whether he could cope. “I did not feel I had the ability,”

he said. “But I had to bear the responsibility.” Initially

his uncle acted as ‘regent’ alongside Haixin’s vice-

chairman, and media speculated that Li would be a

figurehead. However, within a few months he’d

sidelined them and emerged as the group’s taipan.

Big break 

In early 2003, just as SARS was ravaging business

sentiment across the country, Li visited Guangxi to

discuss building a mill in Qinzhou. It formed part of his

strategy of diversifying production out of Shanxi. He

finalised the Rmb8 billion ($1.2 billion) deal to build a

plant that would open in 2007 with a production

capacity of 5 million tonnes of steel per year. He also

inked a deal in 2004 to provide all the steel for the

Ningbo-Hangzhou bridge, the longest of its type in the

world. This cemented his credibility and ensured

Haixin’s continued profit growth.

Need to know

Li Haicang was a steel tycoon through and through, but

the younger Li saw opportunities in financial

diversification. He set up a capital markets operation

and in 2004 bought a stake in Minsheng Bank. The

3.1% stake made him the second largest holder of the

bank’s tradable shares. It would prove a successful

investment and be followed by investments in the

Yinhua Fund and Minsheng Life Insurance.

The investments played a crucial role during the

global downturn in 2008 when steel demand cratered.

Investment profits were the group’s lifeblood as steel

capacity got shuttered and Li tided cashflow over with

partial sales of the Minsheng stakes. The storm

weathered, steel demand picked up again as the

stimulus package kicked in. 

Haixin Iron and Steel

Photo Source: Im
agine China

When Li
inherited his
company he
was uncertain
whether he
could cope: “I
did not feel I
had the ability.
But I had to
bear the
responsibility”

Natural
Resources

Wealth
Li is worth Rmb12.1
billion ($1.9 billion),
placing him at number
80 on the 2011 Hurun
Rich List. (When he
inherited Haixin, Li’s
net worth was Rmb1.6
billion).

Year born

1981
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Getting started

Born in 1951, Zhou Furen started out as the production

captain of his hometown, Xiyang Village in Liaoning

province. He was an early success: local income

doubled within a year as new prosperity came from

Zhou’s decision to focus less on farming, and more on

exploiting the local abundance of magnesite ore.

Big break

In 1988, Zhou set up a company that would evolve into

the firm that he is most closely associated with today,

the Xiyang Group. And in its first year, it exported $7.2

million worth of magnesia. Zhou then decided that

high-quality magnesia was the way forward. The

strategy faced setbacks. The first batch of 98%-pure

magnesia sold poorly, and the remaining stock was put

aside in a warehouse. But Zhou still believed in the

product – so much so that by 1994, the Xiyang Group’s

production capacity of high-quality magnesia was half

Zhou Furen 

of the world total. Around the same time, foreign

smelters started using high-quality magnesia. Zhou’s

ability to provide supply meant that he was in the

perfect position to exploit this new trend. In 1995, the

group’s sales hit Rmb500 million for the first time.

Growth

In 1997, the Xiyang Group was sold into Zhou’s

personal ownership. With the magnesia market

cornered, the next step was to find new industries in

which to invest. The Xiyang Group’s rural origins made

fertiliser an obvious choice. In 2000, Zhou established

one of China’s largest compound fertiliser production

bases; and in 2003, the subsidiary made Rmb300

million ($45 million) worth of profit.

Breaking into the steel industry became another of

Zhou’s interests. In 2002, he started his own steel

company in Xiyang and began buying up local mills. But

in 2005, the government started restricting the creation

of new large steel plants, scuppering his plans to

become a domestic powerhouse. Zhou changed tack

and looked overseas to iron ore businesses now under

development in Russia and North Korea. In 2008, he

accompanied Wen Jiabao on a visit to Russia, and he

has also met personally with Kim Jong-il.

Need to know

Despite being Liaoning province’s richest man, Zhou

maintains close ties with his birthplace – he still has

the role of Xiyang Village’s Party secretary. Under

Zhou’s leadership Xiyang has transformed itself into

one of China’s wealthiest villages. Some of the locals

will be hoping to share in his success: an IPO is

planned for 2012, set to raise Rmb10 billion.

Xiyang Group

Photo Source: Im
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Despite being
Liaoning’s
richest man,
Zhou keeps
close ties with
his birthplace –
he is still
Xiyang Village’s
Party secretary.
Under his
leadership it
has become one
of China’s
richest villages

Wealth
Zhou is worth
Rmb11.5 billion ($1.8
billion), ranking 94th
on the 2011 Hurun
Rich List.

Year born

1951

Natural
Resources
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Getting started

Liu Canglong was born in 1955 in Shifang in Sichuan.

With little education, he began working at a local

refinery, before resigning to start his own business.

With Rmb500 ($76) borrowed from relatives, he

started the company Hongda to sell phosphate

fertiliser. He focused on sales to farmers suffering from

poor crop yields on low quality arable land. The

business grew quickly.

Big break

In 1993, Liu renamed his company Sichuan Hongda

Group. Around the same time, he saw an opportunity

for zinc fertilisers, also a type of plant fertiliser but used

in smaller quantity. But he soon realised that the supply

of zinc was in short supply, with the country going

through a period of rapid industrial development.

His response was to move upstream: in 2003,

Sichuan Hongda acquired Yunnan Jinding, a leading

Liu Canglong 

zinc miner in Yunnan province. Liu concentrated on

boosting production. Within two years, volumes in zinc

fertilisers grew from 27,000 to 220,000 tonnes.

Growth

Liu then bought other zinc mines in Inner Mongolia,

Guizhou and Tibet. In 2007, he went to Africa, to

establish a mining company in Tanzania to develop

mineral resources in the region. Sichuan Hongda is

now China’s third largest zinc producer.

Need to know

In addition to the zinc business and making fertiliser,

Sichuan Hongda is also involved in property

development, construction materials manufacturing,

and import and export trading. Having paid Rmb700

million to purchase a 53% stake in Sichuan Trust

Company, Liu says that next step for the Hongda Group

is the financial industry. 

In 2009, the company achieved Rmb30 billion in

revenues and Rmb3 billion in profit. 

And to relax

Liu is a big giver to charity. Since 1999, Liu has made a

number of donations to build schools in impoverished

rural areas. His individual contribution is said to have

reached Rmb356 million by 2008.

Sichuan Hongda Group

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“Integrity is
very important
in business.
People ask me
why I repay
loans even
when no one
else is. I say so
what if you get
away with not
paying Rmb10
million today
or tomorrow.
But next time
when you need
capital for your
business, no
one will lend to
you. And you
end up losing
even more”

Natural
Resources

Wealth
Liu has personal
assets of Rmb24.3
billion ($3.8 billion),
ranking 32nd on the
2011 Hurun Rich List.

Year born

1955
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Getting started

Huang Zelan has been working the land all his life. Born

to a rural family in Gannan, a mountainous area in

southern Jiangxi province, he started doing farm work

when he was 11. It wasn’t until 1984, when he was 29,

that Huang found a better way to turn a profit from the

earth. Gannan has a reputation as a tungsten hotbed

and when Huang saw others making money from the

local mineral resources he started searching for

tungsten himself, in rather primitive prospecting-style.

It’s all mine

In 1989, Huang began to upscale his operations as the

county government was starting to lease some of its

mining sites. Huang promptly raised Rmb5,000 (a

larger sum at the time than it sounds today) and used it

to start excavating the Guantian mine. He managed to

become a successful local businessman.

Huang Zelan 

Growth

The next step was to take on another challenge. In

1994, when the local government leased the larger

Taoxikeng mine, Huang again bid for the project. His

new charge was in dire straits: 100 years-old but deep

in debt, and having failed to pay wages for months.

Huang borrowed from the bank, laid off staff

(streamlining the workforce from 18 departments down

to two) and began to invest in new equipment. In 1996,

he rented the county’s metallurgical and chemical plant

(he subsequently bought it in 1999) allowing him to

process more of the raw materials that his firm was

digging up. This meant he could produce value-added

alloy and carbide products, which he now exports to

more than 20 countries.

Need to know

In 2000, Huang established Chongyi Zhangyuan

Tungsten Products. A year later and it was transformed

into a private enterprise that integrated the entire

production process – from mining, through smelting

and on to the sale of the finished product.

In 2010, the company went public in Shenzhen,

raising Rmb559 million, which helped to cement

Huang’s position as the richest man in Jiangxi in that

year. And in 2011, Zhangyuan’s operating income was

up 40.3% to Rmb1.9 billion, with a net profit of

Rmb286 million. 

Zhangyuan Tungsten 

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“A successful
entrepreneur is
measured not
just by the
money he has,
but also by how
much
responsibility
he takes for
society”  

Wealth
Huang is worth
Rmb12 billion ($1.9
billion), according to
the 2011 Hurun Rich
List, ranking him at
number 88. 

Year born

1955

Natural
Resources
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Getting started 

Xu Rongmao was born in 1950 in Fujian province. His

father graduated from a medical college and his mother

was an obstetrician. During the Cultural Revolution, Xu

was sent to the countryside to be a barefoot doctor.

Then he moved to Hong Kong in the 1970s and tried to

become a pharmacist, specialising in Chinese

traditional medicine. However, Xu spoke only Mandarin

and the Minnan dialect, so had problems understanding

his Cantonese-speaking clients. He quit, and began

working in a textile factory.

Xu soon began speculating in Hong Kong stocks,

and accumulated savings that allowed him to open a

garment business, with production in China.

Big Break

According to an interview in the Minnan Economic

Weekly, 1989 was a turning point for Xu. He began

experimenting with real estate in his hometown, Shishi.

Xu Rongmao

Unlike the garment business he found it a much more

satisfying experience. “Building blocks of magnificent

buildings both beautifies the city and improves people’s

lives. That gives me pleasure and career satisfaction.” 

He became the owner of China’s first privately-

owned three star hotel – until 1988 this was forbidden

by government regulations. In 1991 he took his family

to Australia and furthered his property experience in

Sydney and Darwin. In 1993 he returned to China and

built a tourist resort on Wuyi Mountain.

Growth

In 1995 new real estate rules hit Beijing’s property

developers and led to fragile market conditions. Xu

sensed an opportunity and began developing high

grade apartments in the capital such as Zhizhu Garden

and Scenic Park. He soon accounted for a third of the

high grade residential market. And in 2000 he began to

replicate his success in Shanghai. Finally, his Shimao

Group emerged into the public eye.

Need to know

Shimao is now one of China’s most successful property

firms. In 2011, the developer’s revenue from property

sales reached Rmb26 billion, up by 19.5% from a year

ago; and gross profit also went up 25.4%, to Rmb10

billion.

Its highly popular Riviera Garden project in Shanghai

has won numerous awards for its combination of

natural ecology, garden landscaping and modern

architecture. The 800,000 square metre riverside

development is divided into six themed parks: Chinese-

styled Suzhou Garden, US-styled Hawaii Beach,

German-styled Swan Lake, English-styled Great Lawn,

French-styled Maze Garden and Olympic Games

Garden. Shimao Property listed in Hong Kong in 2006

further raising the property group’s international profile.

Shimao Group

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“I am nothing
special. I just
focus more on
what I’m doing,
and pay more
attention to
detail”

Wealth
Xu came out 31st in
the 2011 Hurun Rich
List, with assets
valued at Rmb25
billion ($3.9 billion).

Year born

1950

Property



Wealth
Wang ranked sixth on
the 2011 Hurun Rich
list with a fortune
worth Rmb45.5 billion
($7.1 billion).

Year born

1954

Wang loves to
sing, and is
rumoured to
have the most
state-of-the art
karaoke facility
in China

Wang Jianlin
Dalian Wanda Group
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Getting started

Wang Jianlin was born in Sichuan in 1954 and, like his

father before him, joined the army at 15. After an 18 year

military career, he was demobilised and became a civil

servant in Dalian – a city regularly voted the most ‘livable’

in China. In 1988 he was asked to take on a failed real

estate business. He turned it into Dalian Wanda.

Big break

Wang saw an opportunity to redevelop the unsightly

south of the city, and enjoyed something close to carte

blanche from the local authorities to transform the

area. He started out with ‘Beijing Street’, introducing

large residential apartments of innovative design. Over

800 units were sold in a month, launching his

reputation as a real estate mogul.

Growth

For the next couple of years Wang specialised in urban

renewal, and in 1991 Wanda became one of the state

entities designated to become a ‘pilot’ joint stock firm.

In the privatisation process Wang soon became one of

the firm’s major shareholders but he saw opportunities

to expand beyond Dalian.

And as a football fan he saw the brand potential in

backing the local football team. ‘Dalian Wanda’ became

the country’s first professional football team, and won

four championships in six years. (Wang exited football

sponsorship in 2000 before the game became

ensnared in a series of scandals). As he put it: “It now

appears we left at exactly the right time.”

Need to know

Nationally known, Wanda began to expand across

northern China, building specially tailored office-cum-

shopping malls, pulling in international brands like

Wal-Mart as anchor tenants.

Wanda also became a major player in the cinema

industry, realising that movie screens could play a role

in driving traffic to malls. Wanda cinemas now account

for around 30% of Chinese box office receipts. And

Wang’s ambitions now extend beyond China: in May

2012, he announced plans to spend $2.6 billion to buy

AMC Entertainment, the second-largest cinema chain in

the US and Canada. Wang says his latest acquisition is

like a “huge advertisement” as Dalian Wanda takes to

the international stage. The deal is subject to regulatory

approval from the US and Chinese authorities.

The company is already one of Asia’s largest

property developers, with more than seven million

metres of leased commercial real estate. Wang’s

property empire includes 8 five-star hotels, and 50

movie theatres (with more on the way). 

And to relax

He loves singing, and is rumoured to have the most

state-of-the art karaoke facility in China. 
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Getting started

Born in Jiangsu province in 1972, Zhang Zhirong

moved to Shanghai when he was three years-old. He

started his own business at the age of 19, having saved

Rmb30,000 ($4,566) from earlier jobs.

Big break

At the age of 22 – when Shanghai’s real estate market

was at a low ebb – he managed to raise enough funds

to set up a construction company and develop 600,000

square metres of housing. This and subsequent

successes for his firm – Glorious Property – saw him

become famed as the youngest property developer in

Shanghai. His flagship project is the Shanghai Bay

residential complex – it began construction in 2006 and

on completion will total 16 luxury buildings overlooking

the World Expo area.

Zhang Zhirong

Need to know

Glorious Property is now a nationwide property

developer with a landbank of 13.6 million square

metres split 40:60 between tier 1 and tier 2 cities. Its

acquisition of low cost land was a key selling point for

investors when its IPO was marketed in late 2009. The

Hong Kong listing raised $1.28 billion for Zhang’s firm. 

As the first pure-play property developer to list in

the territory since before the financial crisis, the deal

was a notable success, attracting big name

cornerstone investors such as Shanghai Industrial

Holdings and Sino-Ocean Land. Although most of the

company’s business is in the mainland, Zhang lives in

Hong Kong, where his company has its headquarters.

Growth

His interests now go beyond property. Zhang

cooperated with Jiaotong University to produce new

feed additives and herbicides. He also co-invested with

the Ministry of Science and Technology to build a state-

of-the-art milk processing plant in Shanghai. He also

diversified into shipping in 2004. He owns Rongsheng

Heavy Industries, China’s largest private sector

shipyard. It listed in Hong Kong in 2010.

Setback

The downturn in the Chinese property market has hit

the company hard. Glorious missed its expected sales

target of Rmb15 billion last year (it made Rmb13.3

billion) and this year the developer also scaled back on

construction in light of the market sentiment. 

Meanwhile Rongsheng’s shares also fell 18% in late

July when America’s SEC accused a company

controlled by Zhang of insider trading (in relation to

CNOOC’s proposed acquisition of Canada’s Nexen).

Adding to the bad news, the slump in global

shipbuilding saw Rongsheng report an 82% drop in its

first half profit.

Glorious Property
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He is very low
key, and rarely
gives
interviews. But
he has offered
this insight:
“During high
tide, it is hard
to discover the
gifts of the sea.
At low tide,
even a leisure
walker on the
beach can easily
find beautiful
shells. That is
the logic of
business
opportunity”

Wealth
He is ranked number
30 on the 2011 Hurun
Rich List with a
fortune worth
Rmb25.6 billion ($4
billion). 

Year born

1972

Property
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Getting started 

Born in the western province of Gansu in 1963, Pan

was initially disadvantaged by his family background

– his father was labelled a ‘rightist’. Things improved

in 1977 when his father was rehabilitated after Mao’s

death. Pan later enrolled in Lanzhou’s Polytechnic

School and was then accepted by Hebei Petrol

Pipeline College. 

On graduation, Pan was assigned a job with the

Ministry of Petroleum’s Economic Reform Research

Bureau. In 1987 he made a trip to Guangzhou and

Shenzhen. Coming from the ice and snow of the north

to the south’s “singing birds and fragrant flowers” was

a revelation. He thought it was “paradise”.

Big break

Pan quit his job, sold all he had and decided to try his

luck in the south. He arrived with just Rmb80 ($12), and

had to spend Rmb50 of that to pay someone to help

him find a way through the fence surrounding the

Shenzhen Special Economic Zone. He joined a

consulting company but soon discovered Shenzhen
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wasn’t exactly the paradise he’d believed it to be, and

became depressed. So when a chance arose to leave

for the island of Hainan, he grabbed it. There he first

found work as boss of a brick factory, but it wasn’t long

before he co-founded real estate developer Vantone.

Growth

Hainan was enjoying a real estate boom and Pan

decided to cash in. He figured Beijing would offer more

sustainable growth, so he moved there in 1992. In

1994 he met his wife and business partner, ex-

investment banker Zhang Xin. He left Vantone to set up

SOHO China with her. The vision for their business was

to collaborate with internationally-recognised architects

to produce stylish, modern apartment buildings for

Beijing’s urban professionals.

Need to know

SOHO’s slogan is ‘building city centre prosperity’, and

the company has had a marked impact on Beijing’s

skyline, with landmark structures such as SOHO New

Town and Jianwai SOHO. In terms of sales, SOHO’s

projects have been the most successful in Beijing,

thanks to their good locations and high quality finishes.

According to its website, SOHO has built more gross

floor area in Beijing’s CBD than any other firm. 

It now focuses on developing office complexes in

Beijing and Shanghai. Its Hong Kong IPO – which raised

$1.9 billion – means it is not short of funds.

Pan has used these funds to buy prime properties

from distressed sellers during the recent real estate

downturn, such as the Bund 8-11 project in Shanghai.

But 2011 was also a tough year for Pan. SOHO

China’s turnover plunged 69% to Rmb5.7 billion ($898

million) while net profit, excluding valuation gains in

property investments, dove 60% from 2010 to Rmb1.4

billion. It was the first time the developer had missed a

forecast since it was listed.  

SOHO China
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He may be
famous for his
tall buildings
these days, but
Pan recalls it
wasn’t always
so. “When I was
at high school I
walked with my
head down. I
had no idea
how high the
school building
was – even up
to graduation”

Property

Wealth
Valued at Rmb21.1
billion ($3.3 billion),
Pan (with his wife
Zhang Xin) was
ranked 37 in the 2011
Hurun Rich List.

Year born

1963
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Getting started

Born in 1941, Chen Lihua is perhaps unique among

tycoons in that she claims to be related to the last

Emperor of China, Puyi. Born to a royal clan of the

Manchu ethnic minority that ruled China between 1644

and 1912, Chen also spent a few years of her childhood

in Beijing’s Summer Palace. On marrying, her dowry

consisted of rare antique sandalwood furniture.

Chen’s noble status was never going to be a big

plus for joining Mao Zedong’s new ruling class. During

the Cultural Revolution she feared her beloved antique

sandalwood would be destroyed; so she buried it all. A

decade later, when Mao died, she dug it up to discover

it undamaged. Then she set up a shop to repair old

furniture herself. Business blossomed and she built a

factory.

Big break

In 1981 she moved to Hong Kong and set up Fu Wah

Chen Lihua

International. With money from furniture sales, and

from selling family property left to her, she put together

enough capital for some successful speculation in Hong

Kong’s real estate market. Over the coming years she

would diversify into trading and investment. In 1989

she returned to Beijing.

Need to know

Chen became one of China’s early property tycoons,

her first major project being the Chang’an Club –

combining an exclusive members-only business club

for the elite and an apartment complex. She then

continued building in prime sites around Beijing’s

Wangfujing area. She has so far developed 1.3 million

square metres of property in the Chinese capital, and

invested more than Rmb10 billion ($1.5 billion). Such

grand redevelopment has not been without controversy,

since existing residents had to be relocated. A whole

chapter is dedicated to this subject in Philip Pan’s book

Out of Mao’s Shadow.

And to relax

Chen has become as well known for her sandalwood as

her properties. Soon after making her first fortune, she

decided to open the country’s first ‘private’ museum to

showcase her growing collection. It contains around

2,000 antique items, as well as pieces she has

designed herself and made in her factories (sourcing

expensive and rare sandalwood from places like

Burma). Chen has spent Rmb200 million on the

museum, and describes it as a “cultural investment”

not designed to make money. However, the value of her

antiques continues to rise, reports the local media.

Fu Wah International
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She says of her
museum: “I
want to do
something
unique –
Chinese stuff
valued by
foreigners”

Wealth
Chen’s long business
career has awarded
her a fortune worth
Rmb33.3 billion ($5.2
billion), putting her in
sixteenth place on the
2011 Hurun Rich List.

Year born

1941

Property



Wealth
Lou’s net worth is put
at Rmb8 billion ($1.3
billion), ranking 167
on the 2011 Hurun
Rich List.

Year born

1954

“I don’t believe
in pennies from
heaven.
Opportunity is
obtained
through effort”

Lou Zhongfu
Guangsha Group
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Getting started

Born in 1954 in Zhejiang province, Lou Zhongfu’s

career began as a construction worker; with gradual

promotion seeing him made a section chief, and finally

in 1984 the manager of the Dongyang Third

Construction Engineering Company. It was a small

township enterprise, but was transformed by Lou when

he renegotiated staff contracts in 1987 and refocused

the business away from state-owned practices to more

profit-centric approaches. But with revenues of less

than Rmb2 million ($300,000), Lou had bigger

ambitions, and changed the company name to

Guangsha Group.

Big break

In 1993 Guangsha was restructured into a joint-stock

company and in 1997 was listed on the Shanghai Stock

Exchange. With access to capital, Lou began looking to

grow his empire via acquisition. In 1998 he bought the

troubled firm Chongqing First Construction, with the

blessing of the local government – it brought expertise

from construction work on the Three Gorges Dam

project. Over the next four years he bought struggling

state-owned construction firms in a host of major cities

such as Beijing and Nanjing.

Growth

In 2006 he began looking at overseas markets. He

focused on the Middle East, taking the view it will

“definitely have large development”. He has won

projects worth $500 million in Dubai, and claims to

have the biggest market share of any builder in the

emirate. He was particularly proud to complete the

Dubai Meydan Racecourse’s grandstand project within

18 months – a deadline that was reckoned to be

‘mission impossible’. (And lucrative. He denied in local

media that his firm has any financial issues relating to

exposures to Dubai’s debt problems.)

Other businesses

Aside from being one of China’s biggest private

construction firms, Lou has moved into energy

(hydroelectric dams), as well as hotels and real estate.

His rags-to-riches tale also has a Hollywood ending:

he’s invested successfully in a couple of Feng

Xiaogang’s movies, including Assembly.
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Wealth
Xu ranked 5th on the
2011 Hurun Rich List,
with a fortune worth
Rmb46 billion ($7.2
billion).

Year born

1958

Xu’s model can
be summarised
as “small units,
small profits,
quick return of
funds”

Xu Jiayin
Evergrande Real Estate
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Property

Getting started

Born to a poor family in Henan in 1958, Xu Jiayin had a

tough childhood, especially after his mother died when

he was young. Xu went on to study at the Wuhan

Institute of Iron and Steel, which led to a job at Wuyang

Iron and Steel, where he worked for 10 years.

Big break

In 1992, Xu moved south to work in booming

Shenzhen, and in 1994 decamped to Guangzhou to

develop new markets, where he helped manage a real

estate project. At the time, new property developments

usually consisted of large units, often with three

bedrooms. Xu reversed this trend by making sure that

his own projects contained more small units. As a

result, his development sold out quickly, creating a

storm in Guangzhou’s residential market.

Growth

Within two and a half years, Xu had generated more

than Rmb200 million ($30 million) worth of revenues

for his employer – yet his salary was just Rmb4,000 a

month. So in 1996, he established his own company,

Evergrande Real Estate, in Guangzhou. He kept the

model from the first development that he worked on –

“small units, small profits, quick return of funds”.

Each of the company’s developments was a success

and by 2004 Evergrande was ranked as one of China’s

top 10 largest developers.

Need to know

Evergrande listed in Hong Kong in 2009, raising $726

million. In 2010, the company’s annual sales reached

Rmb52.7 billion. Since 2004, the company has

expanded into a series of second and third-tier cities,

which made it something of a pioneer. Previously cities

of that rank had been largely ignored by China’s other

large developers.

The company is also a major sponsor of sports. Xu

has spent big buying Brazilian players in order to make

Guangzhou Evergrande into the nation’s top football

team. In May, Evergrande announced that it had hired

the World Cup-winning Italian coach Marcello Lippi until

November 2014. Earlier, the club had spent $10 million

to sign the Argentinian playmaker Dario Conca. 

Setback

Xu’s spending habits caught the attention of Citron

Research, a short-seller based in Los Angeles. In

June this year, it published a report that alleged

Evergrande was insolvent. With market sentiment

shaky, the accusations – contained in a 57-page

report – managed to wipe $1 billion from the

company’s market capitalisation in a single day. Xu

denied any wrongdoings and called Citron’s report

“outrageous”. Evergrande share price has since

largely recovered and Xu has said he is considering

legal action against Citron.
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Born in Hechuan, a small town within the Chongqing

municipality, Wu Yajun got a degree in navigational

engineering from the Northwestern Polytechnical

University. In 1984 she began work at the state-owned

Qianwei Meter Factory. Four years later, she switched

paths, spending the next six years as a journalist at

China Shirong News Agency, a publication owned by

the Ministry of Construction.

In 1994 she then set up her own trading company,

and soon afterwards established Longfor Properties

with her husband, the pair owning a 76% stake.

Getting started

Longhu South Garden, a residential complex in

Chongqing, was her first project in 1995. Wu is still

proud of it today. She focused her efforts on every

detail, including the planting of specific trees and

flowers designed to attract more birds. The project

proved a success, and a Longhu West Garden was

Week in China
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Wu Yajun

launched in 1999. Insiders recalled, “Longfor sold its

homes even faster than cabbages sold in the market.”

Having established Longfor’s reputation, Wu wasn’t

in a rush to expand elsewhere, preferring to focus on

Chongqing. By the end of 2005, sales had hit Rmb1.12

billion, making the firm the top property developer in

the city.

Wu then told South Weekend her business secret:

“Intense investments in commercial real estate to win

the trust of local government”.

North Tianjie is one example. Before she moved in,

North Tianjie was a remote area in Chonqing. Now it’s

a vibrant commercial zone covering over 140,000

square metres.

Wu began to expand elsewhere in 2006. Longfor

Properties now has projects in 11 cities, including

Beijing, Chengdu, and Xi’an, and has a landbank of

developed and undeveloped sites comprising 33.8

million square metres.

Hong Kong listing

Longfor went public in November 2009 in Hong Kong

raising $1 billion, with cornerstone investors including

Ping An Insurance and Singapore’s Temasek. Shortly

afterwards, her husband left the company to focus on

his own golf course business and last year Wu also

announced that she’d step down as CEO, but remain as

chairwoman. She’s also hired professional

management in an attempt to make Longfor less of a

family business.

Longfor Properties had sales of more than Rmb6.5

billion in the first quarter, ranking it in first place in

Chongqing’s property market. But Wu cautioned that it

was unlikely such high growth rates would continue for

2012 as a whole because of the government’s property

tightening policies. “If we go too fast, we might fail,”

she added, noting the company had Rmb14.5 billion of

cash and wouldn’t need to buy any more land for five to

six years.

Longfor Property
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“If we go too
fast, we might
fail”

Property

Wealth
Wu was named as
China’s richest
woman in 2011, with
a personal fortune of
Rmb42 billion ($6.66
billion) surpassing
Zhang Yin of Nine
Dragons Paper,
according to Hurun’s
2011 Rich List. 

Year born

1964
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Born in Hubei province, Yan Zhi dropped out of school

when he was 17 to take over his father’s job as a

printer. The following year he published his first poems.

In 1992 he became a journalist with a local newspaper

before starting his own media agency. In a major coup

he bought up space in the provincial papers and then

persuaded 50 home appliance brands to market their

products through him.

Getting started

It wasn’t until 2003 that Yan made his first move into

property, following his difficulties finding a new

headquarters. As far as he knew a lot of his friends

were facing the same problem. So in 2005 he

embarked on Zall Development’s first project, No. 1

Enterprise Community. It was designed to house HQs

for small and medium-sized enterprises and within two

years more than 100 companies had moved in.

Yan Zhi

Watch out Yiwu

Yan’s dream is to build China’s biggest wholesale

trading centre, returning Wuhan to its role of 500 years

ago. North Hankou is his flagship project. Back in 2007

it was a rubbish dump in Wuhan’s northern suburbs but

Yan has invested Rmb6 billion to build North Hankou

International Trading Centre, covering 3 million square

metres (for perspective, the vast Venetian Macau resort

is a third of its size). He has focused on wholesale

markets for items like shoes and clothes, and many

firms have moved out of Wuhan’s old commercial

centre Hanzhengjie to Yan’s new facility.

By the end of 2011, Zall Development reported that

total revenues rose 218% to Rmb2.45 billion, while gross

profits soared 387% to Rmb1.74 billion year-on-year.

In Yan’s view, Wuhan is well-positioned as China’s

manufacturing heartland moves from the coast to the

west. His prediction is that the Yangtze river will

become an even more crucial artery and he has

acquired a port operator to accompany his other

investments in Wuhan.

Yan’s firm is listed in Hong Kong and his personal

fortune is Rmb8 billion.

And to relax

“Some people like to go to the spa, or do their nails. I

enjoy poems, that’s my hobby.”

So far Yan has published 18 books that feature his

poetry.

Zall Development
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“Some people
like to go to the
spa, or do their
nails. I enjoy
poems, that’s
my hobby”

Wealth
Yan Zhi is worth
Rmb8 billion ($1.25
billion) according to
the 2011 Hurun Rich
List, ranking him at
number 167. 

Year born

1972

Property
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Getting started

Huang Nubo, who is now 56, spent the early part of his

life on the wrong side of politics. When he was only two

years old, his father committed suicide after being

branded “a rightist”. To counter the stigma, Huang

changed his name from yuping, which means “jade-

peaceful” to nubo, which means “angry wave,” so he

could join the Communist Party when he was 16.

His fortunes turned in 1977, when he was enrolled in

Peking University. After he graduated, Huang found a job

in the propaganda department and became department

director at the age of 29. Like many other

entrepreneurs, Huang left his government position to set

up on his own, in his case the property company,

Zhongkun Real Estate Group.

Big break

Huang made his first fortune in 1997, when he signed a

deal with the government of Hongcun in Anhui to turn

Huang Nubo

the impoverished village into a tourist attraction. Huang

invested Rmb5 million to repair roads and upgrade

nearby hotels. In 2000, the United Nations named

Hongcun a World Heritage Site, for its “outstanding

example of traditional human settlement”. But the real

break came when the village was featured in Ang Lee’s

Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon. Visitors began turning

up by the busload. After success in Hongcun, Huang

turned to other tourism projects around the country:

stone villages and tombs along the old Silk Road in

Xinjiang; hunting and skiing resorts in Inner Mongolia;

and temples in Mentougou in western Beijing.

Soon he was looking abroad. In 2003, Zhongkun

spent $4 million building a 20,000 square metre

commercial centre in Los Angeles. In total Zhongkun

owns more than 40 tourism properties.

Icy reception

Huang made headlines last year when he offered to buy

300 square metres of Icelandic wilderness and spend

$150 million to develop it – with plans to build a luxury

hotel and a golf course. There was a swift backlash in

Iceland against the property deal, where a military

motive was suspected. Huang made clear he was “only

a businessman” and had no links to the Chinese

government. He said he was only interested in Iceland’s

pristine landscape and attracting tourists. Last

November the Icelandic Interior Ministry vetoed the

land sale, but earlier this year Huang said he was able

to push ahead with the project using a long lease

instead of an outright purchase.

To relax

When he’s not talking about property, the tycoon

prefers to discuss poetry. Huang’s verse is composed

under the pen name Luo Ying, and has been published

in English, Japanese and French. Huang says he is now

working on a new poetry collection, as well as studying

for a doctoral degree.

Zhongkun Real Estate Group
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“Like any poet, I
am imaginative
and not very
practical”

Wealth
Huang Nubo ranked
129 on the Forbes
Rich List in 2011 with
a net worth of just
over $1 billion.

Year born

1956

Property
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Getting started

Dai Zhikang was born in 1964 to a poor farming family

in Jiangsu, the fourth of six children. However, thanks

to his excellent performance in the national college

entrance exam – 98 out of 100 in mathematics – he

was able to enroll at Renmin University’s department of

international finance, and then read philosophy at

Shanghai’s Fudan University. After a brief stint as a

journalist for the Financial News, he joined CITIC

Industrial Bank.

Big break

In 1988 he moved to Hainan where he founded the

International Finance Company. But it wasn’t a success

and Dai returned to Beijing to work with a German

bank. In 1990 one of his university classmates invited

him back to Hainan. They soon set up one of China’s

earliest fund management companies. Rich Island

raised Rmb60 million ($9.1 million) for stock and real

Dai Zhikang 

estate investment and by the age of 28 Dai was well

known in investment circles.

Then, disaster. In the 1993 stock market crash he

was all but wiped out. He bounced back, repaid his

debtors and in 1998 he founded Zendai Investment

Group, with his focus now on property development.

Need to know

In 2010 Dai captured headlines as Shanghai’s ‘land

king’ when Zendai paid a record Rmb9.2 billion for a

large parcel of land close to the city’s iconic Bund. It

was the highest ever sum for a parcel of land – both in

absolute terms and in terms of price per square metre

– in Shanghai’s real estate history.

This led the media to speculate on Zendai’s

potential cashflow problems, since the land cost 15

times the cash Zendai had on hand. Dai’s executives

told Time Weekly that while the price was high they

remain confident of success because the 45,472

square metre site is unique in terms of its location and

scale. To finance the project’s development plans

Zendai may partner with other real estate firms.

However, with the government actively cooling the

property market, Dai’s timing may not be ideal.

And to relax

“I have never been a pure businessman,” Dai told

China Youth Daily, and he has become a major patron of

Shanghai’s contemporary art scene. In 2009, Dai

opened the Shanghai Zendai Himalayas Centre which

houses an art museum, a performance hall as well as

five star hotels and offices. A strong believer in cultural

projects, he tries to combine them with his commercial

vision. His new Zendai Art Hotel in the city’s Pudong

area targets business travellers but also showcases

modern art; on the other hand, the Zendai Hotel Yin is

described as an “urban retreat” with a focus on

traditional Chinese medicine treatments.

Zendai Investment Group
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“I have never
been a pure
businessman”

Wealth
In 2011, Dai ranked
99th on the Hurun
Rich List, with a
fortune worth
Rmb10.8 billion ($1.7
billion).

Year born

1964

Property
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Wealth
Zhang ranks 349th on
the 2011 Hurun Rich
List with a net worth
of Rmb4.9 billion
($770 million).

Year born

1948

Zhang’s 20,000
square metre
flagship store
in Beijing, set
retail records as
the country’s
busiest
appliance store 

Zhang Dazhong
Dazhong Investments
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Retail

Getting started

Zhang Dazhong got his original seed capital thanks to a

tragic episode in his family history. His mother made

the mistake of suggesting that Mao Zedong should exit

politics. She was executed. Zhang and his six brothers

were blacklisted. After Mao’s death, Zhang then

received compensation of Rmb7,000 ($1,065). He used

it to set up Chang’s Electric Shop in Beijing, to make

audio amplifiers. By 1988 he controlled 90% of the

city’s amplifier market.

Big break

Zhang opened a new store to sell a wider range of

electrical products in Beijing in 1989, and called it

Dazhong. He had grown the number of stores to 12

within a decade, and had 1,200 employees. By 2002,

turnover had reached Rmb3 billion. Zhang’s next move

was to begin opening stores elsewhere in the country,

starting with Tianjin.

But Zhang faced two big competitors: Gome and

Suning. From a similar starting point they had

expanded at a far more rapid pace. Both had listed on

the stock market, allowing access to growth capital.

Dazhong had grown much more slowly through

reinvesting profits. Zhang’s quick-fix solution was to try

to merge with Shanghai-based store Yongle, an M&A

deal he initiated in 2006. He was outflanked by Gome

which outbid him for the asset.

Setback

His manoeuvre having failed, Zhang retreated to his

Beijing home market, where he continued to outsell

Gome and Suning. His flagship CCTV Tower store, all

20,000 square metres of it, created retail records as

the country’s busiest appliances store, selling the most

items per minute. Both his rivals had started their own

war for market share in the capital, and now

recognised that Dazhong was the key to success.

Zhang opened lines of communication to Suning, but

didn’t rule out a deal with Gome either.

Need to know

In late 2007, Gome swooped for Dazhong, paying

Rmb3.65 billion; outbidding Suning, which offered

Rmb3 billion. This amounted to three and a half years

of Gome’s profits, and was viewed by the firm’s

founder Huang Guangyu as transformational (Huang is

currently in jail). Zhang took his payout and established

Dazhong Investment. 

However, in a recent turn of events he returned to

his retailing roots. That’s because after a boardroom

coup at Gome (initiated, surprisingly enough, by Huang

from his jail cell), Zhang was named chairman and

chief executive of the electronics giant. 
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Getting started

Born in 1962 in Zhejiang province, Shen Guojun got a

master’s degree from Zhongnan University of

Economics and Law in 1986. He joined China

Construction Bank. He was soon transferred into a

subsidiary that specialised in real estate.

Big break

At a head office conference, Shen gave a speech that

impressed CCB’s then boss Wang Qishan (now vice-

premier of China). He was sent to a new industrial

investment and property subsidiary the bank had

formed in Hainan. There, he got caught up in the local

real estate bubble and left the bank to start his own

business. By 1997 he’d established China Yintai

Holdings, based in Zhejiang. He initially planned to

speculate in real estate, but when a deal went wrong

he was left with a commercial property in Hangzhou. In

November 1998 he put a department store in it.

Shen Guojun 

Growth

His Intime Department Store targeted young consumers

and soon flourished. By 2005 he had four of them, with

sales exceeding Rmb3 billion ($456 million). In the

meantime he received an investment from Warburg

Pincus and began making successful investments

himself, in other real estate and energy firms. 

Need to know

He listed Intime in Hong Kong in 2007. In late 2008 he

opened the capital city’s tallest building, Beijing Yintai

Centre. He currently owns or is building 30 shopping

malls around the country.

In 2009 Shen’s department stores had sales of

Rmb6.5 billion but their rapid growth saw the Yintai

group need to raise cash. It sold stakes in China

Dongxiang and Baida to raise cash proceeds of Rmb578

million, as well as disposing of its 50% stake in joint

venture Beijing Intime Lotte Department Store and

Hangzhou Hubin International Commercial Development.

In June 2009, it also cancelled its previous acquisition,

through government auction, of a piece of land in

Hangzhou and was refunded Rmb212.3 million.

More growth

Shen is still expanding – the company plans to open

between five and eight stores in Beijing over the next

five years. The first, located in southern Beijing is

expected to open by the end of 2011. 

In 2010, Intime purchased 50% of a Beijing

department store company from Hong Kong’s

Henderson Land. Intime paid with 7.7% of its own

shares, worth around $210 million at the time. The

upshot is a close relationship with one of Greater

China’s richest families, since Peter Lee (son of tycoon

Lee Shau Kee), became one of Intime’s directors.

Yintai Group

Shen is still
expanding – he
plans to open
between five
and eight stores
in Beijing over
the next five
years

Wealth
Shen is worth Rmb17
billion ($2.5 billion)
according to the 2010
Hurun Rich List,
coming in at 47.

Year born

1962

Photo Source: Im
agine China
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Zhang Jindong
Suning Appliance

“If we blindly
pursue stability
and fear loss, it
is difficult to
succeed”

Wealth
On the 2011 Hurun
Rich List, Zhang came
joint eleventh, with
Rmb35.2 billion ($5.5
billion).

Year born

1963

Photo Source: Im
agine China

Photo Source: Im
agine China

Retail

Getting started

Zhang Jindong was born in 1963 and studied at

Nanjing Normal University. In 1984 he abandoned his

course in Chinese literature to try his hand at business.

He worked in air-conditioning, on the installation side,

and after six years had saved enough seed capital to

start his own business.

Big break

Then 27 years old, Zhang rented a 200 square metre

unit on Nanjing’s Ninghai Road and founded Suning

Appliance – initially as a wholesaler of aircon units. It

was a smart move: Nanjing gets very hot in the

summer, and is known as one of the Three Furnaces

(the other two are Chongqing and Wuhan). In his first

year he earned Rmb10 million ($1.5 million) of profit on

Rmb60 million of sales. Still under 30, he was soon

battling with local state enterprises – who started a

price war – and winning.

Growth

By 1995, Zhang had concluded that the future was in

being a retailer rather than a wholesaler. Initially he

opened shops exclusively selling air-con units, but in

2000 he decided to expand his ambitions, taking on

Gome to open shops that stock a wider range of

appliances. 

By 2004, Suning was opening a new store every

four days. He has already opened his flagship store in

Nanjing’s premium Xinjiekou business district, and he

plans to open 370 new stores in 2011, which will bring

the total to 1,700.

Need to know

In the past 15 years the company has grown from 10

staff to 70,000 and in 2011, Suning achieved sales of

more than Rmb94 billion, rendering it the largest

retailer in China. More recently the retail firm has also

been aggressively expanding its presence online.

Zhang declared that his goal is to create a retail empire

of $100 billion by 2020. 

Management style

Zhang is said to expect the most from his staff – with

store managers often working more than 20 hours a

day. But he has also made sure that they are

rewarded. Approximately 10% of Suning, which is

listed in Shenzhen, has been given to employees via

a share distribution scheme. Zhang once said that if

the company maintains its current growth, the

scheme could create 1,000 renminbi billionaires

within a few years.
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Getting started

A parental hand helped launch Huang Maoru’s business

career. Upon retiring, Huang senior bought a substantial

amount of land in Shenzhen’s Buji district and

distributed it among his sons to develop. They began a

series of high-profile developments, and the family

business thrived. Maoye City was Huang’s own

contribution to the business.

Big break

In 1995, Huang established the Maoye Group, which

went on to complete a string of real estate projects.

Perhaps the most notable is the World Financial Centre.

Completed in 2003, the tower has become a Shenzhen

landmark.

But what really moved Huang ahead was his move

into the retail industry. In 1996, he established

Shenzhen Maoye Emporium, followed a year later by the

opening of his first department store, Maoye Dongmen.

Huang Maoru  

Stored value

Huang’s experience in real estate has helped him build

his retail business. Unlike many of his competitors,

Maoye also owns the buildings that house his stores,

insulating them from rent pressures. Other department

store brands, such as Parkson and Wangfujing, have

seen their operating costs hit by rent rises and are now

looking to emulate the Maoye model by owning their

own properties.

Need to know

Maoye has 39 stores in 20 cities across China, and it is

currently growing at a rate of at least five new stores

per year. The company’s focus is on the second and

third-tier cities, and it has not yet opened a store in

Beijing, Shanghai or Guangzhou. Huang has said that

he would like to enter these major markets but that, for

the foreseeable future, his developing city portfolio

offers opportunities enough.

One of Huang’s major talents is his strength in

using the capital markets to raise funds – he has two

A-share listed companies and one H-share firm.

International investors will be most familiar with

Maoye International, which listed in Hong Kong in

2008, raising $343 million. The company’s sales in

2011 of Rmb10.4 billion ($1.63 billion) represented a

43% increase on 2010.

Maoye Group

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“Our ability to
withstand risks
is high”

Wealth
With Rmb18.5 billion
($2.9 billion), Huang
Maoru and his wife
Zhang Jing took the
44th place on the
2011 Hurun Rich List.

Year born

1965

Retail
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Getting started

Liang Qingde was born in 1937 in Shunde in

Guangdong. He began his career in a local printing

plant, before resigning in 1978 to set up his own

business where he made dusters from chicken and

duck feathers. He soon twigged that there was a big

foreign market for down feathers and made his first

fortune with the Guizhou Eider Down Factory.

Big break

Liang realised that the market for down was becoming

saturated and in September 1992 started Galanz

Electric. He’d conducted a nationwide survey and hit on

the idea of making microwave ovens. He signed a

technical cooperation agreement with Toshiba and

spent $4 million to introduce an advanced automatic

production line. He produced his first oven within two

months and by the end of 1994 had sold over 100,000

units. Via a massive marketing and PR campaign in

Liang Qingde 

1995 he made Galanz the market leader.

To raise funds, Liang sold his eiderdown firm for

Rmb80 million ($12 million). He then launched a

massive price-cutting strategy, lopping 40% off

microwave sticker prices. By 1996 he’d achieved a

53.2% market share in China. His policy from then on

became: cut the price, win market share, reduce costs,

and then cut prices further. This earned him the

nickname ‘The Price Butcher’.

Growth

When his South Korean competitors were hamstrung by

the Asian financial crisis, Liang decided to capture US

market share. He spent $20 million on an American

R&D facility and headhunted local professionals. He

expanded the range of microwaves he sold in the US

and Europe. He also followed an OEM strategy where

he persuaded foreign manufacturers that he could

produce for them at a third of the cost. He’d soon

brokered deals with 200 foreign firms and expanded

his production capacity. To avoid antitrust issues he

decided to cap his own-brand exports at 50% of his

capacity and use the remaining half to produce for the

likes of Panasonic.

Need to know

Among the tens of thousands of manufacturers in

China, Galanz occupies a unique position: it has a 70%

domestic market share and a 50% global market share.

The company has also expanded its product

offerings to include other white goods such as rice

cooker, pressure cooker and soymilk maker. Liang told

reporters that his goal is to reach Rmb100 billion in

sales by 2015. And hopefully a listing is also in the

horizon.

Galanz Electric

Photo Source: Im
agine China

On his strategy
of cooperating
with foreign
brands he says:
“They use our
labour and
large scale
production and
we use their
brand and
marketing
channels.” This
has helped, he
adds, to “form a
protection
barrier of
mutual
inclusion”
which has
aided Galanz’s
growth

Wealth
Liang has total assets
of Rmb17.3 billion
($2.7 billion), ranking
48th on the 2011
Hurun Rich List.

Year born

1937

White Goods
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Getting started

Dong Mingzhu was born in 1954. After getting a

master’s degree from the Chinese Academy of Social

Sciences, she became an academic in Nanjing. In 1990

she quit her post and went with her eight year-old son

to Zhuhai, where she obtained a job as a salesperson

with an air-conditioning factory. She told China

Entrepreneur magazine that she would not have taken

such a radical step had it not been for the death of her

husband – he would never have permitted her to go to

Zhuhai.

Big break

Dong quickly discovered that a key job for a

salesperson was to make sure distributors paid up, as

defaulting was then almost standard business practice.

Dong pulled off a coup when she recovered

Rmb420,000 ($64,000) of accounts receivable, and

caught the attention of a rival air-con maker, Gree,

Dong Mingzhu

which hired her that year. In her first year her sales

reached Rmb16 million. She was transferred back to

Nanjing – a city known as one of the ‘furnaces’ of

China for its climate – and her sales jumped again to

Rmb36.5 million. In 1996 she was made deputy

general manager and guided Gree successfully through

a damaging price war.

Need to know

When Dong joined Gree it made just 20,000 units per

year. By 2009, its sales had reached Rmb50 billion and

it had become the world’s biggest air-con maker. In

terms of household sales, it ranks first (Haier is second,

Midea third), and around 10% of its sales now come

from office air-con units – where the technology

requirements tend to be higher. 

The firm has 35,000 staff at production bases in

Zhuhai, Danyang, Chongqing and Brazil. It now exports

to 40 countries, with foreign sales exceeding Rmb5

billion ($760 million). In emerging markets like Vietnam

and Pakistan it sells under its Gree brand. In Europe

and the US it currently makes units for local brands (i.e.

an OEM strategy). A recently signed JV with Daikin of

Japan is designed to further improve the company’s

R&D capabilities. Last year Gree recorded sales of

Rmb83.5 billion, up 37.5% from a year ago. Net profit

was also up 22.7% to Rmb5.2 billion.

Dong – who is currently the state-owned firm’s

president and vice-chairman – says the success of the

Gree model is based on the way it manages its

relationship with its distributors. In an industry first, she

even persuaded local partners to pay before delivery

(her competitors had deemed it impossible). The UK’s

Daily Telegraph calls Dong “one of the leading icons of

China’s economic revolution”.

Gree

Photo Source: Im
agine China

She puts much
of her success
down to will
power – and
that she has not
taken a day off
in 20 years. Her
goal is to turn
Gree into a
global brand.
“We want the
whole world to
trust Gree air
conditioners, as
people trust
Mercedes and
BMW”

White Goods

Key stat
Dong heads a
company with over
$13 billion in annual
sales.

Year born

1954
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Getting started

From a young age Zhang Ruimin showed engineering

talent: he had a penchant for dismantling the family radio

and reassembling it. Born in 1949, he says he always

wanted to make China proud. In 1968 he joined a metal

work factory but went to university in the evenings. In

1984 he became a director at Qingdao Refrigerator. The

situation did not look promising, reports Xinhua. The firm

was insolvent, and workers were using the wood in the

factory windows for firewood.

During the early days, Zhang was extremely frugal.

When travelling, he would stay in a hostel instead of a

hotel, cycle rather than catch taxis, and stand on the

train rather than paying for a bed. But that didn’t stop

Zhang from caring for his employees: he once drove

through the mountains in foul weather to find a lender

that would supply the money to be used as a bonus for

the factory workers.

Big Break 

During a tour of the warehouse, Zhang discovered that

Zhang Ruimin

many of the refrigerators had minor defects. The staff

suggested that they should be sold at a discount to

employees. But Zhang replied that if he did that, it

would only motivate the workers to keep turning out

shoddy products.

Instead he had them smashed to scrap with

sledgehammers – employees were shocked (a fridge

cost two years salary at the time). The incident has

become famous in Chinese management texts. And the

company – whose name was soon to be changed to

Haier – would go on to earn a reputation for quality.

Need to know

Haier has become a truly international firm: it has 29

manufacturing plants, 19 overseas trading companies,

and more than 60,000 employees worldwide. The

company manufactures products in more than 15,000

specifications and 96 different categories. In 2011,

sales rose by 12% to $23 billion.

In 2010, Euromonitor Intelligence ranked Haier – the

world’s leading appliance maker by sales volume – as

the number one major appliance brand globally for the

second year running. The company plans to expand in

Europe by acquiring or building production facilities

that will bring it closer to EU consumers. In 2011, Haier

also took over Japanese firm Sanyo’s entire white

goods products business division in an acquisition

reportedly valued at $130 million. The company has

already built a successful presence in the US, where

30% of households own a Haier product.

And to relax

Zhang loves reading, and will get through several books

on a flight. Apparently his early ideas about smashing

the fridges came from Japanese ‘quality control’

management textbooks. The avid bookworm will be

pleased to learn that his company is not only the

subject of a book, The Haier Way, but also 30 business

school case studies.

Haier

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“My dream is to
give our
motherland a
world famous
brand” 

Key stat
In 2011, Zhang
helped steer Haier
towards sales worth
$23 billion.

Year born

1949

White Goods
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Getting started 

He Xiangjian was born in 1942 in Shunde in Guangdong

– an area now well known for its electrical appliance

factories. He worked as a farmer, before becoming an

apprentice in a factory. In May 1968 he and 23 other

Shunde residents raised Rmb5,000 ($760) to start a

factory making plastic medicine bottles. 

Big Break

By 1980 He’s factory had diversified into producing fan

parts for a state-owned firm. He then launched the

firm’s first electric fan, called the Pearl. In 1981 he

purchased the Midea trademark, and renamed his firm.

Growth

In 1984 Midea started producing a plastic box fan, that

could be used overnight, which it exported successfully

to Hong Kong. It also sent a team to Japan to study

production technologies. By 1985 it had begun to

He Xiangjian

produce air-conditioners, and in 1993 it ranked third in

China’s air-con market. In the same year it listed in

Shenzhen.

Competition in the air-con business then saw

Midea’s market share slip. So in 1997 He decided to

introduce a ‘divisional’ structure modelled on

Panasonic. Five divisions were created, each dedicated

to a product area such as air-con, home appliances and

compressors. This decentralised the decision-making

process and led to improved results.

Need to know

Midea is focused on the white goods market and has

avoided the temptation to diversify into ‘black’ goods

such as mobile phones and TVs. But He reckons too

that there is more than enough growth potential in the

“great cake” of the domestic home appliance market to

keep his shareholders interested. To this end he has

been acquiring other brands such as Little Swan to

make washing machines and refrigerators. 

In 2011, Midea sales went up 24.9% from a year

ago to Rmb93.1 billion, while net profit was up 18% to

Rmb3.7 billion. But sales have slowed since 2010,

during which the company saw sales and net profit

spiked 57.7% and 69.2%, respectively. In last October,

an investment unit of ICBC and private equity firm CDH

Investments bought a combined stake of 15.3% in

Midea Group (the parent company of the appliance

maker). 

Succession

In late 2009 He handed over company control to

professional managers and his groomed successor,

Fang Hongbo, who replaced him as chairman.

Contemporary Manager magazine says that this is an

unusual step for old-school entrepreneurs, and that He

has set an interesting example. “I have solved the

succession problem,” said He, who now has more time

for his great passion: golf.

Midea

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“I walk a step or
two behind
rather than
take half a
wrong step”

White Goods

Wealth
He ranked 9th on the
2011 Hurun Rich List
with Rmb40.4 billion
($6.3 billion).

Year born

1942
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Getting started

China’s richest woman, Zhang Yin was born in 1957 in

Shaoguan in Guangdong. The daughter of a lieutenant

in the Red Army, she started out in accounts in a state

factory. In the early 1980s she moved to a joint venture

paper firm in Guangdong. Next up was Hong Kong. But

in 1985, her employer went bust. Zhang seized the

moment to start her own paper recycling business,

using Rmb30,000 ($4,500) of her savings. 

Big break

Zhang upset rivals by improving the quality of her

recycled product. She even got harassing calls from

disgruntled Hong Kong triads, who lost market share to

her better paper. She didn’t flinch but in 1988 decided

to relocate her business to China, opening a wholly-

owned factory in Dongguan. She also began to build up

operations in the US and in 1996 invested $110 million

to establish Nine Dragons, a firm that turned waste

Zhang Yin

paper from America into cardboard packaging for

China’s burgeoning export industry.

Need to know

Her US company, American Chung Nam, counts

(ironically) as one of the US’s major exporters to China,

as it fills up container after container of wastepaper to

feed Zhang’s recycling operations in Dongguan.

Overheads are cheap because rubbish dumps are

willing to supply her with paper at a low cost, and she

doesn’t have to pay much for shipping since cargo

boats are often empty on the way back to China after

offloading their (China-made) goods in the US.

In 2006 Nine Dragons – by now the world’s biggest

maker of paper packaging – listed in Hong Kong. Zhang

became famous when she was ranked top of the Hurun

Rich List with a net worth of $3.4 billion. She was also

reckoned to be the richest ‘self-made’ woman in the

world – beating Oprah Winfrey and JK Rowling.

In the wake of the 2008 global economic crisis, Nine

Dragons was hit by collapsing Chinese exports. This

meant less need for paper packaging and the

company’s stock plummeted 90% from its high.

However, Zhang seems to have weathered the storm -

the share price has recovered allowing her to maintain

her position as China’s richest woman.

Setback

Last year ratings agency Standard & Poor’s made the

unusual decision to withdraw its long-term corporate

credit rating for the company's debt, citing “insufficient

access” to management. In a statement, S&P referred

to the company's "aggressive debt-funded growth

appetite." Without sufficient access to management,

the ratings firm “cannot fully understand the

company's strategy and financial management or

assess its future credit risks,” it added. Nine Dragons

quickly disputed S&P’s comments, saying that the

company has a sound financial position.

Nine Dragons

Photo Source: Im
agine China

Zhang’s
husband is the
CEO. “When I
am wrong, he
will criticise me
seriously”

Wealth
Zhang ranked 24th on
the 2011 Hurun Rich
List, with a fortune
valued at Rmb28.2
billion ($4.4 billion). 

Year born

1957

Other Industries
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Getting started 

Born in 1973 in Shanghai, Jiang Nanchun got an early

taste for advertising, working part time at an agency

while at East China Normal University. In 1994 he set

up his own company, Everease Communications,

whose clients were mostly tech firms. Business was

booming by 2000, but his firm barely survived the

dotcom crash. He tried to switch tack, with a failed

investment in the online gaming industry. Recognising

that his true talent was in advertising, he vowed never

again to try something he was unfamiliar with.

Big break

Many of Jiang’s clients were calling for more targeted

advertising efforts. They were less interested in mass

campaigns than reaching the affluent and middle class.

While waiting for an elevator in a Shanghai office

building, Jiang had the moment of revelation he

compares to the apple falling on Newton’s head. He

Jiang Nanchun

saw a poster in the elevator lobby, and realised that if

he replaced it with an LCD screen it would be a potent

advertising tool in reaching white collar workers as

they waited for the lift to arrive.

Growth

By the end of 2002 he had put his screens in the lift

lobbies of 50 Shanghai office buildings and named the

company Focus Media. Research by Nokia showed the

approach was highly effective versus normal TV ad

campaigns.

Three months after Jiang installed his screens,

another entrepreneur decided to do the same thing in

Beijing. Yu Feng’s Target Media and Focus were soon

competing in the same cities. Jiang eventually won the

battle – an investment from Softbank and a $172

million Nasdaq listing helped him to ‘outscreen’ his

opponent. At the end of 2005, he then bought Target for

$325 million. His firm had expanded to 70 Chinese

cities with 70,000 LCD screen displays. 30,000

advertisers were signed up with Focus, which claimed

an estimated 100 million viewers.

Need to know

Jiang has faced some setbacks. An attempted merger

with internet firm Sina fell apart, and his Focus Wireless

business hit problems when CCTV accused it of

spamming. He has returned the core business to

profitability after the financial crisis led to a slowdown

in advertising spending. In the fourth quarter of 2011

profit rose 60% to $75.4 million.

Jiang meanwhile has been fighting allegations from

short-seller Muddy Waters that Focus Media has

overstated its number of screens. The firm called the

charges “incorrect and misleading” and said its senior

executives would commit to buy stock as a show of

confidence. It seemed to work: in the first quarter Focus

Media’s shares rose 43%.

Focus Media

Photo Source: Im
agine China

After a failed
investment in
the online
gaming
industry, Jiang
realised that his
true talent was
in advertising.
He vowed never
again to try
something he
was unfamiliar
with

Other Industries

Wealth
Jiang placed 167th on
the 2010 Hurun Rich
List, with a net worth
of Rmb7.9 billion
($1.25 billion). 

Year born

1973
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Getting started

Born in 1962, Li Li graduated in chemistry from

Sichuan University and joined the Chengdu Meat

Processing Factory.

Pig of a job

Sichuan has China’s biggest pig population and Li’s

obsession with pigs started early. He recalls that even

in his student days he spent five years in the fields. It

paid off. In 1992 he joined Chongqing Tongda Biological

Products as chief engineer, going on to become

managing director. The company was involved in the

manufacture of heparin API, an anticoagulant used in

medicine. Heparin is derived from porcine small

intestines.

Big break

In 1998 he relocated to Shenzhen where he founded

Hepalink with Rmb2 million ($300,000) of seed capital

Li Li

from his family. The company focused on techniques to

purify heparin. Biotech investor Yang Xiangyang

invested a further Rmb6 million to help Hepalink grow.

With other Chinese manufacturers failing to pass US

FDA tests, Li’s Hepalink soon found itself the only

Chinese firm allowed to sell in the US. It also gained

European certification, becoming the world’s largest

heparin supplier. Thanks to its main asset – access to

the intestines of 180 million pigs – it will be hard to

displace.

Need to know

In 2010 Li completed a successful IPO, raising Rmb5.9

billion. The company was valued at 73.3 times 2009

earnings. Subscriptions for the retail tranche topped

Rmb381 billion.

Investors who worried that it might all be hype

could take some comfort in the 2010 results: the

company reported a 73.2% increase in revenue, to

Rmb3.85 billion, while net profit was up 49.5%, to

Rmb1.2 billion.

After going public, Li and his wife (Li Tan) were

instantly catapulted into the upper echelons of China’s

rich. They could become much richer: around the time

of the IPO, some analysts predicted that the share price

could rise even more.

Setback

But last year was tough for Li and his family. That’s

because almost right after the IPO, the US Food and

Drug Administration (FDA) denied that Hepalink was the

only heparin producer in China certified by the FDA – a

statement that had been made in the IPO prospectus.

Its shares plunged on the news. 

Another challenge comes from intense competition

as rivals like Changzhou Biopharma Qianhong and

Hebei Changshan Biochemical Pharmaceutical are

closing in on Hepalink in the blood-thinning heparin

market, where Hepalink has dominated.

Shenzhen Hepalink Pharmaceutical Group

Photo Source: Im
agine China

Becoming one
of China’s
richest men
hasn’t changed
Li: “I’m still the
same as I was
before, I still
like spending
time in the
laboratory”

Wealth
Li is China’s 37th
richest man, with a
fortune worth
Rmb21.1 billion ($3.3
billion), according to
the 2011 Hurun Rich
List.

Year born

1962

Other Industries
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Getting started 

Liu Jiren was born in Dandong in Liaoning province in

1955. He achieved two major academic honours in his

youth, becoming China’s first state-trained computer

applications PhD and, at 33, the country’s youngest

professor.

Big break

Liu wanted to establish a laboratory to conduct his

research to international standards, but he needed

funding. In 1991 the Alpine Company of Japan visited

China looking for a research group to work on a

software system for a car. Liu offered to work on the

project for $300,000 – thinking the Japanese would

never agree to such a price. They did. The Neo-Alpine

Software Institute was later set up. This would become

Neusoft, which listed in 1996.

Liu’s firm enjoyed rapid growth. The Shenyang

Neusoft campus houses 8,000 staff, with an average

Week in China
August 2012

Liu Jiren

age of 26. Neusoft is China’s largest IT solutions and

offshore software outsourcing services provider. Worth

Rmb30,000 ($4,500) in 1991, it had grown to a market

capitalisation of Rmb20 billion by 2008.

Need to know

Liu’s software is used by the social security settlement

system and by telecoms operators for their billings. As

Liu points out: “If you make a mobile phone call in

Beijing, there is a 30% possibility that you would use

our software; if you pay social security, there is a 50%

possibility.”

Like Microsoft, Neusoft started as a software firm,

but after inking a JV with Philips in 2004 he moved into

the hardware business too, producing medical devices,

including China’s first domestically-made CT scanner.

Growth

Liu also has ambitions to take Neusoft global. In 2009,

he bought three Finnish companies that make mobile

phone software. He says the economic crisis gave him

a good opportunity to acquire overseas: “Compared to

software companies in India, our company has a

unique ‘made in China’ advantage that can bring

together software and manufacturing like we do in

medical services.”

And to relax

Liu can play the flute, the erhu, the violin, the Beijing

opera fiddle and the guitar. He is also an expert in

woodcarving, having carved more than 100 Chairman

Mao heads. 

Neusoft

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“If you make a
mobile phone
call in Beijing,
there is a 30%
possibility that
you would use
our software; if
you pay social
security, there
is a 50%
possibility”

Key stat
If you make a mobile
phone call in Beijing
there is a 30%
chance you will use
Neusoft’s software.

Year born

1955
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Getting started

With a father who worked in landscape gardening

Zhejiang-native He Qiaonv followed a family tradition

when she attended Beijing Forestry University to learn

his trade. Upon graduating in 1988, she went to

Hangzhou to take up a public position, only to return to

the capital a few years later to visit a bonsai exhibition.

(A note on the spelling of her name, Qiaonv: this is not a

typo on our part. The ‘nv’ is a rare phoneme in

Mandarin, sometimes also rendered as nü, so as to

distinguish it from the more common ‘nu’.) 

Big break

She was inspired to start out in business by selling the

miniature Japanese trees. It didn’t stop with bonsai. In

1991, she started buying plants in Guangzhou and

leasing them to five-star hotels in Beijing. She also ran

a florist in the New Century Hotel, which led to her

taking over the hotel’s landscaping works.

He Qiaonv

Setback 

He’s initial ventures however, ended in failure. One of

her managers ran off with company cash, and she

made a large investment in iron ore, only to lose

everything. She didn’t give up. In 1994, she started

providing landscape services to newly built real estate

projects in the suburbs of Beijing that targeted

foreigners. The next two years proved highly lucrative:

“In 1995 and 1996, almost all of Beijing expat real

estate landscapes were done by us.” This led to other

work, and He took on landscape projects on high profile

developments, such as Oriental Plaza.

Growth

As her business grew, He decided that the next step

would be for her company, Orient Landscape, to go

public. After all, in 2001 the government announced the

imminent arrival of a growth enterprise board, which

looked like an obvious source of capital. In preparation

for listing she expanded rapidly, undertaking projects

all over the country. In 2003, Orient Landscape had 80

projects across China, with 700 employees. 

But after the Nasdaq bubble burst, Chinese

regulators were less comfortable with introducing the

new ‘growth’ board, and postponed its launch

indefinitely. This proved to be a tough time for New

Orient, which after stretching itself beyond its means,

was forced to make heavy cuts, and its workforce

shrank to just 200 people.

Need to know

In 2009, a growth enterprise board, the ChiNext, was

finally launched in Shenzhen. By that time, Orient

Landscape had started providing landscaping services

to high-profile municipal projects, such as Beijing

Airport’s newest terminal. The company finally went

public in 2010, making He one of the richest women in

China. Last year Orient Landscape’s sales went up over

100% to $2.8 billion. 

Orient Landscape

Photo Source: Im
agine China

Orient
Landscape has
provided
landscaping
services to
high-profile
municipal
projects, such
as Beijing
Airport’s
newest
terminal

Other Industries

Wealth
She placed 70th place
on the 2011 Hurun
Rich List. He’s fortune
is worth Rmb12.8
billion ($2 billion).

Year born
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Getting started

Gao Yanming was born in Shandong in 1957. After

graduating from Dalian Ocean Shipping College, he was

assigned to Hebei Provincial Administration of Shipping.

Big Break

Gao subsequently moved to the company where he’s

made his name, Hebei Ocean Shipping Co (HOSCO), a

state-owned company established in 1980 with just a

single ship that had plied its trade no further than Hong

Kong. Gao spent the early nineties in Hong Kong,

setting up the HOSCO shipping line to northern China,

before returning to the mainland in 1998 to take over

HOSCO at large. The company was still far from a top

performer: in 1997, with a fleet then made up of five

aging ships, it notched up a loss of Rmb21 million ($3.1

million).

Week in China
August 2012

Gao Yanming 

Growth

Gao adapted a strategy that he dubbed “lowcost

expansion” for increasing tonnage volume. The Asian

financial crisis provided the opportunity. As other

shipping enterprises were downsizing, Gao started to

expand his own fleet on the cheap. In 1998, the

company launched its first Panamax-size ship, marking

its entry into the bulk shipping market.

Profitability improved, and more orders were made

for larger vessels. And as the ships got larger, so too

did the potential markets: in 2003, HOSCO entered the

bulk shipping market, and in the following year it began

shipping oil. As Chinese demand for commodities grew,

HOSCO found itself well placed to carry the increasing

tonnage of iron ore, oil and coal. HOSCO now has more

than 100 vessels in its fleet, with a combined dead

weight tonnage of 10 million tonnes, making it one of

the largest in China.

Need to know

As exports plummeted during the most recent financial

crisis, the shipping industry was badly hit. Gao reacted

by sending 10 of his older dry bulk vessels to be

broken up, while appealing to his shipping company

peers to cooperate more in dealing with the problem of

surplus capacity. 

Then in 2010, Gao changed tack, putting in an order

for 14 further Panamax vessels, for a total bill nearing

$500 million. Industry analysts say he is capitalising on

general gloom in the industry about oversupply of

vessels to lock in construction contracts at competitive

prices. Just as he managed in 1997/8, Gao is pushing

HOSCO into another phase of low cost expansion.

After a share reorganisation in 2006 – when the

company became private – Gao became a major

stockholder. 

HOSCO

Photo Source: Im
agine China

HOSCO now has
more than 100
vessels in its
fleet, with a
combined dead
weight tonnage
of 10 million
tonnes, making
it one of the
largest in China

Wealth
He was ranked 18th
in the 2010 Hurun
Report with assets
worth Rmb25 billion
($3.8 billion).

Year born
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Getting started

Li Lixin got his first job after leaving school at 19 as a

salesman in a stationery factory. He went on to manage

the sales team, and with six years of savings under his

belt, he set up his own stationery business. By 1993 it

was earning Rmb1 million ($150,000).

Big break

Li then decided to change direction. He set up Lisi

Plastic to make household plastic items, opening a

workshop in Ningbo. In 1994 he went to the Canton Fair

and displayed his wares. Although his English was

rudimentary he met an American buyer, who placed a

Rmb1.5 million order for six containers worth of

plastics goods. Business grew and he was soon

working with a network of US agents to sell his

products abroad. 

Li Lixin 

Growth

By 2004 he had created Asia’s largest household

plastic factory and sales had reached Rmb1.5 billion.

Supplying the likes of Wal-Mart and Carrefour, Li’s

household goods were being exported to more than

100 countries.

With 90% of products exported to Europe and

America, Lisi was not well placed when the financial

crisis struck in 2008. Li responded by investing

Rmb120 million in R&D to try to improve product

quality. He cooperated with Tsinghua University and

saw his product’s average selling price rise.

Need to know

Even before the crisis struck, Li had foreseen that his

business needed to be transformed. In particular, he

noted the success of the Waltons of Wal-Mart and

IKEA’s Ingvar Kamprad. He decided retailing was the

future and in 2006 took full control of Ningbo’s top

department store. He then went on an acquisition

spree, buying up malls, supermarkets and department

stores in third and fourth tier cities. Lisi currently has

10 department stores and 40 supermarkets. Their sales

now constitute 60% of group profits.

Famously known as China’s “Plastics King”, Li’s

company Lisi had sales of Rmb5.5 billion in 2009. He

injected part of Lisi’s assets into a listed company

called Magician Industries as a vehicle for further non-

retail industry investments, with his particular interest

now focused on financing alternative energy start-ups.

Work life balance

As it turns out, Li is a strong believer of work-life

balance. In a letter to his employees, Li wrote: “Run a

family like how you run a company. Even though you

are going to have a lot of work to do you can’t forget

the birthdays of your wife or your child. Spend more

time with your family! Buy them presents and also

encourage them in the love for learning!”

Lisi

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“To have a
successful
business, you
must think of
the future”

Other Industries

Wealth
Li is worth Rmb3.3
billion ($520 million),
putting him at 520 on
the 2011 Hurun Rich
List.

Year born
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Getting started 

Liang Wengen was born in 1956 in rural Hunan. In

1983 he graduated with an engineering degree and

founded Lianyuan Welding Material Factory. After

several years of modest returns he decided to look for a

more profitable industry.

In 1991 he was advised that concrete pumps (they

pump liquid cement) were selling well. These devices

were mostly made by German company Putzmeister

and some local state-owned firms. Liang saw that the

pump industry was labour-intensive and thus perfectly

suited to China’s low-cost manpower context. In 1993,

he changed his firm’s name to Sany Heavy Industry

and incorporated in Changsha.

Big Break 

Struggling with the costs of licensing the requisite

foreign technology, Sany was facing financial

collapse by 1995. From ruin came inspiration. A

Week in China
August 2012

Liang Wengen

Beijing engineer, Yi Xiaogang, came up with a new

valve design for Sany’s pumps that promised more

efficient operation. 

But the company’s factory workers opposed the

new pump as it flew in the face of conventional tube-

based techniques. In a mass meeting, Liang asked Yi if

it was workable. Yi replied: “Definitely: we cannot

blindly imitate foreign counterparts, or otherwise there

will be no breakthrough.” Liang assented and Sany

had its first patent. By 1998 it was a leading player in

trailer pumps.

Big Break 2

Keen to break into the higher-value segment of the

business, Liang approached Sun Hung Kai 10 years ago

for the contract for the International Financial Centre in

Hong Kong, where cement would need to be pumped

as high as 406 metres. Putzmeister dominated this

area, so Liang offered a pump for free. He told the Hong

Kong firm that he was supremely confident in his own

products: if they failed they could destroy Sany

equipment in front of the media and humiliate him. The

pumps did the job and Sany later got the contract for

the (492 metre high) Shanghai World Financial Centre.

Growth

Liang has since moved into other areas of heavy

industry machinery, such as excavators, crawler cranes

and mining equipment, where he competes mostly with

German and Japanese firms.

His goal is to earn revenues of Rmb100 billion ($15

billion) by 2012, with international expansion planned in

the US, Germany, India and Brazil. As part of that

gameplan he acquired Putzmeister earlier this year for

$476 million. The family-owned firm makes pumps and

piping for concrete and other industrial materials, and

bring to Sany valuable technology and know-how.

Sany has revived plans for a Hong Kong IPO,

through which it hopes to raise $3.3 billion this year.

Sany Heavy Industry

Photo Source: Im
agine China

Liang was so
confident in his
pumps that he
told Sun Hung
Kai they could
destroy his
equipment in
front of the
media if it
failed. But it did
the job and
Liang won the
contract for
Hong Kong’s
International
Financial
Centre

Wealth
Liang came top of the
2011 Hurun Rich List,
which estimates his
net worth to be
Rmb70 billion ($11
billion). 

Year born

1956
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Getting started

Liu Yonghao’s life story seems to match much of

China’s own transition in recent years. Born in 1951 in

Sichuan, he was 14 when the Cultural Revolution

began. He became a Red Guard, even travelling to

Beijing to hear Mao speak. His mother had told him that

after this experience he would be blessed and would

soon be able to eat his favourite dishes of twice-

cooked pork and spicy tofu. 

This turned out to be prophetic. By 2001 he was

one of China’s richest people and could eat whatever

he liked.

Big Break

With his three entrepreneurial brothers, Liu’s first

opportunity came in 1980 when they opened a street

stall over the Lunar New Year. In seven days they had

earned more than they made in 10 months tilling the

fields as farm hands. They took the profits and began

Liu Yonghao 

selling quail eggs. They raised the quails first on their

home balcony, but later bought a farm.

Growth

By 1987 the quail business was becoming very

competitive so Liu and his brothers decided to invest

Rmb10 million ($15 million) into researching how to

make a superior pig feed. By 1989 their company Hope

was a dominant player in Sichuan, thanks to the

fattening ability of their product. In 1992 Hope went

nationwide and has gone on to open plants in

neighbouring countries like Vietnam.

Need to know

In Orwell’s Animal Farm, the pigs run the show – so the

initial focus on hogs may well have had some merit. In

1998, after a reorganisation, the New Hope Group listed

in Shenzhen. It also began to diversify into real estate,

dairy products and finance.

Along with his daughter, Liu Chang, Liu Yonghao

owns 10% of Minsheng Bank, which is now one of the

largest non-state owned financial firms in China.

Minsheng has already listed in Shanghai, while a Hong

Kong IPO in 2009 raised $3.89 billion. Expect to hear

more about Liu Chang, since Liu Yonghao is grooming

her to take over the New Hope Group.  

Philanthropy

Liu grew up very poor – his family couldn’t afford to

buy him shoes. Since becoming wealthy he has set up

the Guangcai Programme, which supports poverty

alleviation in western China.

Liu said he was focusing his efforts on developing

agricultural co-operatives to help peasant farmers

expand the scale of their farms from family plots to

large industrialised tracts. He said his company had

helped set up more than 100 such co-operatives, as

well as 16 underwriting companies that assist peasant

farmers in obtaining loans to expand production.

New Hope Group

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“Running a
company is just
like the TV
show, Survivor”

Other Industries

Wealth
Liu has assets worth
Rmb30.1 billion ($4.7
billion), making him
the 19th richest man
in China, according to
the 2011 Hurun Rich
List. 

Year born
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Getting started

“Learn more” is a frequent message when Che Jianxin

addresses his employees. And yet the 46 year£›old

tycoon dropped out of school at 16 because of poor

exam results. Initially Che opted to be a tailor but his

family couldn’t afford the sewing machine that he

needed, so instead he became a carpenter, making

furniture.

Three years later, Che opened his furniture store

Red Star in his hometown Changzhou, in Jiangsu

province. After several years of careful growth, he

founded Red Star Furniture Mall in 1991 with Rmb1

million. Che then expanded fast, opening 24 stores in

Jiangsu in five years. Red Star‘s sales soared to

Rmb150 million by 1995 from Rmb6 million in 1991.

Setbacks and a new approach

Che’s furniture mall model was soon being copied by

his business peers, and profits fell as a result of his

Week in China
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Che Jianxin

expansion drive. By the end of 1996, Red Star was

losing money at half of its malls and Che started to think

about the business model – particularly the rents he

was paying. “Red Star would have died if the situation

continued,” he recalls. So he took the decision to close

all his stores, except the five most profitable ones.

In 1997 Che changed the chain’s name to Red Star

Macalline, which sounded (to local ears) more foreign

and ambitious. He bought a piece of land in Nanjing,

the capital city of Jiangsu, and rather than pay rent,

built his own shopping mall and attracted other

homecare retailers to move in alongside him. This

proved a success, and a housing boom providing

increasing numbers of shoppers.

Today

With the latest opening in Tianjin this month, the total

number of Red Star Macalline Malls reached 100

nationwide, and more than 2,000 brands and retailers

cooperate with Red Star Macalline, which saw its

revenues hit Rmb40 billion by the end of 2011. “The

land we purchased is worth 20 times what we paid 10

years ago,” Che crowed to 21CN Business Herald last

year. “Without counting any other assets, the land we

own is worth more than Rmb10 billion.”

After investing $200 million in 2007, PE fund

Warburg Pincus recently invested Rmb2.6 billion more.

Che says he plans to IPO within a year.

And to relax

Che claims to have read more than 2,000 books and

orders his executives to have a book in their bags at all

times. He even buys every manager a bookshelf for

home use and is even said to pay the salaries of their

maids: “Only by liberating them from trifles can they

focus on learning new things, for example, from books.

It’s good for their work eventually,” Che suggests.

According to his assistant, Che takes five books on all

his business trips, too.

Red Star Macalline Group

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“Treat the
client like a
princess”

Wealth
Che Jianxin ranked
80 in Hurun’s 2011
Rich List, with assets
worth Rmb 12 billion
($1.9 billion). 

Year born
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Born in Yingcheng, Hubei province, Liu Baolin dropped

out of school to support his family. At 16 he became a

barefoot doctor, working in poor neighbourhoods to

deliver basic healthcare. Buoyed by the experience, he

decided to change tack. In 1985 he set up a medicine

wholesaler in his hometown.

Getting started

Liu was his own leading salesman. He shuttled back

and forth between villages, carrying a basket of

medicines on his shoulders and knocking at the doors

of clinics. The business did well enough for Liu to buy a

house locally and take a break from work while he

looked for other opportunities. Figuring that logistics for

pharmaceutical firms would become a profitable sector

he travelled south to Hainan, where market reforms

had been accelerated. Then he began planning for a

wider distribution network, linking medical wholesalers

with local pharma firms.

Liu Baolin 

Big break

Liu’s opening came in 1999, when restrictions on

private investment in the pharma industry were further

relaxed. The following year, he founded Jointown

Pharmaceutical in Wuhan focusing on pharmaceutical

distribution, logistics and retail. Jointown made sales of

Rmb300 million in its first year, and was hitting Rmb1.2

billion in revenues by its third. In 2007, Liu brought in

foreign capital through a new joint venture, and last

year the company listed in Shanghai, raising Rmb900

million. “We’ve had good timing: the golden years of

China’s pharmaceutical industry,” Liu told China Youth

Daily at the time.

In 2011 Jointown Group had sales of Rmb24.9

billion, with profits of Rmb376 million. Operating 14

province-level logistic bases and 25 distribution centres

to supply more than 20,000 different medical products,

Jointown Group is the leading non-state medicine

distributor in China.

Need to know

His many years as a barefoot doctor have given Liu a

different perspective to some of his competitors, he

says, making Jointown different from the state-owned

firms, like Shanghai Pharmaceutical Group and

Sinopharm, which focus more on sales to hospitals in

the bigger cities.

But Jointown also targets small hospitals and

drugstores, as well as rural areas, meaning that it

understands how important it is to keep prices down to

the minimum, as even a cent less in price can mean a

medicine is purchased. Liu claims that this is giving

Jointown a commercial edge itself, with a widening

distribution but an ability to generate profits on low-

priced medicine. Recently, he inked a deal with Pfizer,

to sell Pfizer products in rural areas.

Jointown Group

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“There is no
such thing as
impossible if
you put in
enough effort”

Wealth
Liu and his family
ranked 187th on the
2011 Hurun’s Rich
List with assets of
Rmb7.5 billion ($1.2
billion). 

Year born

1953
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Getting started

Born in 1963 in Liushi, Nan Cunhui dropped out of

school to repair shoes at the age of 13, in part to feed

his family when his father was seriously ill. He now

says that his three years as a cobbler shaped his

character, teaching him a basic business rule never to

ignore quality issues.

Big Break

In 1984 Nan stopped repairing shoes to establish an

electrical switch factory with his partner Hu

Chengzhong, using Rmb50,000. They named it Qiujing,

which means “pursue better quality”. After a survey of

electrical products in Liushi, Qiujing surprised

supervisors with the high quality of its electrical

switches, which stood out in the market. Qiujing soon

became the major player in the Wenzhou area.

But the partners fell out over strategy. Hu wanted to

diversify while Nan preferred to stay focused in the

same industry. So in 1991 Nan started a new company

with family members, calling it CHINT. Within two years

CHINT’s sales had reached Rmb50 million.

Week in China
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Nan Cunhui 

Growth

Benefitting from the construction of National Grid network

in the 1990s, Nan’s business boomed, as did that of

copycats of CHINT products. But instead of suing them,

Nan bought them up as part of an acquisition of 38

smaller companies to increase production. To attract

wider talent, Nan also broke up the family management

structure. Over the next decade, Nan’s stake was reduced

from 60% to less than 30%. He explained: “Sharing is not

generosity but wisdom for an entrepreneur”. 

It turned out to be lucrative approach. In January

2010, CHINT Electrics, the group’s core business unit,

launched its IPO in Shanghai, raising Rmb2.45 billion, and

in 2011 made revenue of Rmb8.2 billion.

By 2011 CHINT Group, with over 23,000 employees,

is parent to eight specialised companies with a product

range from high to low voltage electrical equipment,

through to power transmission and distribution

networks for solar power. CHINT has more than 50

overseas distributors and exports products to more

than 90 countries.

Need to know

Nan’s biggest domestic rival is Delixi Group, created by

his former partner Hu Chengzhong.

In 2006, Schneider Electric formed a JV with Delixi.

Meanwhile the French firm already had a patent

dispute with CHINT. In 2009 Schneider agreed to pay a

Rmb157.5 million settlement, in what was then the

biggest payout by a foreign firm. Much of the media

coverage was patriotic to say the least, although Nan

told Xinhua that his triumph would encourage more

Chinese enterprises to pay attention to intellectual

property rights. Nan also claims to remain on good

terms with his former business partner, Hu.

And to relax

He has studied Zen Buddism for many years. Nan

meditates two times a day.

CHINT Group

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“Sharing is not
generosity but
wisdom for an
entrepreneur”

Wealth
Nan and his family
ranked 109th on the
2011 Hurun’s Rich
List with Rmb10
billion ($1.6 billion). 

Year born
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Getting started

Born to a military family in Beijing in 1960, Wang

Zhongjun followed the family tradition by enlisting at

the age of 16. After leaving the army, he worked for a

few years as an art designer and photographer, and

then as an advertising manager.

Big Break

In 1989, Wang flew to the US to attend university – first

studying media at the University of Michigan, followed

by a masters degree from State University of New York.

While studying, he kept a part-time job – so by the time

he returned to China in 1994, he had saved $100,000,

mostly from delivering food. He used this money to set

up Huayi Brothers Advertising Company with his

brother, Wang Zhonglei.

Wang got into making movies via television. In

1998, he met a friend who told him about the TV

business. Wang quickly invested in a TV drama and

Wang Zhongjun 

subsequently doubled his money. He then invested in

three feature films, but only one made any money.

Growth

His luck changed when he met director Feng Xiaogang.

In 2000, after working together on A Sigh, Wang and

Feng decided to cooperate over the long term. At the

same time Huayi Brothers and Taihe Film Investment

Company was established, with Wang acquiring Feng’s

studio for Rmb600,000. With Feng at the creative helm,

Huayi went on to have a series of hits – such as Sorry

Baby, Big Shot’s Funeral and Assembly. Its last year’s

blockbuster, Aftershock, was selected as the Chinese

entry for the Best Foreign Language Film category at

the 2011 Academy Awards.

Need to know

In 2009, Huayi Brothers became one of the first

companies to list on the Growth Enterprise Board in

Shenzhen, raising Rmb620 million ($94 million). Wang’s

ambition is to become China’s Time Warner, as well as

its Walt Disney – the idea is that Huayi will not be just a

film and TV company, but a broader media and

entertainment enterprise. A recent move is it

announced to build China’s first movie-themed park in

Haikou, inspired perhaps by the success of Universal

Studios in the US.

And to relax

Wang has the typical pastimes of a movie mogul –

such as tasting fine cigars and collecting contemporary

art. And others not so typical: “I still have a niche

hobby, planting trees! I have now planted more than

500, mostly ancient and rare species.”

Huayi Brothers

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“My passion is
movies. Every
minute of my
life is occupied
by films” 
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Wealth
With a fortune worth
Rmb3.5 billion ($550
million), Wang ranks
512 on the 2011
Hurun Rich List.
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Spring Airlines wasn’t Wang Zhenghua’s first start-up.

An entrepreneur hailing from Shanghai, Wang first

founded Shanghai Spring Tour in 1981. Spring Tour was

one of only a handful of private travel agencies at the

time but in less than a decade Wang turned it into one

of the largest travel agencies in China. He then decided

to enter the country’s aviation industry in 2004.

New kid on the aviation block

One of Wang’s big challenges is that Chinese aviation is

dominated by three state-owned firms: Air China, China

Southern and China Eastern. He complains that

regulators have held up applications to fly on prized

routes for years (he’s still waiting for permission to fly

to Taipei, for instance). In other cases, his gripe is that

the authorities have given him undesirable time slots,

such as his Shanghai-Beijing route, for which his flights

arrive in Beijing after midnight. “Whenever we open a

new route they get tense, and sometimes they take an

Wang Zhenghua

unfriendly approach,” Wang said in a recent interview

with Reuters. “The approving authorities are also in a

tough position – they are afraid of the big companies.”

Frugal traveller

Wang declared that his goal wasn’t to create the

biggest airline but one that “even the lao bai xing

(general public) can afford to fly”. His timing was

good. Spring launched at a time when the new middle

classes were newly eager to explore China or travel

for business. By 2006, the budget airline had

announced a profit of Rmb20 million. Not much, but at

least it was profitable.

Spring Airlines is now China’s biggest privately-

owned budget carrier, with nearly 60 routes inside the

country and seven more overseas. It is said to be

speeding up plans for an IPO on the Shanghai Stock

Exchange

Rmb1 airfare

Back in 2006, Spring Airlines launched a promotional

airfare for the route between Shanghai and Jinan, the

capital of Shandong province, for just Rmb99. A

limited number of tickets were offered at Rmb1. The

move shook the industry, as the lowest fare offered on

the route at the time was Rmb300. But Chinese

travellers were a lot more excited about the promotion

than the aviation regulators. In fact, Wang was

threatened with a Rmb150,000 ($23,500) fine for

disrupting market order.

“You have to take it a bit slowly, rather than being

too aggressive and making enemies everywhere,” says

Wang about what he learned from the experience.

Spring Airlines

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“Whenever we
open a new
route, our rivals
get tense”

Other Industries

Key stat
Spring Airlines flies
60 routes in China
and seven more
overseas.

Year born

1943
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Getting started

Born in 1944, Ren Zhengfei graduated from Chongqing

Construction Engineering College before joining the

army as a construction engineer. After a 14-year

military career, Ren landed a job in Shenzhen, as the

vice president of a state-owned electronics company

before leaving the company after a dispute over pay.

Big Break

Along with five partners, Ren then founded Huawei in

1988 with just Rmb21,000 of capital. The company

became an agent dealing in equipment that enabled

offices to have a private telephone exchange.

Growth

Huawei was benefitting from the huge demand for

telecommunications equipment, but Ren realised the

agency model would not maintain higher profits over

the long-term. So Huawei started to develop its own

Ren Zhengfei 

line of products.

The market became increasingly competitive, with

multinationals entering China to sell their equipment.

Having noticed that the competition was focused in the

cities, Ren took to heart Mao’s combat tactics to

‘surround the cities from the countryside’ by growing

fastest in rural areas. It boomed with the growth in

mobile telephony in China and soon started doing

business overseas as well. By 2005, revenues from

abroad exceeded those at home.

Need to know

The annual report of 2010 was significant: it was the

first in which Huawei – still a private company –

revealed the identities of its board members and

offered their profiles. This was in response to problems

Huawei has had in the US.

The company has twice failed to complete

acquisitions in America, due to concerns related to the

company’s alleged links with the Chinese military. Ren

will be hoping that by being more transparent, Huawei

will be seen as less of a threat in foreign markets. It

denies any military links.

In a move to perhaps soften its image it now sells

own branded smartphones. Thanks to their low cost,

Huawei ranked seventh in US smartphone sales in the

third quarter of 2011.

In 2011, Huawei’s sales amounted to Rmb200

billion ($32.4 billion), on a par with Ericsson ($32.9

billion). 

One of the more curious challenges for Ren is his

firm’s name, which is a lot tougher for foreigner to say

than, for example, Samsung. Apparently, many

Americans pronounce it ‘Hawaii’.

Huawei

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“To develop a
successful
enterprise
requires the
spirit of the
wolf. There are
three
characteristics
of the wolf: a
keen sense of
smell,
dauntless
perseverance
and fighting as
a team”

Other Industries

Wealth
Ren Zhengfei is worth
Rmb5 billion ($780
million) according to
the 2011 Hurun Rich
List, ranking him in
319th place. 

Year born

1944
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Getting started

Despite a lack of a formal education, Xu Lianjie has

managed to become “South Fujian’s business

godfather”. Born in 1953 to a poor rural family in

Jinjiang County, Fujian Province, Xu was not able to

complete primary school. Luckily, his money-making

skills manifested themselves at an early age. By selling

eggs and vegetables, he raised enough capital to set up

a clothes factory in 1979, which was followed a few

years later by a zipper factory.

Throwing in the towel

In 1984, Xu and his partners invested $200,000 to

acquire a production line from overseas that could

produce sanitary towels, then a rarity in China. When

Xu established Hengan Industrial in 1985, and started

making sanitary towels under the Anle brand, he was

helping to create a completely new market. Hengan

quickly became the dominant player – by 1992, it had a

Xu Lianjie 

40% share of the market.

Into new markets

As competition intensified, Xu invested heavily to

maintain his market share. In 1993, he brought in a

production line from Italy that allowed him to produce

higher-grade towels with butterfly wing technology,

allowing him to bring the newest innovations to China.

After this, Hengan expanded into making nappies

and also became one of the country’s biggest sellers of

paper tissues. Just after the financial crisis, a time

when few companies were thinking about expanding,

Xu doubled his annual output of paper tissues to

600,000 tonnes.

Need to Know

Hengan listed in Hong Kong in 1998. It now has a

headcount of 20,000 staff working in 14 provinces and

cities. In 2011, company profits reached to Rmb 2.2

billion ($346 million), a 8% increase on the previous year.

As one of China’s earliest entrepreneurs, 59 year-

old Xu is now thinking of slowing down. He recently

announced a successor – Xu Shuishen, the current

chief operating officer (they are related via a mutual

great-grandfather). This means that the management

of Hengan will not be passed down to any of Xu’s

children. Instead, his three sons will be in charge of

investing the cash that their father has earned.

Hengan Group

Photo Source: Im
agine China

“I can always
see the future
but I always feel
a sense of crisis
too”

Wealth
Xu has a fortune
worth Rmb14.5 billion
($2.3 billion), ranking
him 63rd on the 2011
Hurun Rich List.

Year born

1953

Other Industries
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